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Send

LOCAL AFFAIRS,

I

Don’t run around paying your bills in currency when you can
1
its well send a check.
No trouble about making change when you pay by check.
No dispute can ever arise about a payment made by check. The
bank, after cashing it, bands it back to you, making an indisputs
eable receipt.
No danger of losing money, or being robbed of it when you nut
it in the bank and pay by check.
Less temptation to spend it if it’s in the bank instead of in
vour

You’re money ahead and leave worry behind when you have

—

—

a

account at the

A Hotz— Bakery.
Bankrupt's notice—Geo B Bickford.
Wanted—Nurse.
Notice of foreclosure—George F Colson.
For sale—Planer.
—Farm.
E L Smith—Groceries.
Admr notice—est Annie Faire.
"
Herman L Savage.
William C Straw.
Exec notice—George W Perkins.
Probate notice—Joshua Kendall.
—Phebe M Kendall.
*'
—Rufus P Stover.
—est Uriah Bowden et als.
Portland, Mr:
Maine Auto Co—Men wanted.

pocket.

checking

NKW ADVERTISE ME NTS THIS WEKK

Lost—Camera.

just

SCHEDULE OF MAILS
AT SLLSWORTH P08T0FFICE.

BURRILL NATIONAL
BANK, of Ellsworth

In

effect June 23, 1913.

Brown,

MAILS RECEIVED.

r

From West—*6.56, •11.16 a m; 4.21, §6.18 p m.
From East—12.24, 5.86 and 11.07 p m; Sunday
at 10.07 p. m.

fj.

a.
ILUWOBTH PORTOFP1CK.
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Nr,
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m
OO.
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husband; the
turned that night.

•*» T. Giles has bought the Greelj interHolmes tract of 6.000 acres of
timberland between Union river and the
East and Middle branches, in
Mariaville,
Waltham and No. 21.
This gives Mr.
Giles a half interest in the tract, Albert E.
Mace, of Aurora, being the other owner.
Messrs. Giles and Mace contemplate a
est in the

pulpwood operation

on

Safety-Service

Tlie only two factors worth considering in
for the transaction of your business.

the tract.

The Ellsworth office of the Bar Hafbor
& Union River Power Co. has been sup-

selecting

a

bank

The UNION TRUST COMPANY of Ellsworth with

plied with a pulmotor, a delicate and expensive instrument of great value in cases
of electric shock and near-drowning accidents. Every employee of the company
is to be taught how to use it, so that in

a

C'r»-.alcf
*100,000
8 jrplus and Profits,
*100,000
Stockholders’ Liabilities, *100,000
A

protective capital for depositors of over *300,000 with reof over fl,500,000 provides both safety and service of the

sources

of accident it may be put into operation at the earliest possible moment.

highest

standard.
This is a convenient bank for the people of Hancock and
Washington counties to do business with. Our directors are
men interested in the affairs of these counties.
Their aim is to
stimulate and assist in the business interests of Hancock and
Washington counties. It is a borne bank intended to stimulate
home industries and home enterprises. We are interested in
every corporation, mercantile firm and individual. As our business increases every year, it is proof sufficient of the
satisfactory
service we render. If you are not a customer already, we invite
you to become one.

At the home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
G. Royal, Sept. 10, their daughter, Miss
Grace Dorothy, was married to Peariey H.
Ooino West—11.45 a. m; *3.46, *5 and ‘9 p m.
Benson, of Haverhill, Mass., Rev. R. B.
Going East—6.30 a m; 8.46 and 5.46 p m.
Mathews performing the single ring serRegistered mail should be at postoffice half vice. It was a
quiet home wedding, atan hour before mail closes.
The couple
*Daily, Sunday included. §Daily, except tended only by relatives.
Sunday at 6.40.
was unattended.
| Sunday;
The bride was gowned
No mail dispatched to or received from the
in
east Sundays.
white
chiffon
over
white
silk,
with lace and pearl trimmings. Followthe
L. F. Giles, who has been seriously ill ing
refreshments
were
wedding,
served. Many beautiful and useful presthe past week, is better.
MAIL CLOSES AT

t”«■■»
)
AT THK

1913

Mrs. Brimigon remained to visit
rest of the party re-

ter

case

|

17

9

-_

Check

a

.merkuti.

ELLSWORTH, MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, SEPTEMBER
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1

POSTOFFICE

Union Trust

ents were received by the bride. Mr. and
Jameson, of Waltham, Mass., is
Mrs. Benson will remain at the home
few days with relatives here.
of the bride’s parents for the present.
Ludike Hall returned yesterday
to
Mr. Benson is head cutter in the Mutual
Fhillips-Exeter academy, at Exeter, N. H. Shoemakers’
factory.
Elba W. Mayo and wife, of Brewer,
Tho September social of the Three B
were week-end guests of friends in this
class of the Baptist Sunday school was
city.
held at the home of Mrs. C. I. Staples
The Thursday club of the CongregaThursday evening. A large number
tional

Company of Ellsworth, Me.

Arthur

You and Your Dollars
c

ught

to

get together “for keeps”.

if

you Open
dollar you
Write

us

account In

an

You

can

do this

easily

and

spending

surely

Savings Department, and lay by every
We pay liberal interest on savings deposits.
our

spare.
TO-DAY' for details regarding
can

church

simple b»nking-by-mail.

our

will meet to-morrow at 2

1 RUST ft HANKING COMPANY
ML

Wedding Gift Problem
Made Easy
'

THE WEDDING GIFT MOST APPROPRIATE IS OF

CHINA,

CUT GLASS OR SILVER
W

recicvmg new import orders of china this week, among which you
*
just w hat|you want.
After no rttn*ll amount of effort on our part, we have secured some strictly
«. high-grade china at a medium price.
We are making special low prices on silver and cut glass which we are sure

i
n

j

are

find

«;

W'U

in

r*.-t

L«''k for

every

purchaser.
op

our name

every article; it

assures

(quality.

Agents for Victor Talking Machines.

games there

Luther King aihi Mrs. James H.
Parker, of Manset, are guests of Mrs.
Myron A. King.

provoked

regular meeting of Irene chapter,
O. E. 8., will be held Friday evening.
Circle supper at 6.30.
Miss Eva Gerry, of Brooklin, who has
been visiting Mrs. Charles G. Royal, returned home 8unday night.

ing

a

They

ber for

will leave the tirst of Octo-

accompanied

Dr.

George

Parcher on his return to New York last
week, and is the guest of Dr. Parcher and
other friends and relatives there.

Staple Groceries
prepared
goods. I also

am

a

to

stock of

staple groceries,

and

receive orders and deliver

have

of

ample supplies

Fresh Cream “Creamery Butter
E. L.

J. Drummey, who has been critically
There
past week, is improving.
decided turn for the better yester-

Odd Follows Block

Wiutbrop, Mass.

ceived

Me.

Miss

Telephone Connection.

spring for entrance
academy to which he has re-

examination in the

to the naval

(west eml bridge), Ellsworth,

ployed

an

appointment.

Frances
as

Fernald,

stenographer

iu

formerly

HARK

AAATQ
ww/A I W

Ladies’, Misses
and Children’s

on

DON'T
A.

MOORE,

E.

SALE

(S/I ISS

'*

at

Price>

411

season s

styles

Ellsworth,

IVIo.

this

SALE.

THIS

...

On Improved, Productive Real Estate;

LOAN

to
on

Collnternl and Commercial Paper.

Also dealer* in

Municipal

and

Other Bonds of approved legality and ascertained strength.

C. C. BURRILL & SON,
Wm. C.

DODGE,

ELECTRICIAN

16 State

St., Ellsworth, Me.

Cirone’s Hotel
Main and Hancock Streets, Ellsworth

DEALEK IN

Electrical Supplies aud Fixtures
__

F.LI.8WORTH,

Public Autos
For hire
T orma

the day or hour.
Reasonable.

by

Meals at all Hours.

MAINE__
We

can

take

a

few

permanent

borders this fall.
SPECIAL,

David linnehan, Ellsworth. O.
Telephone 66-2.

R.

most unfamiliar

a

HANCOCK CO. SAVINGS BANK
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

of which

mixed

a

some

trifle

in the

closing contest. Refreshments, dainty and delicious, were served.
The company broke up at a late hour, expressing their hearty appreciation of the
Begood time that they had enjoyed.

NORTH ELLSWORTH FAIR.
Exhibition and Good Time
Promised lor Next Week.
Tbe only Ellsworth fair, that of the
North Ellsworth Farmers’ club, will take

Ellsworth people will turn out in force
patronize this fair, which is accomplishing so much for the advancement of
agriculture in this section. Some of the
farms and orchards of North Ellsworth
would be a revelation to many right here

Ellsworth,

in

development,

by

an

re-

Friday, Sept.
teachers’

amuse-

an

per.

fair will close

days.

Admission 10 cent.

Sept 23 and 24—Meeting of Hancock
Baptist association at Lamoine.
Narramissic
Wednesday, Sept. 24

the rail-

on

Hancock
county
Northeast Har-

FAIR DATES.

old-

Thursday night.
road both

—

Thursday, Sept. 18, afternoon and evening, at Bayside grange hall-Fair and sup-

day
fair,
England dinner will be
with a dance
of the

26

bor.

exhibit.

New

The

KVENTS.

convention at

attractions for all outside of

agricultural

ex-

COUNTY.

purely agricultural fair, but with

On the second

Boston,

meeting Saturday evening

COM 1Nft

This year the horse-racing is cut out of
North Ellsworth fair.
It will be a

port last Friday, called there by the death
of her aunt, Mrs. Vira Erskine.
last week

At the

excellent exhibit.

ments and

in

Gov. Curtis Guild is to preside.
Mr. Peters expects to return to Ellsworth in about two weeks.

the

the

Saturday

It will be recalled that during the late
campaign Cong. Gardner did yeoman service in Mr. Peters’ behalf.

flect the work of these up-to-date farmers

There will be reduced fares

Bucks-

will

over

that evening will make an address
in Tremont Temple at a rally in the interest of Cong. A. P. Gardner’s candidacy
on

for the nomination for governor of Massa-

who have little idea of the

strumental in this

He will remain
and

chusetts.

advancement made in agriculture in that
section in the past few years.
The fair, w’hich has been largely in-

fashioned

Laura Severance went to

of next

to

served.

visiting.

Thursday

and

ton.
1

week.

William L. Saunders and wife returned
last week from Worcester, Mass., where
have been

Congressman-elect John A. Peters leaves
next Friday night en route foc^Washing-

Good

place Wednesday

Washington.

Off for

*--—.

visit up river.

Mrs.

Established 873.

The

region—for

books and authors got

—while

Point,

Teams meet all trains.

—

grange fair at

WELCOMED HOME.

Wednesday

Orland.

Thursday, Sept.

and

24 ana

25—North Ellsworth fair.

to Indian

where he is

Norris in

worth.

on

George Monroe has closed her
here, and leaves to-day for Boston,
where she3 will spend the winter. iShe
was accompanied by ber daughter, Miss
Margaret Harrigan. Mr. Monroe went to

RATES.

CIRONE.

home

Boston two weeks ago.

Rebekah lodge
requested to donate fancy articles for

Members of Nokomis
are

the sale for the

benefit of the

orphans’

fund, ;run in connection with the
grand lodge, to be held at Portland Oct.
14.
Articles; may be left with the noble
home

grand.

^

marriage of Miss Emily Frances
Riordan and James E. Ford, formerly of
this city, took place at St. Mary’s Catholic
church in; Melrose, Mass., Sept. 8. The
The

newly-wedded couple are making a
visit with Mr. JFord’sb; mother,
Thomas Ford, in this city.

short
Mrs.

party of Ellsworth people enjoyed a
pleasant; trip by automobile to MilliIn the party were Wilnocket Sanday.
liam Moore and wife, Mrs. Charles Brimigon, Mrs. Augusta Emery and Arthur
A

10

water vine

elocutionary program

was

delivered.

sincere

a

crew

of

a

dozen

men, commenced repairs last week on the
long-lumber mill of Whitcomb, Haynes &
It

Prof. H. C. Emery, of Yale, Prof. F. G.
AJlinson and wife and Miss Susanne,* of
Providence, R. I., who have spentj the
summer at Hancock Point, spent a few
days this week with ex-Chief-Justice
Emery at “Firlands”.

went

on

evening.
VV. H. Brown, with

new

in the

uupiui

Rev. Don Campbell, who acted as chairman,
Thursday of last week
for a ten-days’ trip. Prof. Ropes, of Ban- spoke of the appreciation in which Dr. Campbell was held in town, and gave a hearty and
gor, preached here Sunday morning and
He then
welcome to his bride.

tire

em-

j.

and Portland

Co.

now

Mrs.

MONEY

be

Hamlin, in this city,
war departmental Washington, spent a few days last week in Ells-

ployed

DOWN

em-,

the law offices

of Hale &

-

to

nev. u.

Bryant Moore has entered a preparatory
school at Annapolis, Md. He will take
an

SMITH,

some

Account Now and Let the Interest Help You.

—

Creamery Business,

to my

contests,

deal of merriment.

Savings

employed with Chester Dr. Charles W. Campbell and Bride j
FAMILY REUNIONS.
at Nail ton, Alberta.
putting a lireplace in a cottage.
Oct. 7—Hamor family at Hull’s Cove.
The News, of Nanton, Alberta, prints an j
was a
Charles Fernald, of Cherry held, who
Sept. 13—Haslam family at Waltham.
extended report of a reception given to
day, and it is believed he is now out of was called here Monday to attend the
Dr. Charles \V. Campbell and his bride
Sept. 30
Emery family at St. John’s
funeral of his brother, is spending a few
danger.
(Miss Marion Joy) on their arrival at their hall, West Newbury, Mass., 11 a. m.
his
with
days
parents.
o{
Miss Margaret Ford,
Melrose, Mass.*
home there. The News says in part:
Mrs. Herbert Severance is in Dedham
who has spent the summer with her
Wednesday evening [Sept. 3] a very sucSCtracrtisnnentfc
graudmother, Mrs. Thomas Ford, leaves for a few days keeping house for Arthur cessful surprise party was held in the Baptist
this week to enter Notre Dame college, C. Moore, whose wife has been in Bangor church. The members of the party most sur*-.**-.-*
for treatment for an injured hand.
Roxbury, Mass.
prised were Dr. and Mrs. C. W. Campbell.
Willis Saddler and wife, who have spent The church was beautifully decorated with
Mrs. Louis Naumann and Mrs. Albert
sweet peas and flowering plants and the large
Ross and son Donald, who have been visit- two weeks here with Mrs. Saddler’s parcompany of Dr. Campbell’s friends and pahave
reMrs.
Elias
their
B.
and
left
Reid,
aunt,
Mary
ents,
ing
Armstrong
wife,
tients spent a right happy time. After reand
in
East
Bouton
homes
Iheir
home
in
to
for
their
turned
Tuesday
Springvale.
freshments had been served, a musical and
M.

I have put in

good

Asa C. Flood went

ill the

In addition

a

were

advertisement contest was a star feature,
and was well gotten up.
In the geographical contest, New England proved

they

year in California.

a

Leon E. Rowe

...

..

1111

W. Armstrong and wife are spendfew days with relatives in Bucks-

port.

ELLSWORTH, ME.
..11

and

A large piazza baa been added to Harry
W. Haynes’ house at Church and Oak sides the regulars, there were present Miss
streets, greatly improving it.
Marion Wyman, Miss Frances Fernald, of
The regular social meeting of the CalenWashington, D. C., and Miss Bessie F.
dar club of the Methodist society will be Austin, of Sparks, Nev.
held next Wednesday evening.
Dr. E. J. Morrison, of Bar Harbor, lost
ELLSWORTH FALLS.
his automobile at Otis Sunday, the car
Edward
F. Flood, of Mclndoes, Vt., is
on
road.
fire
while
the
catching
his parents, E. A. Flood and wife.
The Ellsworth festival chorus will meet visiting
Miss Agnes Black, of Bangor, who has
for rehearsal at Society hall to-morrow
been visiting at Otis and Tilden, was here
evening. A full attendance is desired.
Mrs. George 8. Foster and little daugh- Tuesday.
Miss Uazel Coombs, of Franklin, was
Sarah are
ter
visiting Mrs. William
Campbell at Pond Island and Cberryfield. the guest of Eugene Whittaker and wife
last week.
The service at the Baptist church next
Howard Giles, of Jamaica Plain, Mass.,
Sunday night w ill be held in the auditorium, ana w ill be followed by a baptism. was here Monday on his way home from a
John

i. F. Robinson Co.
■

poor.”
Start a

with

Dover.
Mrs.

dexter

du>iuwn. ma< mia*

W.

A

l

Wilson

Alma

“Look most to your spending. No matter how
comes in, if more goes out,
you will always be

much

Mrs.
Henry
Sargent joined
Miss Mary A. Hurley, of the central
Staples in arranging for the social, and
telephone office, is spending a vacation in there,were no dull moments. In place of

TiASTtRN

The

Miss

present.

was

m.

p.

system.

BANGOR

a

will

be necessary to put in an enwhich will take about

bottom,

two weeks.

All the mills have shut down

account of lack of

Mrs.

Aphia

watt**.

Thursday, at the
eighty-three years. She
gradually failing for some time,
Lord died

advanced age of
had been

and her death

was

not

unexpected.

Mrs.

Lord, while of quiet disposition, was
kind-hearted and ever ready to do a favor
when occasion

presented. She had lived
life, and since the death of
her husband fourteen years ago, had made
her home with Charles E. Lynch and wife,
here all her

who

have done much to make her last

years

pleasant.

She leaves three children

—Mrs. Charles E. Lynch, Mrs. Hiram
Smith, of Middletown, Co^n., and Rev.
Albert J. Lord, of MerideiyCoun.; also one
brother—E. A. Flood, of this place. The
funeral

was

held at the

home

Fire at East Hlttehill.
EsiHT Bluehill, Sept. 17 (special)—The
house of Mrs. Nellie Ridlon was burned at
5 o’clock this morning. The family was
awakened by smoke. A part of the contents was saved.

supposed to have smouldered
night around a chimney, which burned

The tire is

the day before. The house was known
John P. Miller place. The loss is
estimated at fl,500. There was a small inout
as

the

surance.

reply.

!

_

Killed by a Fall.
body of Lewis H. Fernald, whose
death by accident at Mathis, Ua., Tuesday, Sept. 9,*was briefly reported in The
American last week, arrived here Mon-

Our Bread Rises

The

Monday afternoon at the home of his parents, William
It. Fernald and wife, at Ellsworth Falls,
InterUev. P. A. A. Killam, officiating.
ment at Juniper cemetery.
Further details of the manner in which

day.

The funeral

was

held

Mr. Fernald was killed have been received
by the parents from the Hardaway Contracting Co., by which he was employed
on dam construction work.
Mr. Fernald fell from a concrete form
which had been hoisted about forty feet,
striking on the dam.

Even

mote

than does

regularly

the SUN.

Sometimes “Old Sol” fails to put in
an appearence
But we rise to the occasion daily
except Sunday. You can depend on us for

The Staff of Life.
FRESH, LIGHT and WHOLESOME.

A. HOLZ,
Main and Franklin Sts., Ellsworth

Cor.

’Phone 61-2.

Saturday

afternoon, Rev. P. A. A. Killara officiating.
Interment was at Juniper cemetery..

all

sprung the greatest surprise of the night on
them by requesting Miss Lillian Kopas to
present the bride with a more tangible proof
of their appreciation and welcome, in the
shape of a silver bake-dlsh, which had been
subscribed for by Dr. Campbell’s patients and
friends. The doctor made a brief speech in

Housekeepers’ Best Friend
NO MORE BACKACHES

II11^

wonderful household

All
—

£|

^m^m^

ROR

SALE

does

more

preparations
IN

on

the market.

EU_l_SWORTM

AUSTIN.

article; it
cleaning

than all the other

H.

BY

JOY.

iDbmtefmnrs

iflutual Urnefit Column.

A

Preparatory

EL'ITKD BV

1(8 Motto:

Test
By

trust her whole future to a man.
got knowing whether he's going to

to

Vve

good husband or a horrid one.
good mind to break our engage-

a

a

“IIdpfut and Hopeful.

all

icatlv*UA

cumiiiUt

The

“Strange, isn't

I

it?

was

made

s

a

null,

or

d

Auother silence, during which he
took up a magazine from a table, turned over the leaves and threw it down.
Then he glanced in her direction and
saw that the book she was reading, or.
rather, pretending to rend, was upside
down, pictures and all.
“Been a big storm lately?”
“Not that 1 know of. Why do you
ask?"
Ntrr

it

pit

iuic

ui

a

ui|'M/.ru

the liook you're reading."
This called her attention to the inverted position of the volume, and she
reversed it. There was no sound except the turning of Its leaves, which
occurred so rapidly that she must bare
beeu capable of reading a page every
ten seconds.
Finally he said with a

ship

in

yawn.
“I shall hare to go to bed early tonight. I've been up till late for several

nights."

!1 t.

-y work;

MAK1AV1L.1

disorder is told that

Carr, Maine.—“ I feel it a duty I
owe to all suffering women to tell
what Lydia E. Vinkham's Vegetable
Compound did for me. One year ago
I found myself a terrible sufferer.
I had pains in both sides and such a
soreness 1 could scarcely sleigh ten
up at times. Me back ached, I had
no appetite ami was so nervous 1
could not sleep, then I would be so
tired mornings that I could scarcely
pet around. It seemed almost impossible to more or do a bit of work
and I thought I never would be any
belter until I submitted to an operation. I commenced taking Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
I bad
soon felt like a new woman.
no pains, slept well, had good appetite and was fat and could do almost

ram Thursday morning caused
postponement of our M. B. reunion to
Friday, the report of the gathering doe*
not appear this week; but a member of the
clan was unanimously elected to the
privilege of describing the various pleasures and enjoyment* of the day.
The follow ing remembrance* w ere read

As the

the

this

Sept. S.

bo a.

Sept.

say my vacation will be one week
for the reuuion. Shall always cherish
The pleasant memories of the one held last
Was sorry to learn of Aunt Maria’s
year.
meeting with an accident; hope she aud
Uncle Mark and Carolyn and the rest of the
clan will
present and he favored with
pleasant weather.
Have thoroughly enjoyed the column this
year, but not alone, for a neighbor frequently
asks for the loan of the paper and appreciates
the “benefits” derived from it.
Hope the
sisters will not leave you to fill the space this
in
the
not
because
past,
year, as they have
you are uot equal to the occasion, butitaeema
it ia the duty of each sister to do her part. Do
Best
as you think best with poem and hintsL. E. T.
wishes.

solved

To

shine from black

rock

castiie soap

ever

bold

pint

in a

Remove tbe

—

teaapoonful each of cloves and cinnamon,
two
cups seeded raisins and a pinch of
salt. Boil for two minutes, set aside to
cool and when lukewarm add two
cups of
flour, and one teaapoonful aoaa: flavor
with vanilla, and bake in a moderate oven.
—Alexia.

!
1

r

Yet s feeling of sadness will temper the joy.
you think of the hostess, once wont to
employ
Hospitality s acts, all so boundless and free.
And the olners, whose faces no more «re shall

gaged

sister has not been relieved of the
mouth, please give her the following:
Steep handful of raspberry leaves in a pint
If the

BARGAINS
By HOLLAND.

W.)MEN

rinse the
a

mouth with

a

little

day.
To remove fruit stains

of

myrrh;

three times
l. e. t.

or

iron rust from

spend

more

mon-

ey than men. and they
spend it wiser. They not only
buy most of the articles used
In the home, but they also
buy for their children and of-

for their men folks.
Women also read the advertisements more than men
do. This makes them bettbr
ten

and safer buyers than men.
They have equlpiied themselves with the knowledge
that makes them effective.
They know the best stores,
the best merchandise, the
best values. By reading the
advertisements
enabled

nomically.

j

|

women

shop

to

to

'«»»•**
tr

50b, CENTER.

pro fern., Sister Gladys Higgins, presented
a program of readings and question box;
also a question: “Which is the more

profitable
or

team for

a

farmer to

keep, horses

oxen?”
_

471. SOUTH DEER ISLE.
regular meeting of Seagirt grange
was held Sept. 13.
There was work in the
third and fourth degree*.
Sister Nina
Stinson and Brother Ralph Johnson were
reported ill. After recess a short program
was given.
It was voted to have Pomona
grange meet here Oct. 16.
SEAGIRT,

more

are
eco-

make the mou-

Fresh

laid, per doz.

act,

hss go„, ,

Mrs, Minnie Wentworth and
dauebtet
Mir ion, who have been
mpioym
Noriticdd Harbor, me borne.
i^cbtHd tefBtt 8ept. S;
Mi#* Evelyn
Brow u, ot Woolwich, an 1 M..a
Marcia
Bragdon, hi Franklin, l«acbc
.VliM Edith (Jordan, who fas* t*. u
visit,
mg her ^reot*, T- W. C5or« u aud wife
b*» retorru.fl io VV tfshiiigioh. i
c
I.v

Hurl H.'tU-lril, of i
viti».j;r,
^
>hn v\
t
K him n a*. t, r -U(
r
-•*»«»»* 1*0 dew* A tt n

»;*

w sin

aobattsnnrnu

low

IT WELL

Familiar Feature* Well Known
to Hundred* of

Ellsworth

Citizens.

A

familiar burden in many
a “bad back

The burden of
A

lame,

a

weak

actor

or an

...

tell* you of kidney ii:
!Xwn'* Kidney Pilta arc f< ?
Often

neyt.
Her* is
rove

Ellsworth

Fall*

kid*

v.

-i;

»ny to

tbelr merits.

Mrs. K. 1. Moore, Ellsworth

Me.,

says: “Bom* years ago, I cam- boro** from
the hospital w her* 1 had under*-ne to

operation.
ble

witb

All
a

that winter l#»*

ara-

f

Kidney

attack

severe

The pain
my
unbearable and medicine

trouble.

failed

treatment

to

Kidney Pills,

Ihxm'n

back

in

do

mi«

and
me

almost

doctor*

»nv

*.x>d.

bowcw

di*

ectly to the seat of the trout -. ru t only
curing the backache, but strengthening
my kidneys and improving my condition
1 know of many tber
in every way.
people who have taken Doan * Kidney
Pills with Just a* sati» factory rf*ult*.
You may continue publishir * it endorsement 1 gave Doan's Knlmv Fill*
when they first helped me so much
For aale by all dealers. Pro- 30 rent*.
Fc»stcr- Milburn Co., Buffalo. N**- Y
sole ageuts for the I nlted State*

Kemember the
lake no other.

name

—

Doan'*

—

tnd

!

AURORA.
SfACK-BRIDGES WEDDING.

«0

«*i**r>.
Fowl.

There

pretty wedding at the home
Albert E. Mace last Wednesday, when their daughter, lues D.,
was married to Raymond C. Bridges, of
West Brooklin. Ker. Wilfred IX Harrison, of Bangor theological seminary, iffl-

I^sl lo<>ae. per

was a

ton.I5it?

•»w.u»»j

i®?**.loan
bA.sd.
15

| ciated.
The home

decorated with evergreen
The bride’s gow n w as of
Kadi»hes. banch
03 Cucumbers, each,
01
w hite
crepe meteor, t-nnmed with ChanTomatoes. In,
C5 Onions.
05
t snbage. In,
01
Lettuce, head,
07 tilly lace. 8he carried bride roees.
Miss
Bert*, lb
(3
Bunch carrots,
05
Doris Mace, sister of the bride, was msld
Potatoes. ;>k
15 .Siring oesua. qt.
t>5
Kutioo u..ions, qt, 15 Squnah, lb,
of honor, and O. Russell Mace, brother of
03
Swr-t i»j sior», ib.M Green corn, dog,
12015 the bride, was best
man.
Miss Lata
Green tomatoes, pk,25 Peppers, each.
it#
Young, of Waterville, was maid of honor,
Frail.
and Margaret Laughiin, of Bangor, and
40 96O Lemons, dot,
35 (*>
Oranges, do*
Hester Croeby, of Aurora, flower giria,
Pear*.
30635 Peaches, do*.
80«*0
and Alberta Haynes, of Ureal Pond, was
Groceries.
ring-bearer.
Rice, per ft
Coffie—per ft
06908
A reception followed the
Rio.
K$‘M Vinegar, gal
20925*
ceremony,
38 Cracked wheat,
Mocha,
05
after which the bride and groom left
by
Java.
38
Oatmeal, per ft
04
automobile
fora
ft—
wedding
Tea—per
Buckwheat, pkg
30
trip.
45 606 Graham,
Japan.
04-A06
Both bride and groom are graduate# of
Oolong,
30£455 Rye meal,
0*aU5
Gran txieai, ft
Sugar—per ft—
"'ua Colby college, and successful leacbers.
Granulated,
05t# Oil—per gal—
Mr. Bridges is now principal of the
VcftUklSS.

uft

10
35 960

Beef, ft:
S'eak,
Roasts.
Corned,
Veal:
Steak.
Roast a.
Lamb:

luglA
30
I842U

28 4

Lamb,

Linseed.
Kerosene.

Chop,

Ham. per ft
.Shoulder,
Bacon,
Salt.
Lard

FRANKLIN ROAD.
Charles Martin is visiting in Bt. Stephen,
N. B., and Calais.
School is in session; Misa Dunham, of
Corinna, teacher.
Lee McKay, who spent bis vacation in
Calais and in Bt. Stephen, N. B., ia home.

15

Mrs. F. 8. Graves, who spent the summer at Hancock Point, is a
guest ol Miss
Adelia G. Clark.

m

20
50

25

Miss Blanche McFarland, of Washington, D. C., is spending her vacation here
and at Bar Harbor.
Charles Graves, of Brewer, Joined Mrs.
Graves here Sunday at the home of her
parents, John N. Marshall and wife.
Sept-16- __
M.

58
1 50
1 60
50

AMD MSASCBR*.

Liverpool salt shall weigh

bushel of

LIKIftfL'JT
IN USE 103 YEARS

for the relief of n.
pains, swellings, bur:

Close.

60

bushel of Turk’s Island salt
shall weigh TO nounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
In good order ana dt for shipping, is 90
pounds, of apples. «4 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans in
good order and fit for shipping, is 60 pouuds;
of wheat, beets, ruta-baga tnrnips and teas,
60 pounds; of corn. 56 pound*, of ouions, 52
pounds; of carrots, English turnips, rje and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds,
of barley aud buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats;
82 pouuds. or even measure as by agreement,

25c mnJ 50c C&wrytuker*

I. S. JOHNSON A CO., Inc.
kMltn, M«
WMWW.'"

WA
^

Jive ijuxlc
relic! « it hoot

dutrcsiui,

PARISIAN SAGE
FOR THE HAIR
dry—brittle—colorless—thin—stringy—or falling our—use
If your hair is too

Parisian Sage—now—at

—

j

—

ti. A.

1‘AKCH

Boston Pout

Don’t use harsh physics.
The reaction
weaken! the bowels, leads to chronic constipation. det Doan s Kegulets. They operate
easily, tone the stomach, core constipation
—Advt.

L__
——

Mrs. Mary Dyer is visiting in Hancock

DRINK

and Marlboro.

and

Frank
wife,
Lawrie and wife and Eugene Clark have
returned from Northeast Harbor.
Kingman

Mrs. Adalbert Merchant aud son Leiand
French and wife, are borne from
Presque Isle, where they have been visit-

KNOWLEDGE IS

ing.
Sept.

15.

Gem.

Invalids

and children sbonld be
given Magee’s Emulsion to strengthen
the body. Never fails. All druggists

|

once.

It stops itching scalp, cleanses the hair
of dust and excessive oils, removes dandruff with one application, and mako the
hair doubly beautiful
soft —fluffyabundant Try a 50c. bottle to-day.
It will not only save your hair and make
it grow, but give it the beauty you dcsue.

Been—Cbollle la certainly a peach,
bat be won’t give nie an engagement
ring. Jesa— Perhaps be'a a cIlngHtooe.

a

EAST BROOK.

Harold

s,

rheuuiiT■ ;
bowe!trouM"- F1'internal and extern..; u. e.
cuts,

Parsons'

Cberrytteld academy.

22
25928
17
25 980
15

Fresh Pish.
129/5 Cod,
06
Mackerel, lb,
20 Oysters, qt,
ft: Clam1*, qt,

LAW KtGABDIKU WEIGHTS

pounds, and

ANOPYfJE

was

Pills

Floor, Grain and Feed,
Oats, bu
Fleur—per bbl—
6 00 6 6 50
Short*-bag
80
Alls feed, bag
Corn. 100ft bag
80
Corn meal,bag
Middlings, bg
1 80
Cracked corn,

A

65
ll

20 £35

Halibut.
Haddock.
Swordflsb, lb,
Bluefiah, lb,

JOHNSON’S

and swell peas.

Meats and Provisions.
Pork, ft:
25 a 45
IK 'M

It Stands the 1
of Time

of Mr. and Mr*.

Chickens.25 3 as

and Barker

DOING SHOPPfXG.

I'tiKlarc.

»»<ry.»•*$

ey go farther.

MONEY IN

MRKKT8.

er

Powdered,
gal,

--.--.j

■ore

ounces

OCEAN VIEW.

Ocean View grange met sept 11; eighteen present. After business the lecturer

in LI Is worth:

Yellow. C

FINDING

AT

prices

Molasses,

BEAT MEN

j j

HOUSEHOLD HINTS.

~-~=i

WOMEN

As

two

old umbrella

an

Boiled Fruit Cake
One-half cup of
lard, one each of sugar and water, one

In spirit I see you as hand claspeth band.
In welcoming each of the “Mutual" baud.
I hear the trad voices, the laughter so f-ee.
And wish in your circle I numbered might be.

boiling water; add

from

cover

RECIPES.

sway.

of

water; when

and enamel the frame w hite to prevent
rust. Suspend tbe frame from tbe ceiling
near tbe range.
On ironing day it w ill be
When
found useful for small articles.
not required, the frame can be shut and
unhooked from the ceiling, and will take
up no room.

-*•

parture.
He has Dow been married ten years,
and be wonders what they said to each
other between 8 p m. ami 3 a. m during their sitting* when they were en-

hot

ounce

dip a small sponge into the
gently rub over the spots.
Home-made clothes-drier for kitchen:

“I'm sorry you must go early."
It was a
see.
He took out his watch.
"I think i'll go now,*’ Tis sid that these
quarter to 9.
links mast be missed from
the chain;
he said. "I'll drop into the club for a
echoes
But
still
come from their far-away
few minutes I e-fore I go to my room."
plane:
We lose but the faces, the touch of the hand,
“Good night.”
invisible, yet numbered are they with
Since he bad not risen this was some- Though
me band.
what unexpected.
He arose with a
the
be propitious, the sky cloudgcowl on Uls-brow and without say- May leasfates
olue.
ing a word of adieu, strode to the clos- !1 The uuuioer be great and the hearts be all
true.
et in the hall and was hunting for his
Your rt uuion again be enjoyed as of yore,
hat and cane when he heard a sob di- auu when uiuncr is over, none need to cry
••more”!
She was there,
rectly behind him.
With heartiest wishes for the best meeting
holding her handkerchief to her eyes.
Esther.
He clasped her in his arms, and her yet. snd greetings to all, from
|
I
bead fell on his shoulder. There was
•n Impressive silence for some moThis concludes the written greetings
ments. which he broke.
from those who could not attend, but if
"1 don't Itelleve this test plan is at all of you absent ones could have heard
all necessarv."
the applause with which tney were received and the inquiries for and mention
f‘I—don't- think so.”
"I’m sure there are no disagreeable of those not there, they would certainly
features about you that would cause send words of greeting and remembrance
when not atle to meet with the clan.
me to wish myself unmarried."
On my return from the reunion, 1 found
“You won't treat me badly, will you.
the follov mg card awaiting me:
Harry, dear?”
“No.”
Dear Aunl A* art ye:
Just a line; I am on my way to Bar Harbor
The promise was sealed with a kiss.
i hope I will get some cheery
hospital.
“Must you go so early?"
j
letters
and curds while there. My address:
“By no means. Now that we have
Mrs. Frank E. ttwett, Bar Harbor hospital,
;
proveil that we love each other there's Bar Hcrbor.
Jennie,
Lovingly.
j
no possibility of our being dissatisfied
1 am sure no further suggestions are
with each other after marriage."
necessary.
He was not so sleepy as he hud sup
At any rate, it was half past 3
tn the morning when he took his de-

of

use

mixture and

'Heath the shade of the trees, in the sound of
the sea.
In the place of first meeting, my heart is with
thee.

posed.

12 Sedgwick grange held its regumeeting with a small attendance. The
lecturer pro trm. presented a short program, and the question: “Does it pay to
raise chickens as late in the fall as September?” waa discussed.

8epl.

quotations below give the range of

The
retail

Blaiedell

Cbirlu kkI Howard HuP rt, ot
i^nn
arc visitiug their
|*r*nts, k ^
Hulbert aud wife.

j

K. 241.

lar

should a wo-

KLL8 WORTH

bere.

Creamery per ft..35940

clothes,

gathering

to-day

hour.

an

ammonia, one-half

dissolved,

Dear Auni Madge:
As 1 fear 1 shall not be able to meet with
the others at the Wyman cottage. I am tending a little maebine-made verse. It is so late
it may not reach you in time to be used, but
if so. nothing will be lost.

In the spot where fond memories

quarter

of

through the stained part.

remove

one ounce

Sept. 11,1918.

are

a

water, and tbe stain will
disappear; another way is to poor boiling
water to which a little borax has been dis-

to

gladness

for

Rinse in clear

IS.

too late

Dear friends, who in

soap-suds

in

Madge:

Deuuam.

Oct.

A

ALKX1A.

West 1.yn>. Mass.,

grange

SF.IHiWH

remedyforfe-

garment*, cover tbe stains with
of tartar and then boil the garment

visiting

Florence

Mu*t

14, to conclude with a grand
ball, with music by Monaghan's orchestra.

day,

E.PINKHAM MEDICINE CO.
(CONFIDENTIAL) LYNN, MASS., for advice.
Your letter will be opened, read and answered
a woman and held in strict contldencc.

cream

Madiaon and wife. cf
Kum|

to attend normal

NICOLIN, 38R, NORTH ELLSWORTH.
Nicolin grange held an interesting
meeting Sept. tt, w ith about seventy prescut, many remaining from the Pomona
meeting. The lecturer presented an interesting program, which included a farce,
“At the Junction,”
The grange is preparing for its third annual bazar and shooting match on Tues-

f^K*»Writ«toLTDIA

cotton

an

Miaa

441.

20tt, NORTH BROOK**VILLK.
met Sept. 11, with a
The first and second
good attendance.
degrees were conferred on ona candidate.
There wn no program.

For SO year* Lydia E. l’inkham’s Vegetable
has been the standard
male ids. No one slek with woman’s ailments
does justice to herself if she does not try this famous medicine made from roots and herbs, it
has restored so many suffering women to health.

Compound

Arthur

Falla,

RAINBOW,

Charlotte, X. C—- “I was in bad
health for two years, with pains in
both sides and was very nervous. If
I even lifted a chair it would cause
a hemorrhage, l had a growth which
the doctor said was a tumor and I
never would get well unless I had
an
operation. A friend advised me
to take I.ydia E. Pinkbam’s Vegetable Compound, and I gladly say that
1 am now enjoying fine health and
am the mother of a nice baby girl.
Yon can use this letter to help other
suffering women."—Mrs. Rosa bins,
18 Wyona St,, Charlotte, X. C.

\\

Oarroll Blaiedell, of Seattle,
Wash
a sho-t visit,

borne tor

_

Rainbow

all my own work for a family ol
four. I shall always feel that I owe
mv good health to your medicine.”
—Mrs. Hayward Sowers, Cary, Me.

it you can.

Mi** Flora Hulbert baa gone
to We"*
Old Town to teach.

fiABVMT Ho Mg, W3, »KUT I1.UW08TII.
Harvest Home grange held no meeting
Sept. 13, on account of illness of members, and showers.

Now answer
hy
question
submit to a surgical operation without first giving Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound a trial ? You know that
it has saved many others—why should it fail in your case?

Dear Aunt Madge:
1 would like to be with you at Contention
Cove,Scpt. 11. It would be a long distance to
carry dishes, but 1 could eat my bread aod
butter. without any for the sake having
“more time to taik".J
| ,1 tend^greetings to the sisters and tbelr
Johns, hopiug that conditions will he favorable for aj delightful time for all, and that
Aunt Maria will be able to meet with you.
She wrote to me sometime ago that her hand
better. You may be aswas getting much
sured that I shall be with you in spirit If
not in body on reunion day. Sincerely yours.

Sorry

played.

man

at the conclusion of the dinner:

Am ni

and the

health has been restored.
These Two Women Prove Our Claim.

&**ir JM. H. Frien&a:

Dear

hospital operating table

s.

Marlaviilc grange, P. cl t!.. met Saturday evening w ith twenty-blue present, n*
The committee* were
eluding visitors.
chosen to conduct the fair to ha held at
the bull Wednesday, Oct. S; if stormy, tne
At recess games were
first fair day.

course

very thought
surgeon’s knife strikes terror to her heart, and no .wonder.
It is quite true that some of these troubles may reach a stage
where an operation is the only resource, but thousands of
women have avoided the necessity of an operation by taking
Lydia E. l’inkham’s Vegetable Compound. This fact is
attested by the grateful letters they write to us after their

Man with bis subtle wit
Praise# hi# wile’s vocation;
He'd better, for if she'd quit
Picture bi#kconsternation.
Lords of the earth, beware;
For we who have struggled through it.
We of the elan can swear
That no man alive could do it.
—heat by L. K. T

*

of the

The

Serving her brood at table;
Always seething ahead
Alert, for »be must be able
To waken at stranger sounds.
To waken at sudden entry—
To starift n her endless rounds—
A it minute life shift sentry.

*

is necessary, it of

her.

frightens

Dreaming of work in bed.

H

operation

an

B *

■

now on.

Usiug her art to screen
Half of the world from worry.

\v inti;*

regu-

meeting, the first one lur several
weeks. There was no program. As the
busy season is nearly over, it i* hoped
there will tie Interesting meetings from

lar

Bookkeeping day and night;
Cooking without cook’s wage*;
Clerking without the right
To stop at the dead-tired stage*:
Treading her own machine.
Urging her feet to burry;

we

“Very."

SKIkitricK, 2J5.

—

notn

meet”
He didn't care to begin now, because
it was only 11 o'clock at night and
he was quite sure he would wish to
So they sat looked in
spoon till 1.
each other's arms till 2. when they
made preparations for parting, which
required half an hour more, and finally succeeded in dragging themselves
They
away from each other at 3.
were to begin their humdrum matrimonial treatment at their next meeting, and In order to be well prepared
be was not to call again for three
days. Wheu the time was up he bad
nerved himself to act like a man who
had been married ten years. He gave
her a perfunctory kiss anil throwing
himself into an easy chair, asked if
anything new had turned up since he
saw her last.
She gave him a scornful glance, made no reply and, taking a seat in another part of the room,
took np a book she had tieen reading.
He yawned and, taking a cigarette
from a box, lit It, leaned hack and
smoked.
There was a long silence.
It was only a few minutes, but It
seemed long.
"Been to yonr aunt's today?” be
asked.
“No. Is your uncle well?"

Saturday, Oct. 4 -Meeting of Hancock
Pomona with Ham bow grunge. North
Brooksville.

rth. Me.

h

Mis* l)«i»y Gordon baa gone l0
8
Ialand to teacb.

reason

Sept. 5 Sedgwick grange held its

Being a cook is bluffing;
It’s a cinch to clerk;
Art iau’t work—its fluffing.
That’s play
A factory job?
Like shoving » t»aby carriage;
But the woman who earns her pay
Is the woman who works a marriage.

future dissatisfaction and could make
up our minds with deliberation whether we'd tetter risk it or not."
“That's a good idea. When shall we
time

Ovoid

good

the »»tu roa.

Bookkeeping

do, and the fracas begins. Now, suppose we stop s|KH>nlng and treat each
other in that friendly way married
people do. We'd find out the cause of

begin—now ?"
“No; the next

munications wilj be eub|ccl to approval by
(he editor, but none will be rejected without

AMEHtCAS.

thinking

the same thing about a man's tying
himself up for life to a woman.
My
uncle says a man runs an awful risk
wheu he marries.”
•'flow should he know? tie's never
been married."
•‘i’re no doubt that your aunt, who
is an elderly maiden, put all this di»
I've often heard
trust into your be:id.
her say she wouldn't marry the best
man in the world."
■'Aunt Martha has a very clear idea
of men’s faults.”
“So has my Lucie Jim of women’s
Iiut. as 1 said a moshortcomings.
ment ago. I've been thinking myself
that it’s like taking a void plunge to
!
if you think you don't
be married
care to risk it perhaps we’d better
break it off."
She leaned at this and bent her eyes
down on a locket she was toying with.
“Uncle Jim says.” he continued,
“that marriage is ai! very well so long
as the siKsjning lasts, but Just as soon
real
11s
a coufile come down to the
thing the girl discovers that she hasn't
got exactly what she wanted, or the
reliow Buds he

cept

t-.

ment"

EAST FRANKLIN,

®»rangrr».

tl)t

This colomn l> devoted to the tlrangt. especially to the granges of Hancoek county.
The column is open to all granger* tor the
discussion ol topics of genersd Interest, and
for report* of grange meeting*. Make letter*
short and concise. All communications must
he signed, but name* will not be printed exby permission of the writer. All com-

commauiCftilon®, ami its sources*. depend# largely
Coro
on the support given It in this re-peel.
muntcatiom* must lie signed, hut the name of
writer will not h- prl ted except hy p- emission.
Communications wlli be subject to approval or
rejection hv the ed tor of the column, ot none
will oe rwjecteU wiihout -ood reai»ott. Address

"Harry." .said Bess. "I've Urn think
ins what an awful thing it is lor .1 girl

make

"vCST MADGE”.

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated in the title and motto-lt 1« for the mutual
f-enetlt, ami alms to ue bvdpful ami hopeful.
Ileii*K for the common go.nl, it Is for the common use—* public s. rvaut, a pu veyor of in
foro ation ami t*u*g«idlon, a medium lor the l-v
terchanjje ot itleas It. this capacity it solicits

OLIVE EDNA MAY

vlniong

FRAGRANCE AND PURITY
PRESERVED
BY
SEALED
TINS

•

K.

•.<

fiBiTiBFmenta.

L M McFarland, 1; A R McFarCrochet doilies,Mrs Lena Butler, 1 and 2.
Set of doilies, Mrs Alvah Pierce, 1;
Astrakhan, A 8 Bunker, 1; Mrs George Huntley. 2.
Alonzo Higgins, 2; P R Leland, 3.
Table cloth, Mrs George Huntley, 1.
AGRICULTURAL EXHIBITS THE Wolf River, Mrs Alonzo Higgins, 1.
Pillowslips, Mrs Alvah Pierce, 1; Mrs
Ben Davis, L M McFarland, 1.
Qeorge Huntley, 2.
FINEST EVER.
Rhode Island Greening, L M McFarland
Bureau covers, Mrs Charles L Shand,
j
Mra Alvah Pierce, 2; Mrs Charles HigEXCELLENT EXHIBITS ^Alexander. A 8 Bunker, 1.
GOOD RACING
gins, 3.
Duchess, P R Leland, 1; Mrs Alonzo
Towels, Mrs Alvah Pierce. 1; Mrs Geo
GOOD TIME GENEROF STOCK
Higgins, 2.
Huntley, 2; Mrs Charles L Shand, 3.
PREMIUM LIST.
ALLY
W
E
1.
Gravenatein,
Richards,
Embroidery, collars and cuffs, Mrs FL
Sweet Bough, C L Shand, 1.
Carter. 1; Mrs Alvah Pierce, 2; Martha
Yellow
I
E
P
2.
No
Transparent,
Leland, 3.
Higgins,
Every fair given by the Eden agricul- award of first.
Irish crochet, Mrs Cleaves, 1; Mrs FL
I grew up with 11 full realization of
tural society seems to be an improvement
Snowball, A S Bunker, 2. No award of Carter, 2; Mrs Lena Butler, 3.
the great risks attending marriage. 1
and the twonty-tourth first.
Crochet set, Mrs Kay Higgins, 1.
on its predeceaaor.
P
R Leland, 1.
Mawn,
Crochet yoke, Mrs Perry Rich, 1 and 2; w ished that a husband might be Select(air, held last week, seems not to have
Baldwin, L M McFarland, 1.
Mrs Lena Butler, 3.
broken the rule.
Native apples, A Mitchell, 2.
No award
Night gowns, Josephine Shand, 1; Mary ; ed for me, ns marriages are made In
For the only drawback this ye«r the of first.
foreign countries, especially among
Shand, 2.
Shirt waist. Miss Gertrude Duncan, 1; j princes.
Arctic, C L Shand, 1.
weather, not the management, was reIf, however, 1 had left the
Transcendant
S
S
crabs,
Thompson, 1; A Mrs Carrie Higgins, 2.
matter to my parents both of them
sponsible the second day being post- S Hunker, 2.
Crochet bag, Mrs H C Dodge, 1.
Work bag, Mrs Lena Butler, 1; Blanche J would have died leaving me an old
Cranberry crabs, S 8 Thompson, 1.
poned on accouut of the threatening
maid.
Leland, 2; Lizzie Fogg, 3.
weather.
Pears.
Aprons, Mrs Shirley Norris, 1; Mrs J H
And being an old maid was a horror
This year's fair had the usual features—
Clapp’s Favorite, P H Young, 1; CL
2.
Thomas,
to me. I wished lo be a wife, the mothincluding side-shows, takers, merry-go- Bhana, 2; P H Young, 3.
Mrs
Gertrude
Pillows,
Duncan, 1; Mary
Bartlett, CLHhand, 1.
er of children, the feminine head of a
round. The hall exhibits were of intense
Class 12—Purse of $10 offered for this Shand, 2; Mrs Haynes, 3.
Handsome
vegetables and qlass by E B Mears, divided as follows:
home. My trouble was to make a seinterest.
Rose petal beads, Charles L Shand, 1;
For 12 ears Early Crosby, Stowell’s Ever- Ida Shand, 2; Mary Shand, 3.
lection of tile man to lie the masculine
tempting frnita were displayed on all
Rugs, Mrs John Thomas, 1; Mrs Alice head. This may sound nralss, but the
The big seventy-pound Jumbo green, Golden Sweet and White Cary,
sides.
each: Vernon McFarland, 1: J 11 Thomas,
Lena Butler, 3.
Braley, 2; Mrs
truth Is there were several men who
pumpkin exhibited by E. P. Higgins, of 2; P Russell, 3.
Jackets, Mrs Thomas Moran, 1; Mrs
Class 14—Purse of $10 offered by Mrs Clara Norris, 2.
had proposed to me.
ot Indian Point, attracted unusual attenThey were all
8
John
Mrs
Eva
Carrie
of
Kennedy.
Mrs
Quilts,
Terran, 1;
preserved fruits,
good men, hut I dared not risk matrition, while the diaplay
Best bushel of potatoes, any standard Higgins, 2.
and
could
not
pastry cooking
beans, peas
mony with any «f them.
commercial variety, W O Fogg, 1: J A
"I know what’s the matter with you,”
escape tbe eye of any. A section ot the Wood, 2; P R Leland. 3.
Clast
15
Purse
offered
Misses
said my friend, Mrs. Seamon.
“You
by the
hull wss given over to an exhibit of fancy
Artificial Ears.
Morrill.
have never met a man of your own
work and embroidery.
Artificial- eara are so skillfully made
Twelve onions, James Morrison, 1, E P
caliber—one who, the moment you saw
Poultry and livestock were exhibited, Higgins, 2 and 3.
that they may with difficulty bo disTwelve carrots, O B Knowles, 1; P
him, you would wish to posse as.”
there being some tine birds and animals
tinguished from natural ones. It Is said.
2.
Russell,
“It wouldn’t make any dlffereuee," I
in the lot.
When the person who has lost an ear
Twelve table beets, E P Higgins, 1; P R
The weather on Friday was all that Leland, 2; P Uustell, 3.
replied. “I would not marry him. The
to the manufacturer for a subapplies
for me to marry Is not to
Twelve parsnips, P Rutsell, 1.
could be desired. Tbe attendance wss a
stitute there la made a mold of the re- only way
Twelve cucumbers, P Russell, 1.
know who the bridegroom Is to lie and
record-breaker, and the fair officials were
maining ear. If there be left any part
Twelve ripe tomatoes, 8 L Burns, 1 and
be married In the durk. Once tied I
greatly pleased with the interest shown 2; E P Higgins, 3.
of the other i% mold of thnt part also
would have to get used to It, I supThree cauliflower, J F Anthony, 1.
by jieople from all over the island. Tbe
must be taken to assist In the fitting
Three bunches celery, W T Burton, 1;
grounds were Ailed during the afternoon,
of the artificial. Manufacturers assert pose.”
F
J
2.
Anthony,
“I am not sure but you are right. I
and the fakira, refreshment tents and
that no two ears are alike and that It
Three cabbage, J F Anthony, 1.
know such a man as I have described
amusement places reaped a golden harClass 25 Purse of $20 offered by John II
takes a skillful workman to prepare an
to you.
You might be married to him,
Htalford.
vest from the happy throng.
When
ear from the mold or molds.
Best bunch Muscat of Alexander grapes,
as you sny. In the dark without
The problem of feeding the crowd was a
finished, says Harper’s Weekly, the Just
Mrs George 8 Bowdoin, 1 ( Bernard Morris,
ever having seen him.
He has never
serious one. but waa well met, for besides
gardener); Mrs J 8 Kennedy, 2 ( William T new ear Is pasted on the stump or simrefreshment tents, the Burton, gardener).
seen you nud wus only yesterday mak
the numerous
set In the position of the lost ear.
ply
Best bunch of Black Hamburg grapes,
the same plaint you have made.”
spacious dining-hall, in charge of Mrs. A. Mrs
It Is really only the first artificial ear lug
J 8 Kennedy, l; Mrs George 8 BowTo make a long story short, I beM. Thomas and Mrs. Flora Allen, provided
that is expensive, the chief cost peraom,
came engaged
to John Chesborough,
excellent chicken dinners.
Best six peaches, Mrs J 9 Kennedy, 1;
taining to the making of the mold.
his name and what Mrs.
The fair closed Friday with a dance in C L Sband, 2.
Vulcanized rubber, which can be bent knowing only

EDEN FAIR.

Stock,

land, 2.
Red
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Six best nectarines, C L9hand, 1 and 2.
evening.
Nix best tigs, Mrs. J 9 Kennedy, 1.
officers of the society are: PresiBest hothouse melon, flavor to count,
Bar
seL.
Charles
Hhand,
Harbor;
C
1, Sband, 1: Win Miller, 2.
dent,
Class
26
The Mount Desert
L.
Leon
Month,
Special
Hallsbury Cove;
cretary,
Nurseries offered the following prizes:
King, Eden; ditreasurer. Charles F.
Class 1-Collection of six vegetables—50
rectors—C. L. Hhand. P. K. Lrland, A. H.
50 beans, 12 onions, 12 carrots, 12
lets, 12 ears of corn, first prize, *10; secBunker, J. Lee Fogg, Lester Alley, George
S L Burns, 1.
ond,
*5,
Htatford.
J.
11.
Fogg, J. E. Bunker,
Cla** 2-100 pods of peas, first prize |3,
THK RACES.
second §2, S L Burns, 1; WO Fogg, 2.
Class 3 12 tars of corn, any variety, first
There was good racing both days of the
prize $3, second f2; 9 L Burns, 1.
Charles II. Leland, of Ellsworth,
fair.
Note—The above were grown from seed
from the Mt Desert nurseries,
acted most efficiently as starter.
purchased to
farmers or market gardeners
1013,
open
» HACK*.
I he

The

—

—

K?as,

WKDNaftDAY

t

8
2

2
i

2
3

27—Special

I

1

1

3
2

2

2
8

8

Phyllis, E H Greely. 4 4 4
Time. 2.45. 2 454. 2.4S.
The farmer’s race, for a mile nearest to
minute*, brought out six starters. J.
Fogg, last to come under the wire, won
first money, bis time being exactly four
minutes. L. E. Smith was second; time
3 56. John Kenwicic, third; 3.58.
The peg race, unharnessing, harnessing
and going one-half mile, was won by
George Cleaves; J. L. Thom, second;
Walter Sargent, third.
four
L.

FRIDAY’S RACES.
There

were

Friday. The

three

races

results

on

were as

the card

for

follows:

Free-for-all: Won by Baby Lawrence,
by Marion Newman, of Southwest
Harbor and driven by Fred Weacott; M A
Greely’s Daniel O’Dell, second; George
Cleaves’ Frank C, third. Best time, 2.31
2.30 class:
James Sullivan’s Happy
Hooligan took first money in straights; C
11 Shuman s Jack Vassar, second; M A
Ureely’s Phyllis, third. Best time, 2.43.
Colt race: M A Greely a S E Todd, first;
Arno Cleaves’ Ben C, second. Best time,
2.46.
E H Greely, of Ellsw-ortb, the oldest
driver on the turf in America to day, reowned

peated his performance at the Biuehiil
fair, driving his horse, ri E Todd, to victory in the colt race.
PREMIUM LIf?T.
Lous.

Pure of $25 offered by Alfred 1 Dupont.
Two-year-old, bred by exhibitor, A S

Bunker, 1.
One-year-old.

bred

by exhibitor, Walter

Sargent, 1 and 2.

Suckling*, Ralph Robbins, 1;
King, 2.
Cattle Department.

C harles

t

Pure of $25 offered by C Morton Smith.
Cows three years old or over, Holstein
1 and 2.
breed, John
Cow two years old, Holstein breed, John
Russell, 1 and 2.
Cow two years old, Guernsey breed,
W alter Lei a ml, 1; B V Grant, 2.
Cow two years old, Jersey breed, 1 H
Young, 1.
Ayrshire cow with calf, Mrs William

llussell,

Sargent,

2.

,,

Three years old Holstein bull, C F King,

Guernsey bull calf, C F King,
Sheep Department.
Pen containing

King,

ram

1.

and three ewes, C F

1.

Pen containing four lambs, C F King, 1.
Class V.
Purse of $15 offered by Miss Edith G
Bowdoin.
Partridge Wyandotte, Darnel Farley,
1; Lawrence Brewer, 2
White Leghorn, Daniel Farley, 1.
Rhode Island Reds, P L Russell, 1; Cbas
L

Shand,

2 and 3.

Barred Plymouth Rock, peu of cockerel
Ruspullets, Chas L Shand, 1; P L
sell, *>.
u
P
one
over
year,
Barred Plymouth Rock,

and

L

Russell,

1.

Buff Plymouth Rocks, J H Thomas, 2.
Buff Orpington, P L Russell, 2.
Silver Cam pines, P L Russell, 1.
Ducks, Black Mallards, L L Smith, l;
8 S Thompson, 2; Liu Bradley, 3.
>v u
Geese, Toulouse, under one year,
Fogg, 1; PL Russell, 2.
1.
O
W
Fogg,
Gander, single gander,
Afriean geese, P L Russell, 1; Ronald L

Sargent,

2.

DEPARTMENT.

Apples.

Class 10-Pure of $20 offered by Mrs
John l Kane.
William’s Early, Charles Shand, 1.
K
Wealthy, 8 L Burns, 1; C Shand, 2; P
Green

pumpkins,

Willey,

Fahaostock.
Twelve varieties vegetables grown in
open, W O Fogg, 1; P Bussell, 2; 9 L
Burns, 3.
varieties
vegetables
Collection nine
grown m oj>en, James Morrison, 1; W O
3.
P
Bussell,
Fogg, 2;
Collection six varieties vegetables grown
in open, W O Fogg, 1; P Bussell, 2.
varieties
four
Collection
vegetables
grow n in open, W O Fogg, 1; P Bussell, 2.

3.

Shand, 1.

cooking, C
A R McFarland, 1.

Long Field,

L

The Two Fine Thing* of Life.
Because It Is an elementary tiling to
do It requires courage to buy or build
a house.
Buy? Build? The universal
head becomes a pendulum of warning.
There are Just two fine things open
to most of us between the erndle and
the grave One Is to mnrry nnd the other Is to acquire a home, and the modern answer to both proposals Is the
"Don't" so greatly do men
same
fear life, so exorbitantly do they purpose to enjoy It Philip Gilbert Hamerton. In “The Intellectual Life” pointed out that the Invention of railways
had resulted In a return to one of the
most marked phases of barbarism, a
nomadic life. Since he wrote we have
Invented the motorcar and the flat
and fixity of residence, which Is a distinctive mark of civilisation, has become Its derision or despair.—London
T. P*s Weekly.
_

A

Coaxer For Recruit*.

Nowadays the authorities do not advertLse so alluringly for recruits as
they did In the past A notice Issued
In 1801 by British authorities calls on
men
to Join the light dragoons. In
which regiment they are Informed,
"you will be mounted on the finest
horses In the world, with superb clothing and the richest accouterments:
your pay and privileges are equal to
2 guineas a week: your society Is courted; you are admired by the fair, which,
combined with the chance of getting
swished to a buxom widow or brushing
with a rich heiress, renders the situation
truly enviable and desirable.
Young men out of employment or oth
erwtse uncomfortable, there Is a tide
in the affairs of men which, taken at
the flood, leads to fortune. Nick It!”

8ome Talkers.
A man once visited Niagara Falls,
taking with him his wife and his
wife's sister. Immediately on arriving
and securing hotel quarters the party
Class 18 Purse of *20 offered for this!
set out to see the wonderful sight
class by E G Orob, for a collection of
wlfey and wlfey's sister talking as
agricultural products to include vegetables, small fruits, dressed poultry and
they walked along on a million Interor
15
varieties
exceed
species;
eggs, not to
eating subjects.
each specimen must have been produced
"Say, John." said wlfey. turning to
by the exhibitor and he a farmer or marthe old mau after they had gone quite
ket gardener on Mount Desert island,
divided as follows: flO, $6, |4; WO Fogg,
a distance, "aren’t we getting near the
Class 22-Purse of flO offered for this
class by Mrs Morris K Jessup, for a collection of agricultural products to include
vegetables, small fruits, dressed poultry
and eggs, not to exceed ten varieties or
species; each specimen must have been
produced by the exhibitor and he a farmer
or market gardener on Mount Desert island, divided as follows: $5, f3, |2; W O
Fogg, 1; P Kussell, 2.

Gardeners.
Class 23-To private gardeners only, for
best collection of vegetables grown in the
open m ten species, $4, $3TT-'» Wm T Burton, 1; J P Anthony, 2.
Class 24—To private gardeners only, for
each of the following exhibits, grown in
the open and under the direction of the
exhibitor, 75c, 50c:
Tw elve pods green peas, C L Shand, 1.
Twelve nods string beans, Wm T Burton, 1;CL Shand, 2.
Twelve ripe tomatoes, J F Anthony, 1;
CL Shand, 2.
Twelve table beets, J F Anthony, 1; C L
Shand 2.
Six ears sw’eet corn, J c Anthony, 1;IL
Shand, 2.
Six lettuce (cabbage), W T Burton, 1; J
F Anthony, 2.
1 Burton, 1.
■Three summer squash,
Three winter aquaah, J F Anthony, 1 and
Private

,,

2BUTTER, PRESERVES,

ETC.

Beat three pounds of butter. Purse of
*15 offered by Mrs Herbert L Satterlee.
Mrs P K Leland. 1; Mra Blyth, 2.
Beat collection of preserves, Mrs C L
Shand, 1; Mrs O E Brewer, 2.
Best collection of canned vegetables,
Mrs CL Shand, 1; Mrs O E Brewer, 2.
Best three
*

FRUIT

Leiand,

Mt Desert island.
Class 4 -The most attractive display of
garden produce which included hothouse
and hardy fruit, vegetables, salads and
flowers, first prize flQ, second ffi; Mrs J 9
Kennedy, 1; C LSband, 2.
Class
premium offered by
Mrs Arthur E Cbilman for flowers grown
by the six little girls chosen by the grange
to compete, f2.50, fl.50, fl, Georgia McFarland, 1: Alma Emery, 2.
tjuart of green peas, W O Fogg, 1; P
Bussell, 2.
Ouart of string beans, W O Fogg, 1;
P Bussell, 2.
Six head (cabbage) lettuce, P Bussell, 1;
9 L Burns, 2.
Six Romaine lettuce. P Russell, 1.
Three summer squash, P Bussell, 1; O B
Knowles, 2.
Three winter squash, Lawrence Brewer, 1.
Three cauliflower, 9 L Burns, 1.
P Bussell, 1; 3 field
Three pie
pumpkins, O B Knowles, 1; WO Fogg, 2;
T S Lincolnb, 3.
Three bunches of celery, 9 L Burns, 1.
Class 16-Purse of f20 offered by Henry
Lane Eno.
Peck shell beans, W O Fogg, 1; Vernon
McFarland, 2; W l) Fogg, 3.
Peck oats, W O Fogg, 1.
Peck green tomatoes, P Bussell, 1; James
Morrison, 2; W O Fogg, 3.
Peck largest potatoes, C F Knight, 1; ;
James Morrison, 2; W B Richards, 3.
largest pumpkin, E P Higgins, 1.
1.
Largest cabbage, Harry
largest suuflower, P Bussell, 1.
Six largest mangel-wurtzel beets, G S
Liscomb, 1; O B Knowles, 2.
Sheaf of oats, W O Fogg, 1.
Class 17—Purse of fo0 offered by H C
on

Oafi Kac*. Pars# $f*0.
s E Todd. E II Greely. Ellsworth.
Alice L, Aaron Bunker.
Ben C, Arno W Cleaves
Time. 2-55. 2-52.2.4*.
Thnif-minut* C1a*». Pur»e, $76.
Jack Vo*»ar. C H Shuman.
Hiram H, Fred Weacott.
Happy Hooliirao. James Sullivan.

and twisted, has been found to constitute the best material for the making
of artificial ears.

jars canned chicken, Mrs C

Best collection of
picklea, Mrs O E
Brewer, 1.
Bread, pie, preserves, pickles, etc. Purse
of flO offered by Mrs John Harrison, Mrs
J L Hodgkins, 1; Mrs Eva Colson, 2.
Manufactures and Fancy IForfc.
Embroidered doilies, Mrs Perry Rich, 1;
Cassilena Perry, 2; Martha Leland, 3.
Bland covers, Mrs Myrtle Haynes, 1.

falls'/”
“Y’es." was the prompt reply of John.
."If you will stop talking a minute you
will hear the thunder of the water

quite plainly."—Philadelphia Telegraph
Reason and Instinct.
Sou— I’apa. what

Is reaFond Parent—Reason, my boy.
son?
Is that which enables a man to determine what Is right.
Inquiring SonAnd what Is Instinct? Fond ParentInstinct Is that which tells a woman
she Is right whether she Is or not—
London Tit-Bits.

Inquiring

Worse Still.
Mother (to wriggling son across her
kneel—I’ll teach yon to tie sancepans
to dugs’ tails.
"But mother. It Isn’t onr dog.”
But
"No. I know It ISD't onr dog.
It’s my saucepan, you young rascal.”—
London Mall.
His Definition,
A boy who was asked to describe a
kitten Is remarkable for
"A
kitten said.
rushing like mnd at nothing whatever
and stopping before It gets there.”
A Restful Fall.
“I had a fall last night which rendered me unconscious for sir hour*.”
“Really! Where did you fall?"
“1 fell asleep."
Hard Luck.
Dash—Mother sayB that she
Dash—Just my
warns to be cremated.
I haven’t a match with me.—
luck!
Smart Set
Mrs.

It has invested $140,000,000 that it may be
efficient in its work of
To

prosper,

upbuilding
railroad

your

New England.
must

always

LEAD the fight for YOUR prosperity.

Seawon had said about him. We were
to be married In a dark room with not
a ray of light in It
As soon as the
knot was tied the lights (electric) were
to be all turned on at once, and after
a few moments' conversation we and a
few relatives who would be present
were to adjourn to another room and
partake of a wedding breakfast. Then
we

were to

part, not to

come

together

again until mutually agreed.

It might
mouth, a year or never.
Had I been about to marry a man I
knew and was to live with him from
the day of our marriage I should have
during the engagement been on the
border of norvous collapse, especially
As it
on stundlng up to bi- married.
was, It seemed to me that I was waiting to make a trip or sign a deed to
a piece of property or something like
that And when I went Into that dark
room and my father led me to the spot
where I was to be married I was perfectly Indifferent as to what I was
»
about to do.
Perhaps this does not correctly exI felt a pleasure
press my feelings.
akin to gambling. I was like one who
expects to draw a prize or a blank.
How I did hope I would draw a prize!
And, If I should draw a blank, what
then? Simply tills: If I didn’t fancy
him 1 would not live with him. The
advantage in the plan was that there
was something strong enough to bind
us together till we might beglu a weldbe

a

ing process.
Having been put In position, the clerAt that
gyman began the services.
part where he placed my hand In that
of the groom 1 knew that 1 should like
him. How? There Is something In the
clasp of a hand that draws us to another or repels us. I felt that the hand
claspiug mine was a hand of vigor and
tenderness combined, and the moment
I clasped It I felt a current passing
through It and up my arm. distributing
Itself through my being.
From that moment I was so absorbed that I forgot to make the responses,
and tlie clergyman was obliged to wait
till I had done so before proceeding.
When the end came and I heard the
words, "man and wife" pronounced I
was in a delirium of anxiety. For the
tlrst time 1 dreaded disappointment,
but 1 had no time to Indulge my emonous,

in

an

instant

every

ugni

was

turned on at once. I turned and looked uj» Into a handsome, manly, kindly
face that looked down upon mine with
A clapping of
an encouraging smile.
hands sounded in my ears, but since
my whole being was engrossed in what
I belle veil 10 be a prize 1 had drawn
in the lottery of marriage it seemed to
me in some faraway theater.
My husband offered me his arm. and
we led the little procession of attend
ants to the adjoining room, where the
It had been
breakfast was served.
agreed that there should be no con
gratulations, since they might be painful. Hut we were no sooner seated at
the table than some one proposed a
toast to “the first and second prize,
the former drawn by the groom, the
I tried not to
latter by the bride.”
show my relief and happiness, but In
spite of all my efforts a continual
smile hovered on my Ups and a blush
burned in my cheek at every happy
word spoken to me.
Our breakfast lasted till early afterwhen one by one the others
noon.
withdrew, and presently we found ourselves alone. My husband rose.
“The contract. 1 l>elieve,” he said,!
“calls for a parting Immediately after
the breakfast.”
“Immediately?” 1 said, looking I
know not where to avoid his gaze.
“I leave you to name the exact
time.”
“Then let It he later. We will visit
awhile in the drawing room.”
The only part of the contract that
was not carried out was the parting.
I do not recommend the plan of my
marriage to others, but for me it waa
Instantaneous and I may say, a
an

Ufelong

success.

Nothing Can Keep Fresh After
It Is Cut Up
chopped-up tobacco that comes
because it has been chopped up
too long a time. Most of the natural moisture and flavor
escapes from the small particles of tobacco before they
are put in the package.
By the time you smoke them,
they are so dry that they bum fast and bite your tongue.
You can’t expect the

in

packages

to be

fresh,

All the flavor and fragrance of the tobacco is pressed
into the Sickle Plug and held there by nature’s own
covering—the natural leaf wrapper. When you whittle
slowa pipeful
off the plug you get fresh tobacco
and
rich
sweet.
burning, cool-smoking,
You don't pay for a package—don’t waste any tobacco—
and get more tobacco for your money. Buy some Sickle at your
dealer’s today. You’ll find the Sickle way is the only way to get
—
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CO., Bangor, Me. ESTAfstTHE0

ELDRIDQE,

ELLSWORTH, ME

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

RHEUMA THE—
FOR ALL FORMS OF

RHEUMATISM

Don’t be skeptical about RHEUMA. the
modern enemy of Rheumatism, Lumbago,
Sciatica, Arthritis, Gout, Chronic Neuralgia, or Kidney Disease. After taking a few
doses you will know that the poisonous
Uric Acid is leaving the system.
"For six years I was practicaliy a cripple
One boton crutches from Rheumatism.
tle of Rheuma cured me."—J. K. Greenburg, 3839 Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago, I1L
R1IEUMA—guaranteed—50c. a bottle.
G. A. PAKCHEK.

CLARION.
Whether it’s a

range or a fur-

"C'.arion”, it is
sure to meet every requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.
Bangor. Sol^i by
nace—if it is a

J. P.

ELD1UDGE,

Main Street,

Ellsworth.
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WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 17, 1613.
A Change of Heart *.’
One would hardly believe that a
change of heart could be so sudden—
if there has really been a change;
yet, in less than a week after election
we find the Lewiston Journal devot-

ing almost a page of space to Congressman-elect Peters.
For months past, and especially
during the past eight weeks, have the
columns of the Journal teemed with
characterizations of the candidate it
was fighting that must sound as queer
to itself now as it did to right thinking men when they were printed.
As none of its ante-election predictions came true, and as now the
fight is over and its dearest foe is
elated, the flop may not be so very
hard to make.
After charging Mr.
Peters with having committed about
all the possible crimes in the political
calendar: after declaring him to be
to all the things that he isn’t;

opposed

after saying that he stands for a whole
lot of things that be doesn’t, it sends
its most delectable staff correspondent

Ellsworth, to
gressman-elect.

interview the Con-

And here is

part of that inter-

to

a

view:
Among the things which can be said of the
Congressman by both friends and enemies. political and otherwise, is that he endeavors to pass judgment fairly.
It will be
recalled that during the week of impeachment proceedings which marked the close
of the session of 1913. he was constantly
called upon to rule upon {points of consequence. These rulings were clear and fair.
new

•

•••••

Throughout the campaign he declared that
he stood for progressive measures; that he
fully understood the day had come when the
republican party must move forward. He
does not, in discussing the future of tfc? party
or the attitude which he will assume when
seated in the national house of representatives, refer to progressive republicans. He
nses a different term.
Liberal rt publicans be
calls them. This, he says, to hit mind describes them best.
In his speaking tour and in bis platform
Mr. Peters declared it to be his intent to work
for the following measures:

the

but rather the management.
At least half of them in this district
who voted for Roorevelt last fall indicated by their votes this fall that

they preferred their chances with a
good party badly managed to a bad
party however well managed.
What about the rest? This is what
the Lewiston Journal reports the

Congressman-elect

saying:

as

With the- greatest confidence.
Coort***He
man Peter* leok* forward to the future.
and
believe* the progressive
republican
parties will reunite under wroe form of a
merger. This, in hie opinion, will be worked
out through the action of the republican
member* of Congre** during the remainder
of the pretent session and. possibly, in the
next, although be hope* to *ee the problem
solved between now and next sunftacr.
The lcs*on of 1912 ha* borne fruit, i* hi*
He think* that it ha* been impressed
upon the mind* of all republican*, who remain in the party, that the party must go forward; that it nuit become more liberal; that
th* stand-pat element must cease to control.
The carrying-out of thoae tbeorie*. he feel*,
will rehabilitate the republican party and in
the future, the younger and progressive, or a*
he word* it, liberal element will control; that
then there will be but two parties, the republican and the democratic.
“Do you understand,” we asked, “that much
depend* on your attitude?”
“I do,** said he.
idea.

Col. F. H. Parkhurst, chairman of
the republican State committee, the
morning after election, made this

appeal:
“I appeal to those progressive* who voted
for Mr. Lawrence to com* back iuto the republican party and Join u* in an earnest
effort to guide our party in support of the advanced and liberal policies for which it
stand*. I believe that the republican party is
the beat instrument with wnicb to give effect
to the broad policies, or uplift, that must be
a part of future governmental action.”

On the morning after election the
Boson Herald had this to say:
commonly

or»*ervea tnat

)u»t a*
the progressive movement made its start in
the West, gradually moving cast ward, so the
paralysis of death seemed to be creeping
course.
over it in the same geographical
Everybody has known of the collapse of the
It has remainru
third party in the West.
stronger in Maine and Massachusetts, by
common observation, than anywhere else in
the Union. Msine had an election yesterday
which disclosed bow hollow, however, are
progressive hopes in these last of its strongholds. The collapse of the progressive partyin Msine is little short of pitiful. Only last
November its vote exceeded that for Taft by
nearly two to one. Yesterday its vote wa»
less than half that cast for the repobliemn
nominee.
Political history may be searched
in vain for an exhibit of so rapid a disinit ha* been

tegration.
Here are three

_____

COUNTY OOSSIP.

correspondent

has

a

_

Stanley, of South Deer Isle,
picking blackberries last week,

Mrs. Ansel
while

picked

campaign

Jk_

of Special ElecSeptember S.
the complete vote of lien-

Complete

Return*

tion of

Following ia
county from Thk Americas'* corrected postal card return* from town

cock

clerk* :

gold watch which was lost
August 21. After being wound up it went
on, seemingly none the worse for its little
vacation.
a

___________________

Why Not ?
(Krnnrbtc Journal.)
Progressives hare now no possible
of

Amherst
Aurora.
Blaehill.
Brook! in.

drawing strength from the
If they were ever to

democracy.

Sedgwick.
Sorry.
Stonington.
Sullivan.
Sorrento.
Southwest Harbor.
Swan's Island
Tremont.
Trenton.
Verona.....
Waltham.
Winter Harbor.
No S3 Plan.
Long Island Plan.
No 8 Plan.
No 21 Plan..

MB

day

perfect.

was

By

noon

fully

100

people

had assembled.

Members

four

of

generation*

hope

in

or

to

were

present, representing six town* in Hancounty.
Many new faces were
warmly welcomed.
Tables were spread under the apple
trees, and soon the call for dinner wan
After the tables were
passed along.
cleared away, pictures were taken, followed by a business meeting called to
order by the moderator, George Novella, of
Bluebill.
1 he same officers were elected for the
ensuing ;prar, and Elsie Saunders, of

Bucksport,

chosen

was

a

entertainment to act with

appointed

last

committee

of

the committee

year.

The records of last meeting were read
adopted. The historical sketches of
the Saunders family by Mrs. J. A. Cbatto,
followed by Kobert Carlisle, were very

and

on

plans

date

to prepare

placed

noted and

were

file by the secretary, who at
a

paper

future

a

the his-

on

the

ing.
From the records of the year just

are

past

these items:

Born

—

daughter to Mr.

A

and

Mr*.

Saunders, Burry. A son to Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Torrey, Burry.
Mrs.
Torrey was formerly Miss Ethel launFrank

ders.)

A

to

daughter

Mr. and

Mr*.

Waltham.
(Mrs.
Kingman,
Kingman was formerly Miss lx-nor* Jordan, daughter of Mrs. Nancy Saunders

Died—Aphia,

wife of

Albion

Baunder*,

Surrv.
The next

reunion

will

be

held at

the

Saturday in September,
stormy, the tirst pleasant Saturfirst

County Teachers* Convention.
that be was one of the most
What, then, ia the advantage of a
A convention for the teachers of HanWhy not take posseshie change of name?
progressive of public men;
cock county will be held at Northeast Harspeeches throughout the campaign sion of the republican party, if they nave
bor, Friday, Sept. 28.
reflected it, and" yet he was charac- the votes, and by these votes and voice
The program promises to be unusually
control?
Why not name the candidates
terized by the Journal as a mediocre
strong. Ex-President Charles W. Eliot, of
in the primaries and dictate legislation?
leader of a moribund minority, and by
The republican party has once more Harvard, is to speak on “The Education
other equally missfltting epithets.
demonstrated its power to “come back’*, Which Will Contribute to the Earning of
Whether the Journal believes of Mr. and its friendliness toward
progressives. a Livelihood'*. Prof. Sedgwick, of the
Peters things that it claimed it didn’t Leaders and rank aud file are ready to Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
w ill give a talk on teaching science.
Dr.
believe before
election, we don’t meet their former brothers on any fair j
of Princeton, and Prof.
know, but it is to its credit that it per- ! and sensible ground. They are ready to Heni% VanDyke,
Arthur Norton, of Wellesley, will take part
mits in its columns Mr. Peters’ own ! be progressive; they are progreasive. They j
in the meeting.
are ready
the honors; they
to share
statement
of his attitude towards
At the evening session an address will
are willing to take the firing line ^n any 1
great public questions.
be given by Dr. A. E. Winship, editor of
contest with the common enemy.
Journal of Education, Boston.
The program will be full of interesting features,
What ot the Future?
BAYWIDE.

of the end.
In the light of the result, what of
the progressives ? Will they continue

ginning

and

Mrs. Eliza Joyce, with a party of young
from Ellsworth, is at the Joyce
cottage.
Mr. and

Mass.,

are

Mrs. Gleason,
Cambridge,
at the Smith cottage at Pleasof

ant beach for two weeks.

a separate party, or will they disMrs. Frank Witham and little daughter
integrate? That no third party can Virginia, of Bangor, who have beeu visitlong exist history has demonstrated ing relatives here, have returned home.
again and again. It becomes first or
Waldo Lord, of Winchendon, Mass
second, or dies. The liberal republi- and Charles Stewart, of Koyalston, Mass.,

as

movement of ’72 ended after the
presidential election of that year,
most of them going to the demo-

can

crats; the greenback movement of
the late ’70s soon died; the mugwumps of ’84 protested Blaine, defeated him and died. Democrats who
couldn't stand the Byran heresy in ’96,
formed the gold democratic party,

disintegrated after the election,
moat of them going to the republican

and

party.
Rooseveltians protested

Wilson

was

elected.

Taft,

and

All the oratory

great—which the progressives used in the campaign just
closed in attempting to show that
—and it

was

who

it is expected that

large number of

recently

visited

Capt.

Samuel

Sept.

School in
Mias Annie

Cook,

here.
has

returned

of

Winterport, teacher/

J. Walker Babson, after a few
his family, who are summering
returned to Washington, D. C.

days with
here, has

Irving Coates, of Medford Mass., has
joined his wife, who is spending a few
weeks with her mother, Mrs. F. M. Billings.
A.
Sept. 15.
Best I'alnt
What is

NORTH LJCMOINE.

Edward Gilpatrick
New Haven, Conn.

Castiue

district No. 3. opened .Sept. 8;^

it?

Devoe.

Mrs. Harry Mason, of Old Town, is visitto

Mrs. Lottie Smith, of Bar Harbor, visited
her sister, Mrs. D. Y. McFarland, last
week.

Prof. Raymond McFarland and family
spent last week with his parents, D. Y.
McFarland and wife, before going to
Middle bury, Vt., to resume his duties as
principal of the Middlebury college.
Y.
Sept. 16.

employ

John M. Hals A Co., at their Franklin
stable, later driving th* stage on the Kllsworth-to-Cherryfleld shore route for E. H
Qrwely, and afterward on the same route
for the Hales. Later he drove tw> the BanHe was the
gor-KUs worth day route.
Ellsworth agent for F. O. Beal on the
latter's Hangor-to- Bar Harbor route.
WUh the coming of the railroad and decline of the stage business, Mr. Tripp enof

gaged

in the

livery

business with

Andrew

Of bis

own

family,

Ephraim C\, of

I

George

■i

P.

N

ran.

.a

...-

Salt.

last

1

No 9 camera
Deer Islaad.
left la black skit on
I9L&.
K Ctoi.ua*. care
suitable reward
McKlwaln <"© Manchester. N II

HELLS.

Mttteaaent.
• feotge K.

wedding trip to
They will reside

Montreal and
in

a%£'
iK,ar

***4,

„
e

oriental

K Lane, late of Ktoalngt-c
....
coanty. deceaaed
Weal aceouni
«
•
admlalatralria. filed f.
xeat
L. c,A Patera, lale of Eden
deceaaed
Hret and gnat a, -. i,, „t »
A Kinney.edualnlatralor. filed
William T. Walla, late „f
il cad
>
eoantp. deeeaeed
Plr.t aecouw
v,Z,
M Walla, adaulniatratrit. fi ed !
„u;,a,-.
1 yotbla L. Ptah, late of
buctip,- in ed
ronnay. deeeaeed
Pint eercmi 1 Jet nr ■
Moaner, adnalaiatratrta. died t
a-,t;. ow
Mantel F. Kimball, lair of M
•. Iwaerltt
•aid
deceact
p,„,
*
lieorge B hiaahaii. riacai-.r.
it,., cue.
-.

..

ing value,

ws

have

made

with G. A. Parc her. the
to offer

on#

arrangements

£

popular druggist,

of bta brut-sailing medicines

at half price to
the

any one who will cut out
following coupon and present it at

hta store:
«

Ol

renay.

POM

B

Virion Alton. J fOtnn.iy Aikrn tnd C«a•toner II. Alton, ainmi of
ml
P»miOO dr-1 by I'f rr,
•«•■»
All.t,

This coupon entitle* the bolder to
50 package of I*. Howard * remedy
for constipation and dyapepaut at ball
price. 25c. 1 will refund tbe money to
one

!

bride’*

grandmother, Mrs. Margaret Neville, at
Ellsworth Falls, at which only the imroediate family was present.
The newlywedded couple left on the noon train for
a

T

a.

Wurth

In order to lest Ike htlaworth American's

The matron of honor wore taupe
brocaded char me use.
After the ceremony a wedding breakfast
of the

t.

King, late of Lame,lee.
deceaaed
Fine! arc ,, .„i
U. Klaa. etacatoe. glad for aeti
K. laaiceth T. HylteaUr. lair .r
*”«B*»c dce.o,! p,„Kd.ard P Hylteater, eaecutor, file,! f

great circulation and its superior advertis-

place at the
Monday morning.

home

BMn P Oorr, late of Oeland. in
dweucl
Ptrtl account of p,„| |.
nainletrator. filed for aettlemem
VRIce. laa. „|
Milford,
cetnniy af Wc.rce.te, tad con,,;.
Mneearhnaette. deceaaed. He
conni of Aaguatna WhM.er.ea,

^U.BI

»

2*»*' If Presented at
(<. A. I*areker'a btorr.

Coupon

roses.

the

'M

wj

bo,;,“

CIIAVCF. M»K KFADFRA
OR THK AMI.HK AN

wore

at

mTn*?»
E*‘i-

ll^

Matumen.

Xcxnutemxnut.

white crepe meteor with
veil and carried a bouquet of white

served

Ha

rr,„t_.„
In Mid county, derenard
f,r,s and
*•
MUUm.nl
rh.r!e. W Cbrlette, let,
u,n0
Ml.l county, deceaaed
pi,at

In*
NdUm wanted as purse.
address Mas. J. f CaaraaEllsworth Polls, Ma

man.

was

'*

nea.-

-'>‘»»'>,<,«<lrl.ne<l.h.,,n,I
Wilfred R Truaer11, ute of

tins Prsma-ette
MariK f. Big
Wouttoweat

honor, and the groom *
brother, James T. Ham man, was beet

tulle

“

Helen
J,,

..

CAMERA
September I.

F.

The bride

perw.„,'■?*
lw»*

tm!?"
mi SI*'

uplrv *»f or

W. II

o,d^rt Si

I'riab Bowden. Into of Pen.,bare.
county, dreeaaed. A certain
**
porting to be tbe laat wltl end
aai.l dec react, together with
*
pel 11
thereof and for the appoint,,,..-,,
E,»"
of a
V»
Htil, hinge,
enneacl. preecnUcI b, Kll.
Mid deeaeed. the eaecutrii
,t{
m'J ;a

Ulll

beach.

a

£

lift

matron of

wm

l.llaaortb American,

Situation* IZlintrti.

Flanagan officiating. Mm.
John Maroney, of West Koxbury, M»m.,
Rev.

■

v«3

her.

Blieworth. in Mid car,),
appear at a probate court to be he'd
worth In Mid county, on the
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ictober, a. d. MU.
tre
forenoon, and be h,.„t lb.-rr.-n
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at

s.

»M
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lor th. action
Indicated. It I. hereby
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m screw, oae-balf woodland. < n Hurry
In good reroad. I mil* from P, O
Building*
pair
lapairo of Cap? B. M. Mass*. Kllsworth.

The marriage of Mia* Barbara Neville
Catholic

r°r!?'

NiM iaehea by • ft bod; caa be aeea on
1. C. Catuat.
wharf at ('aoiinv
P«irt •'«
Manchester. M. H.
cava W H McKlwaln t o
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Isaac, of Bar Harbor,
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The funeral was held at the home Minday afternoon. Kev. P. A. A. Killam officiating. The bearers were A. W. Curtis,
Charles B. Moore, D. L. Fields and Austin
H. Joy.
Interment was at Woodbine

and

»

of

Ellsworth.

Easy

Cl
FMFNT
CLC/TICni,

> t »

1*

Somerville, •Mans., and f*»ur
daughters—Mrs. Fred E. Scribner, of Bangor; Mrs. R. J. Goodwin, Mrs. Laforest
Richards and Mrs. Walter H. Cushman,

cemetery.

the

\KM
it.til buy* 77 acre* contain! ag
to pay for it and thea
* sough mhtr
tha ttrili potato soil) «# Im» tbtivt sealers!. taatM from early frosts. Hand and
Vain
grove! at haad to bsild er m*«»t bowse.
able chemically-par* springs. J k. Pniiuw.
Abbott block. Cleveland. O

McFarland, under the firm name of
A McFarland. Later he for several
American
bouse
the
years conducted
stable.
Mr. Tripp bad always taken an interest
in public affairs.
He bad served the city
two terms as alderman, and two ysars as
collector of taxes.
He was a member of
Esoteric lodge, F. and A. M
Acadia
chapter, R. A. M., and of Dirtgo lodge,
N. K. O. P.
He married in 1873, Miss Susan E.
Thompson, of Cberryrteid, who died August 1 of last year. He leaves one son

and

on

—

P.

Morey \V.,

snd

fc; Salt.

Tripp

of

I
J.
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Sundries, Va.
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tion* and financially able to carry oat any
obligation* made by bis firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE.
Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure i* taken internally, actlog directly upon tbe blood and muc*. u* surfaces of the system. Testimonial* sent tree.
Price 75 cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug-

gists.
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printed at fcileworUt. la •*«
person*
having demands
amount of the short term bonds received by
cork, prior ta tike eevrata <’•
the
against
es* *
tate
of
said deceased are
n
»*»*
each bidder will be determined by the tress
..a
tfcal
desired
t«
ik*| a«y appear
the same for settlement, and all in
urer of istate by lot, unless the several bidlfc«e ta a* kail at k.aaortfa.
.T.
ebtod thereto are requested to make payders awarded such bonds agree.
fourty af Haacach at tea o
jM>
M
H. MtH.SU RtUU
Bid. will be opened at the office of the ment immediately
aaua. aad afcoer
caper. if any
Northeast Harbor. Wept it, i»|t
Treasurer of State on the first day of October,
aaalaat ia« **n,e
^
•*
Jos. W. Himphok.
1913, at two o'clock.
JEkitUR 11 K \«*W l.l>
Treasurer of Slate.
A Irpe cope a# like nrlru
subscribers hereby gi»e notice •s*
>
X
>. >.«
they have been duly appointed «»<
COM M ISMONLH V NOTICE
tors of the last will and testament and cod 4
of
Hancock as.
Bar Harbor, August 29, a. d. 1913.
GEORGE W. PERKINS, lata of CA9T1XR
the undersigned, having been duly
\IT'E.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no kondt
TV
appointed by the Honorable Jerome
A,
H. Knowles, judge of prooate within and for being reoairt-d bv the term* of said will
persons having demands against the rstate yf
said county, commissioners to receive and decide upon the claims of the creditors of Bed- •aid deceased are desired to present ths an ms
ford K. Tracy, late of Winter Harbor, in said for settlement, and nil indebted thereto ars
county, deceased, whose estate has been requested to make payment immediately.
Jon* K. Hosier.
represented insolvent, hereby give public
Hasotsv Moftuisua
notice agreeably to the order of the said
Castme, feept. 10, 191k.
judge ot probate, that six months from and
alter August 5, 1913. have been allowed
subscriber hereby glass notics that
to aaid creditors to present and prove their
he ha* been duly appointed aduaa
A
claims, and that we will attend to the
duty assigned us at the office of B. E. Clark, istsator of tbe estate of
Bar Harbor, Maine, on the nineteenth day of
ANNIE FAIRE, late of VF.HONA.
September. 1913, and the third day of Febru
In ths county of Hancock, deceased, and
ary. 1914,at ten of the clock in the forenoon of given bonds as the law directs.
All persons
each of said days.
Bkbtkaxd E. Clank,
having demands against tbe estate of snid deHamby M. Connbrs,
ce**®d
10
the same for
Commissioners.
and
settlement,
all indebted thereto ars requested to make payment immediately.
CARD OF THANKS.
Fa»o M. Manenuo.
Bucksport, Sept-10, 1»X8.
E wian in this public manner to express
to our friends ana neighbors oar shsubscriber heresy gives notica that
eerest thanks for the words and acts of kindhe has been duly appointed administraness and sympathy since the death of son and
brother— Lewis H. Feruald. Tbt- burden is tor of the estate of
WILLIAM C. STRAW, late of CAWTINE.
lightened and the grief softened by such expressions of good will. We also thank those In the county of Hancock, deceased, sad
who sent the beautiful floral offerings.
given bonds as the law directs.
All persons
Mb. and Mb*. William Fbbjcald
having demands against the estate of said deand Family.
ceased ere desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto ars requested to make payment immedtetelv.
Hkitav M Hath.
ELLSWORTH FALLS. «E.
Ellsworth. Wept, 10, 19U,
ONCE—A few more reliable men to
leArn to repair and drive autos and fill
vacancies at salaries of #is to 190 per week.
Write, stating age. Mains Ac to Co., Taylor
street garage, Portland. Me.
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BKOOKBVILLfi.

Alley

15._R.

:S
3.

::
he entered the

man

young

and

Cleaners, Tost Cards.

Sresent

Miss Hattie Orcutt has gone to
to attend normal school.

have returned home.

ing

a

teachers will attend.

W.

people

a

Supplies, Cabinets, Olcycles

Cash

For

Harvey

day.

Mrs.

and

mum

of

son

street.
As

''mail Instrument!! of all kinds, and
everything )n
the music l‘ne. Talking Machines. Sowing Machines

11

perfectly

republican party.

Delia Whitmore is very poorly.
N. Lord is with her.

; Clement’s MUSIC Store
i; Carries Pianos and Player Pianos

in Cutler, April 4.
Daniel L. and Harsh Tripp.
He came to Ellsworth with bis parent*
when a boy, his father being employed tor
years on the William Black farm on High

1848, the

niii1111111iViTiTi'nTiTL

tory
early descendants of this
present.
family.
cant#, and a 50-cant box of tbe remedy
The president, Granville Baunder*, anwill be tent you by mail, chargee paid.
Haw’* This?
nounced the following pr >gra:u:
Prayer,
Wc offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for LX) not put it off. “One to-day la worth
Mrs. J. A. Chatto; sinking, audience;
any cut of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
two to-morrow*.
recitation, Austin Nevells; rending, Nellie Hall’s Catarrh CureF. J CHENEY A CO-. Toledo, O
Nevells; recitation, Minerva B. Jordan;
We. the uudersigoed, have known F. J
reading George Nevells; remarks; sing- Cheney for the last i& year*, and believe him
honorable in all business transacWANTED--LADIES
of

tent, they must acquire at least 73 to 90

Mrs.

T»irr.

cock

opened

Had the progressives won in the
election last week, or had they even
secured second place, there would
have been an end of the republican
party in Maine—or at least the be-

w.

Orris W. Tripp, one of Ellsworths
best-known citizens, died Thursday night
Mr. Tripp
■t his home on Elm street.
had been in poor health few some month*,
•ofkrin* from a heart trouble, but he wu*
Hr
out aa tale aa Monday of lust wtea.
was taken ill while at the polls to rote,
and was taken to his home. He failed

brothers survive

SftSBden Family Keimlon.
The second annual Saunders reunion
held at the homestead of the late
Darius Saunders, West Surry, Sept. 6. The

if

per cent, of the

1.006

2.809

was

1914;

opposition,

small and

4

-1----f

denunciation and discon-

of

a

16

oaniN

1111111111 t 111 ii1111111111

rapidly until the end.
Mr. Tripp was brrn

*

7
17
11*
119
SO
*2
158
167
32
41
4*
3*
6 *1
19
t
14
97
10
12
128
416
*4
29*
Mi
121
31
76
44
107
142
120
45
14
annexed to Knot
17
50
21
2*
4
15
9
167
62
116
79
67
1
It
12
9*
25
77
61
50
34
67
27
45
85
3*
164
112
186
2?
18
12
21
M
20
69
20
21
8
63
85
1?
39
6
87
6
30
7
*
25
12
56
6*
3
10
7
2
0
30
1
lost organisation
9
1
10

...

place the

than

2

7
124
7S
151
72
62
43
21
142
29
279

Catiline-...
Cranberry Isles.
Dedham.
Deer Isle.
East brook.
Kden.
Ellsworth.
Franklin.
Uouldsboro...
Hancock.
Isle au Ila4t...
Lamoine.
MarlavitU.
Mt Desert.
Orlaud.
Otis.
Penobscot...

same

more

£

53

Bucksport.
Brooksvfile.

ineffective party

be

3

Jordan, Ellsworth.)

ranks of
w

1
i

fI

significant quotations interesting. They

—the hope expressed by Mr. Peters;
the appeal of Mr. Parkhurst; the observation of a keen Boston editor.
They seem to us worthy of consideration.

abbfntfcmtntt.

OBIT1AR1.

COUNTY VOTE.

HANCOCK

party,

berry picked from Talbut Butler's
field Sept. 14.
It ia large, fragrant and
fully ripe.

Of course everybody outside the
Journal office who knows Mr. Peters,
before

Lawrence.
We do not recall that a single progressive orator attacked the republieaniplatform, or even the republican

straw

To-day he makes the same assertion. He
declares it to be his belief that the people are
demanding those laws. That being the case,
he feels laws should be so made as to give
them what they want.
“Workman's compensation, abolition of
of child labor, eight-hour law for women,
minimum wage for women.
he says, "are
statutory law, not constitutional. They can
be tried and if found failures be repealed.”

long

standing by

their last November vote

Our North Sullivan

Workman's compensation.
Abolition of child tabor.
A national eight-hour law for women.
A minimum wage for women.
A tariff commission.
Conservation of national resources.
Direct presidential primaries.
All other sensible reforms.

knew

there are fundamental differences between the republicans and themselves
resulted in less than 50 per cent, of

How Devoe?
It’s 160 years old; bat that isn’t how.
It has long been the best; but that isn't
hDW.
It has been I eveloped by use and study,
by study and use; that is how; an approved by experience many years; that's
*
how.
It comm#da itself by long lasting and
small pair* cost; not chesp by the gallon, but
ap by the job and cheap by
the yea» and ten years; cheap by the lifetime.

T#'Vs how.
Morrison-Joy Co. sells it.
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THE

IRA B. HAOAN. Jr.
Civil Engineer,
Land Surveyor.

The Ellsworth American

n*"'

PETERS celebration.

hope

gressman-elect.
progressives

and

democrats

WITH REPUBLICANS

—

RED

vie

FIRE,

MUSIC AND ORATORY.
It was not a party celebration, but a
Peters celebration, that filled the air of
KlUworth with flame, smoke and oratory
Democrats and
last Thursday evening.
progressive* vied with the republicans in
doing honor to their townsman who had
boon chosen by the people of the third
district to represent them in Congress.
Larly in the ovening a huge bonfire was
kindled in post-office square, and young
America, to whom all celebrations
are the same, kept it well supplied with
fuel. The square was packed with people.
The Ellsworth band, after a few selections
in the square, marched to the Peters club
headquarters on Main atreet, where a
torchlight procession was formed.
The procession marched to the Peters
residence, and escorted Congressman-elect
Peters to the hall. The march to the hall
was through a double line of red fire and
cheering crowds on the tide walks. Many
business places were illuminated.

the

a row

along the walla,

door
was

form,

accompanied by

a

now

that

for the

dancing,

which

a lath hour, was furby Monaghan’s orchestra.

HANCOCK 1IAPTISTS.
Annual

of Association to bo
Held Next Week.

Meeting

The

seventy-ninth annual meeting of
the Hancock baptist association will be
held at Lainoine Tuesday and Wednesday,
Sept. 23 and 24. The following program is
announced:

Tuesday Afternoon.
prayer.Led by Moderator
2.20 Organization,
reading of consti-

plat-

Praise and

2 00

group representin this congrea-

ing nearly every county
tution.j.Lainoine Letter
onal district, and some from outside the 2-V> Women’s Missionary meeting,
district.
Mrs Angie Dorlty presiding
Womcu’s Foreign missionary soAmong them were: Col. H. E. Hamlin,
ciety.Mrs C A Robinson
Dr. A. C. liagerthy, of Ellsworth; Col.
Women's Home Mission society.
F. H. l*arkburst, chairman of the republiMiss Mamie Davit*
can State committee, of Bangor; Hon. L.
offering for Women’s societies
B. Deaay, oX Bar Harbor; Boyd A. BlalsSolo.
dell, Franklin; Fred K. Page, W. C
Miss Bessie F Austin. Sparks, Nevada
Cunary, E. L. Warren, Bucksport; W. K. 1.00 Zion's Advocate
Charles
Stewart,
145
The
Cherry held;
Ch-istian Civic Iotague,
Campbell,
Rev W F Berry, D D
Charles H. Wood, B. E. Clark, A. H. Lyof Committees
L.
Appointment
E.
M.
C.
H.
Conners,
nain,
Marcyes,
Tuetday Evening
P. Carter, A. S. Rodlck, Ralph Kingsley,
Young People’s Rally.
E. J. Morrison, J. G. Higgins, Bsr Harbor;
Pres A B Leach, presiding
Dr. W. L. West, Belfast; B. F. Colcord, H.
7.90 Sing Unto the Lord,
E. Bangs, A. H. Nichols, 9earsport; Percy
Pastor Smith. Penobscot
L. Aiken, Sorrento; Capt. 0. W. Foss, 7.45 Devotional service.Walter C Moon
Hancock; Henry W. Cushman. Sheriff 8.00 Business; election of officers, reports
from societies.
J. F. O’Connell, Bangor; Albert Greenlaw,
Offering for Young
People’s society.
Herbert Kilby, Eastport; E. M. Frye, Dr.
Solo.
Mrs
T Holt. Lamoine
Shirley
G. L. Bird, Harrington; Judge F. B. Snow,
8.20 Address, Rev B T Livingstone, of Bangor
h. E. Chase, Jr., 9. G. Hinckley, A. T.
Consecration service.
Cousins, Koecoe l). long, H. A. Saunders,
Mlzpah.
Blue hill.
Wednemday>>Moming.
Conspicuous among those on the plat5.90 Sunrise prayer-meeting
form were Mayor J. A. Cuuninghan and
Dea. John F Staples
ex-Mayor Charles H. Belaud, both demo- 8 30 Devotional-Led by Rev Gideon Mayo
9.00 Educational society, Rev Chas Hargrove
crats, whose pre-election partisanship did
9.20 Annual sermon.Rev Elias Auger
not prevent them from participating in a
Solo.i.Miss Austin
post-election demonstration complimen- 10.00
Reading of church letters.
tary to the successful candidate.
Wednesday Aflemtwn.
THE

At 8.56 Col.

APBBCHBM.

2.00

as

fol-

lows:
here

to

extend

our

congratulations

;

respect* to me newly-elected !
♦ i'ucrfumau. and U ia roost gratifying to i
»«-e ao ruauy
representatives of different po- 4.00
litical organisations. No auch campaign ha* j
txea fought since 1W*6 when Eugene Hale wan
oar

standard-bearer.”

After

Peters,

paying
be added:

a

high

tribute to Mr.

Although elected by a party. Mr. Peters is
the representative of the whole people,

now

an.l he will look after the entire district with
the same fidelity which has characterized hi*
I predict for Mr. Peters a
privivatv life.
great future, and that he will stand high up
lu the list of great men who have been in

!

as

it did

with

the odds

wholly

The result was
against the republicans.
due to the deep-rooted conviction that the

of

Offering for State convention.
Solo.Mrs Holt
“Present-day Perils," in four ten-minute
talks:
(a) The Decay of Reverence for the
Lord's Day.Pastor at Manset
The Lack
of
Denominational
b;
Loyalty.Mrs 8 N Treworgy
c) The lessening of the Church's Influence in the Community,
Rev E S Drew
The
Mormon Menace.Dr Mower
(d)

llVdnrsda^ Evening.
745
7.30

j

Mon. L. B. Dewy, of Bar Harbor, w an 845
tirat called upon, and made one of his
brief but characteristic speeches. The I
victory achieved he deemed significant
because of (he character of the campaign, j

starting

and
executive

treasurer

‘’Gaining, Holding, Recovering."
Address by Rev I B Mower, D D

3.00
are

and pay

our

Praise service.
Reports of committees,
auditor; appointment
committeeman.

2.20

Hamlin called the meeting

He spoke substantially

to order.

Printing Unpopular In Portia.
Type printing Is unpopulnr In Per-

Praise amt prayer.Rev N B Rogers
Associational Sermon, “The Modern
Baptist Message"... Rev W C Sampson
Solo.Miss Austin
Address, The Northern Convention,
Rev J F Russell, Philippines
Offering for the Northern convention
Minutes
Reading of
Benediction.

certain number of books
The effort met with no
had
and
encouragement,
however,
shortly to be abandoned. Tbe same
taste wblch makes a Persian esteem
so
hlgbly the great calllgraphlsts
makes him deplore tbe absence of
character In a type printed book.
What most delights him Is well written manuscript, and he takes the same
delight in the copyist's work that we
take In an old muster. Pulling tills, be
contents himself with a lithograph,
which Is usually a facsimile of the
writing of some fairly good scribe.
Tabriz, nnd
were

a

printed.

Mrs.

of

is

her

spending

few

a

days

filwin Treworgy is at home from Fast
a

days.

few

O. W. TAPLEY

If

ELLSWORTH,

A. A. Moran has gone to
where he has employment.

Presque Isle

• II Ml III 11II11II limilllllll 11 III

I

mi‘‘r
Emma Bodge and Wallace Bodge and
wife, of Bangor, visited Grace Barron*"last
Freeman Smith

and family
Cranberry bog,

have
in

Something

approaching

a

occurred when he Intimated to

sceno

lady that ho required the dish
brought hot and fresh and without vegthe

re-

McGown is teaching in Fort Fair-

field.

Josephine Phillips

has returned to Au-

C. W. & F. L. MASON,

burn.
Frank

McGown

is

working in Ells-

Property

Hiram Danico is having lumber hauled
for

a

In his cell and when
that failed attempted forcible feeding.
Granle held out for sixty three days,
at the end of which time he died.
most

dainty

meals

Rev. Nelson Heeden preached at Bar
Hhrbor Sunday.
Rev. Mr. Ropes, of Bangor, preached in

chapel Sunday.
George Dunham is having his

the

hauled to

Barks Herbs
Trwl have great medicinal power, are
rm**d to th»»lr highest efficiency, for
i rnri» hlc.g the blood, a*
Mttfylag
they are combined in Hood's Sarsaparilla.
I i44 tr «rImonlal* received by actual
tooiii in 1*0 year*.
Be sure to Lake

Hood’s
Get it

Sarsaparilla

t«>«!.*y In usu-al Mould form or
ubiet* called Sarsatabs.

The Haslam

reunion

held at

the

Saturday, Sept. 13. Owing to the rain
t was not largely attended, but a pleasant
The following officers
ime was enjoyed.
ivere chosen:
President, Alvah Haslam;
rice-president, Bernard Jellison; treaslall

Haslem; committee on arangements, Milton Haslem, Howard
Iordan and Moses Haslem; comrqittee on
mtertaiwnent, Isabel Jordan, Josephine
Itanley and Belle Haslem. Recitations
< md music were enjoyed.
H.
Sept. 15.
irer,

Alden

protected from fire by placing their

cord-wood

I

Insurance

with E. J.

WALSH, ELLSWORTH.

Jenness McGown is having two large
the front of his house.

windows added to

LAMSON & HUBBARD
FALL
For Sale

|

j

WINTER STYLES
Btj RELIABLE CLOTHING CO., Ellsworth.
AND

Business, Shorthand and Telegraphy Courses of this School together with the help of its
Position Department has been the means of starting thousands of young Men and Women
on the road to a successful career in the Business World.
What it has done for others it is
reasonable to suppose it can do for you. Write for Free Catalog.

THE
F. L.

SHAW, President. Portland. Maine.

G. D. HARDEN. Treasurer, Bangor, Maine

Congregational

Eaton. |
HOLLAND—At
Mrs James E

ward.]

SARGENT—At Ells worth. Sept 9, to Mr
Mrs OJin I. Sargent, a son.
TERRY—At Stonington, Sept 9, to Mr
Mrs Clifford Terry, a son. [Vernald.j
VARISO—At Stonington, Sept 5, to Mr
Mrs Cemetrio Varisco, a son. [Edward.

Hot Water Heating, Furnaci
Work and Jobbing.

Church

Twenty Years’ Experience.

A report of the exercises at
the observance of the 100th
anniversary of the founding
of the First Congregational
church of Ellsworth has been
compiled and published in
pamphlet form. This pamphlet is on sale (price 50c per
copy) at the bookstore of Miss
The proJ. A. Thompson.
ceeds will be donated to the

and
and

WORK; HONEST PRICES

HONEST

Centennial

Stonington, Sept 7, to Mr and
Holland, a sou. iJohn Ed-

PLUMBING,

Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 5-5.

church.

WHEN IN PORTLAND
STOF> AT

“The Homelike House for Maine Folks”

—

OBITUARY.

JSI CHASE HOUSE
New City Hall
and Monument Square

Midway

between

Only Fireproof Hotel in the State
Conveniently Located for
people Attending Conventions.
Every courtesy and attention shown

RIORDAN—FORD—At Melrose. Mass, Sept 8,
by Rev Fr Glynn. Miss Emily Frances
Kiord-.lu, of Melrose, to James E Ford,
formerly of Ellsworth.
ROYAL-BENSON-At Ellsworth. Sept JO. by
Rev R B Mathews, Miss Grace Dorothy
Koval, of Ellsworth, to Pearley H Benson,
of Haverhill, Mass.

ladies
ALL
■«,

GOULDSBORO.

Guptill, w ho has been employed
in Presque Isle, is home.
Mrs. Lillian Stackpole, of Plymouth, is
nailing her daughter, Mrs. Ona Spurting.
A telephone crew is putting in a farrnFrank

3rs’ line here. There will be eleven or
;welve subscribers. Most of the w'iring
nas

been done.

in itranite ami marble furnished
m
best material ami workmanship at lowest prices. Work
set anywhere—in the Mate or
out. Shops at
Water 8t., Ellsworth,

Estey Building.

TRANSIENT RATES

Lines of

Stab*

St..

KllswoitU

(Tummiggion itlrrrhantg.

travelling alone

MODERN CONVENIENCES

Tbe advertisements Inflow represent snmr id
the leading houses of New
England. Our
readers will doubtless find them <»l v.k;

R. F. HIMMELEiN,

H. E. THURSTON.
PROPRIETORS

j

Munjoy Hill Cars

pass the

door

I3S.10N

FOX TRAPPING
f

Walter Bray, Orland, Me.,
caught 24 fox. 34 mink;
Thomas
Callahan, North
M<>nroe, N. H., caught 23 fox
with Page methods. Stamps
for testimonials and terms.
Warranted
land,
water,
snow sets.
Bait and scent
in pint jars for sale by
Edgar K. Page, Orland,
Maine.

APPLFS
tve

have

GARMENTS
Men’s

and

Women’s.

greatly improved facilities
for ham 11 Of,

SHir THESE

ALSO:

MEATS, EGGS,
Farm

Repairing, Cleansing, Pressing

and all

Products.

Profrasional Carts.

X'liCE

II.

SCOTT

SPECIALTY MADE OF

DAVID FRIEND,
Ellsworth,

Maine
ELLSWORTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
•WO FAY, NO WASHER.’
AM kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called tor and deMvered.

Glen Mary St., Bar Harbor.

H. W. DUNN.

Ful

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
AND FIXTURES.
Estimates os Wlrisf sad Supplies Cheerfully (iiveu
ANDREW M. MOOR.

ROOMS ONLY $1.00 PER DAY AND UP.
ROOM AND BOARO $2.00 PER DAY AND UP.

Memorials

Friday evening,
was

Insurance, Real Estate.

Nicolin station.

—

Roots

owners will be

Fire

Renewed Struggle.
and
"My old barber has left the city.”
|
“You seem very regretful."
MARRIED.
“Yes: he had been trying to sell me
a bottle of hair tonic for the past fifCLARK—SAVAGE—At Bar Harbor. Sept 7. by
teen years, and so fur 1 had succeeded
Rev Wallace Sampson, Mies Sophia Adelia
Clark to Norris Charles Savage, both of
in standing him off. Now I shall have
Franklin.
to start the battle all over with u new COUSINS—HEATH—At
Sonington, Sept 8, by
man."-Louisville Courier-Journal.
Rev S C Eaton, Mias Ethel F Cousins, of
Stonington. to Stephen T Heath, of PhilaPa.
delphia,
A Grave Danger.
GRAV-TIIOMAS-At Orland, Sept 8, by RevWaiter Hawthorne, Miss Mabel Gray, of
“Madam, your pet Pekinese spaniel
Orland, to Henry R Thomas, of Bucksport.
bit one of the children on the street In
MACE—BRIDGES
At Aurora, Sept 10, by
the face this morning."
Rev Wilfred Harrison, Miss Inez D Mace, of
Aurora, to Raymond
Bridges, of West
“Good heavens, my poor little dog!
Brooklin.
I know none of tho children about here NEVILLE-H \ RHI MAN—At
Ellsworth. Sept
have their faces antiseptlcally wash15, by Rev P F Fi: nigan. Miss Baibara Ellen
Neville to George Henry Harrimau, both of
ed.”—Baltimore American.
Ellsworth.
A

11 ROOK LIN.

the church.

m

."U

stable.

protective policy was right, and must be j
Capt. Hiram liartlett died Monday
maintained. Tbeu, too, the republicans !
morning, Sept. 8, after a long illness of a
week.
i
had the advantage of a candidate on !
complication of diseases, at the age of
E. P. Patten and family have returned
whom the fiercest light reveals no blot.
seventy-four years.
DIED,
Mr. liartlett was a Teteran of the Civil
Then, too, there was the superb leader- to Bangor.
of
the
out
are
of
i
and
children
who
tore
Jack
Mrs.
war.
He was an active member of Brook- BARTLETT—At
ship
Courtney
Parkhurst,
Brooklin, Sept 8, C apt Hiram
iin grange. Ho was twice married, k.s / Bartlett, aged 71 years.
dictionary the leaf which Contained the i visiting in Bangor.
ER8KINE—At Bncksport, Sept 10,/Mrs Elvira
word “defeat \ Henceforth all who think
Capt. H. F. Lord has hauled up his second wife being Miss Alma Kane, who
A Hr* kino, aged 76 years, t months, ^0 days.
alike mut act together; by that sign the launch for the season.
survives him.
HUTCHINS—At Hucksport, Sept 10, Eva H
For several years they lived in Kansas,
republican party will come into its own.
Hutchins, aged N months, 19 days.
Fred W. Clark, wife and child will leave
Great applause greeted Col. Parkhurst
after which they moved back to Brooklin, MINER—At Penobscot, Sept 11, Arthur MarD.
C.<
for
Washington,
Wednesday
shall. Infant son of Mr and Mrs Manfred
when he was introduced as the next ;
where Capt. Bartlett had since been enMivei, aged 1 mouth, 16 days.
M. Todd, a
guest at Amos Hardy’s,
While Penobscot was not in
speaker.
gaged in the fishing trade.
LORD
At Ellsworth Falls. Sept
11, Mrs
salmon
two
Sunday.
They
this district, it shared in the interest and landed
Aphia Lord, aged 88 years, 2 months.
He will be greatly missed by a large cirbetween four and live pounds
enthusiasm of the tight, and did what it weighed
cle of friends. Me was a grea* reader, well SAVAGE—At Northeast Harbor, Sept 2, Herman I, Savage, aged 58 years.
could to help win, and it extended its con- each.
informed upon social and political quesTUI PP—At Ellsworth. Sept 11, Orriu W Tripp,
Forrest
M.
candidate
W.
Garland,
Garland,
successful
tions
of
the
gratulations to the
Moore,
aged 67 years, 6 mouths. 7 days.
day.
and to Hancock county.
W. Garland and Mausel Garland are emHe leaves a widow and two daughters— TERRY—At Stonington. Sept 9, infant son of
Mr and Mrs Clifford Terry.
While the State committee and all other ployed at the hatchery during fall repair- Mrs. F. D. Cunningham and Mrs. May- i
the
both
of
this
tow
and
one
nard
committee* did *11 they could,
victory ing.
n,
Blaisdell,
t
slab's 'fo'A
•fter all was due more to the personality
grandson.
WALTHAM.
of the candidate than to the organization.
.Services were held at the home Wednes- j
“As you here believe in him, so has ail V son was born to Henry Braley and day afternoon, Rev. Arthur Tarbell offiwife Sept. 12.
I
the district come to believe in him.
ciating. The floral tributes were many
beautiful. The sympathy of the com1882
1913
Miss Ethel Maker, of Boston, is the and
munity goes out to the family.
aa&oluwTnmv
juest of F. B. Jordan and wife.
Use Femme.
Sept. 15.
There will be an entertainment and box
Proceeds for

in

worth.

-—--

M. Quinn bas returned to Bangor.
School opening has been postponed for a

iept. 19.

ill ii ii

companies (hat are reliable.
companies that are safe and sound.
Insure with companies that pay losses immedi
ately.
Insure with only the best companies—and the
best companies are handled by

N ICO LIN.
Alice

—

ii mi

Insure with
Insure with

==-S-

\

L—

ii ii ill

—

Mrs.

the town hall

■'''

Wash-

etable embellishment. With a gesture
Henry Tripp, wife and son John, of
of despair she led him to the kitchen, SwanvUie, visited their son Herbert last
where on the shelf was a row of bolvls week.
containing hla weekly supply of parsThe ladies’ aid society will have a soley decorated porridge!
ciable at the camp Wednesday evening,
for the benefit of the church.
Our Musical Nerves.
den
who
has
to
the
been
Everybody
WEST ELLSWORTH.
tlst'B knows only too well that the
Mias Eva Carlisle nas gone to Ellsworth
teeth have nerves connected with them.
Theso nerves lead to certain knots ot to enter high school.
nerve tissue called ganglia, from which
Charles Carter, of Lynn, Mass., spent
also proceed other nerves that pass to his vacation among relatives here.
II
ot
the
ear.
chambers
tho auditory
Mrs. Kowena Carter is critically ill.
you grind yonr teeth ever so slightly Others on the sick list are Wallace Carter
sound
hear
the
will
find
that
you
you
and Mrs. John H. Carter.
very distinctly. The vibrations caused
Clifton Carter, of Ellsworth Falls, has
audl-1
to
the
by grinding are conveyed
been visiting his parents, C. J. Carter and
tory chamber, where a series ot prya
wife. There was a family gathering there
mid cells of varying lengths are so arSunday, Sept. 7.
ranged ns to operate like keys of a
piano. These cells, each of which re
MARINE LIST.
sponds to a particular note, are connected by nerve threads, like plane
wires, with tho main nerve of hearing
Ellsworth Fort.
—a complex and beautiful arrangement
Hancock County Fort*.
West Sullivan
Ar Sept 10, sch Harriet C
to which wo owe our power to appreBoston
ciate the exquisite harmonies of music. Whitehead,
Sid Sept 11, sch Emily I White, N Y
Southwest Harbor—Ar Sept 7. sch Hesper
from Grand Manan, N B
8tarved Himself to Death.
Sid Sept 10, sch Dozotby G Snow (Br) for
Hunger strike records were broken Nova Scotia
Erencbman
some
years ago by a
BORN.
named Granle. who was arrested for
murder tn circumstances which left
COSTELLO—At Bucksport. Sept 9, to Mr and
He determinno doubt as to his guilt.
Mrs Joseph T Costello, a sozz.
I Clarence
DePaul.l
ed to starve himself to death tn order
to escape the guillotine and from the COSTELLUCCI—At Stonington, Sept 7, to Mr
and Mrs Louis Costellucci, a son.
day of his arrest refused to eat. In GKINDLE—At Bluehill, Sept 8, to Mr and
Mrs Ernest L Grindle, a son.
spite of every effort on the part of the
Oceanville, Sept 10, to Mr
prison authorities, who first tried GREENLAW—At
aud Mrs Alfred B Greenlaw, a son.
[Albert
tempting him to eat by placing the

GHKK.N LAKK.

social at
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ME.

Get on the Safe Side of the Fence,
Before it is too Late

week.

turned from the

|

I Fire Insurance |

here.

Mrs. Jesse Mcader and daughter, Mrs.
Kate Morse, of Massachusetts, visited J.
C. Mcader and wife last week.

Orland for

I

ington county.
A Wandering Scot’s Tribulations.
A Glasgow man who recently took
np residence in I-ondon, says the Glasgow News, selected from the people
answering his advertisement for rooms
a landlady boasting tbe name of MacThat name, even without the
kay.
lady’s protestations, convinced him
that ho was going to a "home from
home.”
On arriving, bis pleasurable
anticipation was Increased when he
was Informed that It was "taken fot
granted" he would have porridge for
breakfast
He was astounded, however, to find the oatmeal served cold
and solid nnd profusely sprinkled with

I

!

‘SL'btirrtisrmmts.

DOLLAROTOWX.

George Libby,
Bangor, visiting
•iiiiiiimmmiiiimiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiingiiiiiimiiimimmiiimiiimmiiimiiimmiM
brother, Howard Dollard.
Mrs. Percy Smith and Mrs. D. L. Young
are visiting Winfield Severance.
today entirely dependent upon lithogWillard Treworgy, who has been at
raphy for Its own production of books. Quebec, recently visited his sister, Mrs. 8.
Naturally these are very rare. At the P. Stack pole.
beginning of the nineteenth century a
Mrs. Frank Mcader and their children,
press with movable types w»g set up In of
Skowhegan, have returned home, after
sia. The straightness of the lines offends the Persian's artistic sense, and
he feels that In printed books the charPersia Is
acter of the letters Is lost.

parsley.

of the Congressman-elect
was the signal for a demonstration rarely,
if ever, seeu before in Hancock hall, and
Making his
it lasted several minutes.
way through the crowd, Mr. Peters went
to the

music; that
kept up until

nished

The entrance

then

and

of the whole district, were received with
evident satisfaction.
Mr. Peters’ address closed the speechmaking. An informal reception followed,
and then a dance, the grand march beiug
led by Mr. and Mrs. Peters.
The Ellsworth band furnished the out-

uiivu.

to the ante-room, and

178»,

Throughout Mr. Peters spoke with intense feeling. His pica for peace and bis
assurance that he now
represented not a
faction, not a party even, but the people

nearly

was

since

Especially gratifying to him was the
presence on the stage of the present mayor
of the city, and of other
representatives
of opposing parties.

The hail was tastefully decorated for the
occasion, the stars and stripes predominating, a general red, white and blue
Fall flowers
heme being carried out.
and evergreen, cut flowers and potted
plants bedecked the front of tho stage and
the front of the balconies.
Ixmg before the head of the line entered,
the galleries were packed, and the floor,
from which the settees had been removed,
except

biggest fight

it is over, let os all look to the future.
He reviewed briefly the story of the
campaign, and while he was profoundly
thankful for the support he had received
in other sections of the district, he was
doubly thankful for the support he had
received from his home county and his
home town, whose majority was
practically the majority of the district.

THE HALL.

AT

one

terest of the

honor their con-

townsmen

be will

long he kept »t Washington.
will appeal to him in vain; no Indistrict or of the State will go
without hia attention.”
Congressman-elect Peters was the last
speaker. As he arose be w aa greeted with
another outburst of appleuse which, while
doubtless gratifying, waa also somewhat
embarrassing. lie thought, he said, there
must be some mistake; “It is I who
ought
to be greeting you; not
you me."
U was a big light and a great
victory;
now for peace.
Champ Clark said it was
No

H. B. ESTEY & CO.
latey

pulling.

Htate 8t.

Kilsworth. Me

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union Safe Deposit Si Trust Co., of rortaud, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drug
Store). Kllnworth. Me.

I)K

WILLIAM

SEMPLE,

OSTEOPATH.
IN ELLSWORTH TUESDAYS sud FRIDAYS

Hours
Bangor office: The Colonial.
on a business trip to Bos2 ..6 p. m.
The merchant who does not advertise in
His
Chicago and Dubuque, la.
granddaughter, Miss Florence Tracy, of
A record it better than a prospect«o, a dull season makes it more
profitable for
The more eye* an advertisement catch**
Dubuque, will return with him for a visit. Nnctpaper circulation is tchat counts fat
Jen.
advertitert.
the more dollar* it is worth.
those who do advertise.
Sept. 15.
H. J. Havey is

;on,

NEWS.

COUNTY

home, and leturn to Ellsworih for
the winter.

COUNTY NEWS.

Fred Hodgkins in in Southwest
her sister, Mrs. Kobie
Norwood.

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

their

Harbor, visiting

Miss Beatrice H. Gordon has returned
to Detroit to resume teaching.

Mrs.

Reynolds

Addie

this week.

Miss Beulah Wooster, w ho was operated
upon recently for adenoids, is doing well.
Mrs. Nellie Robertson is home from

J. W. Brag don, of Minneapolis, Minn.,
is expected Tuesday. Capt. Charles HodgkHM and three friends v%ill accompany

Point,

Hancock

where she

ployed.
Jerry Warren is
brother Wyman,

has been

Reynolds

em-

in town

the home of his
to the regret of many

ill at

|

wife, of Boston,

last

visiting

week

were

Miller's

Mr.

mother, Mrs. Hattie 1. Miller.
of

was

ing

public in general.
Myra Springer died Saturday

children and the

an

Funeral

ser-

this afternoon at

the

illness of several months.

vices

w

ill take

place

Kosilla Billings, of West Franklin,
and her sister, Mrs. Julia Henderson,
Of Rowley, Mass., are guests of Arno Woos-

School has been in session

ter and

w

ife.

teaching at Car-

is

Mrs.

As
very favorable.
this is Miss Bowden’s first term, her many
and

friends

reports

Bemis,

Gilbert

are

West Newton, Mass.,

of

suffered the loss of
valuable

was

a

young,

Sept.

w

ho

will

is

about

6

to

Gordon

Washington.
The correspondent
invitation
ercises

has

returned

in

receipt

of

to attend the

at

graduating
school
training

the

the Children's

hospital

at

Portland,

Stalnacke

visiting

is

at

At

an

Kutnill, with her

and

Sept.

at

Miss

son

and

on

G.
HARBOR.

Mattie Wyatt, of Lynn, Mass.,
visitor here.

recent

Fred Rice has

Miss

Jacksonville,

Fla.

Crane.
Mrs. Cecil

Smith, who came home from
visit, returned Saturday, accompanied by her sister. Miss Myra Rice.
Togus for

Whalen has moved to Tunk, where
hauling pulp wood for Charles W.

Leon
he is

hiB illness

as

rapidly

recover

There

w

ill be but

his friends

as

a

mer

Sept. 15.

The friends of J. N\ Durney, a native of
this place, will be in interested to learn of
his marriage in

school

Bertha Law rie

is

guests of
Sullivan.

resume

its

daughter

Sept.

aged mother, brother and
sister, neighbors and friends, looked to
this quiet, bome-loving w oman as one w ho
lived for
them, bearing her burdens
bravely and giving of her best most generously.
H.
Sept. 15.

Young
J. K.

Mrs.

Guy

son

with

a

to

make

Miss

Jane Brow nell, of Bryn Maw r, Pa.,
cottage and returned home.

E.

into the

steamers
and

M. E. Hammond is

gulf ports.

Tex., on Aug. 30, the 3.900 ton steamship
Kennebec, inaugurating a regular freight
service between New York and that port.
The arrival of the steamer was made the
occasion of a celebration and banquet.
W.
Sept. 15.
LAMOINE.

George Andrews.
Sept. 8.

son

return to

Phcebe.

j

of Ellsworth,
Miss Marion Bartlett,
spent a few days last week at Henry Bartleft’s.

and

wife

meeting here Saturday
interesting, hut not so well at-

tended

it

as

Sslrft Laxative

Nearly every woman need* a good laxative.
Dr. King'* New Life Pills are good because
they are prompt, safe, and do not cause pain.

Mrs. M. C. Dunlap, of Laud ill. Tenn., says:
••Dr. King's New Life Pills helped her troubles
Get a box to-day. Price. 26c. Kecgreatly
o mm ended by all druggists.

was

druggists.

the

Milo Clark,
proving.

Join

to

Brooklyn,

summer

N.

with her

Y.,

parents, A.

very ill, is

Frank P. Goodwin and w ife,
Point, are visiting here. tKSMM
| {Norris Savage and Sophia
married in Bar Harbor Sept. 7.

of

and

im-

Very low railroad

and sleeper fares, with excellent serv'e
Santa Fc trains,carrying modern tourist sleepers and chair
cars.
Tourist car parties personally conducted tri-weekly.
A fast run on the Fast Vlail; two other daily through trains.
Fred Harvey meals. Double track and block signals.
In Arizona and California, irrigation and the long growing

g 'XL
were

Mrs. Frank H. Jordan* is home from a
Bangor hospital, where she had an opera-

performed.
Sept. 15.

season

Mrs. J. H.
were

recent

Union church for the
held Su.iday morning. The
Rev. Thomas Van Reas preached a flue
sermon to a
good-sired congregation.
The church was prettily decorated with
was

ferns and flowers.

C.

Sept. 15.
REACH.

Lloyd

K.

Allen and family, of Boston,
then

farm crops certain and

to

profitable.
tas lc* full parwcuUn
8. W. Muminf. O. N. ,
••

IM

WaaktefUSItt

•**

TO l AKIHOt'.

Flora, aged three, daughter of Btanley
ffin, of levant, fell from> a loaded

wagon Wednesday,
over her body.
She

the
was

wheels

1

almost

LTW

Rtmtmgtam Cat* tmd
ok«;i dt^adMa.

tknr JL2

'passing
Instantly

a

~aJ

a

killed.

Stephen Patten, former selectman and
Prominent citizen of Monson, was killed,
and two others had narrow escapes Friday,
when a bucket in which they were being
lowered into the pit at one of the slate
quarries of the Maine Slate Co., hit agaiDst
the side and was tipped over. Patten fell
headlong to the bottom, a distance of HO
feet.

The others held to the chains aud

saved themselves. Patten was about
years of age. fie leaves a wife aud
children.
Han't Let Baby

buffer

forty j

three

With

sn<l fiklo Eruption*.
perfect akin-covering. Hkin i
them not only intense suffer-

Et-xrni*

eruption*

a

cause

Dr. Hobson's
ing, but hinder their growth
Eczema Ointment c<ui be relied on for relief
snd permanent cure of suffering babies wm.se
skin eruptions bsve made their life miserable.
•‘Our baby was afflicted with breaking out of
the skin all over the face aud scalp. Doctors
and skin specialists failed to help. We tried
l>r. Hobson’s Eczema Ointment and were
overjoyed to see baby completely cured before
wa*
used.” write* Mrs. Mrubler.
one box
Dubuque. Iowa. All druggists.or by mail,60c.
PKsirrtK CHEMICAL COMPANY.
HI. Louis, Mo.
Philadelphia. Pa.

Weak Klein'

ambition to work, without fear of pain. Mr.
John Dowling * of Han Franciaco, write*:
“Gratitude for the wonderful effect of Electric
Bitters prompts me to write. It cured my
wife when all elae failed.” Good for the liver
as
well. Nothing better for indigestion or
Hilinusneas. Price, 30c. and 91.00, at all drugI
giata.

help make

C. L. Stoeravc*. Goo. Co’.cmifatioc Aaest
2301 Rjulwty Eichoftfc, Chi.a^o
fa? Ari.*<■-.» and San Toaquinv alky land f Her* tad
"Dury.sg ia lac Sac Jo*4ju*a \ aJcy ',
Write

M.

Kil l KitY

Arizona Sept,25 io Oct, 10

on

Hancock

Clark

of the Santa Pe's

California

8.

who has been

one

Fall Colonist Excursions

after

Mrs. William F. Jordan, of Bar ^Harbor,
is visiting here.

hoped.

—

PNEUMATICA stops your pain or
breaks up your cold in one hour. It's
marvellous. Applied externally* All

moved

T. Baldwin and daughter Gladys

Babies need

M

are

wife have

Hattie Lufkin's house tot the

EGYPT.

teachers’

PARTRIDGE COVE.

j

Mr.
k—-

C. Lufkin and wife.
Sept. 15.

a

was moat

reason

*

of

Gr

rente
y*.
visiting
George McDonald on Wednesday while
Don’t suffer longer with weak kidneys.
Mansel in Ellsworth. They will playing at school, fractured an elbow You can get prompt
relief by taking Electric
Bitters, that wonderful remedy praised by
JLamoiue in a few weeks to close joint.
Start witn a bottle towomen everywhere.
Hubbard.
Sept. 16.
day, you will aoou feel like a new woman with
ft*r Woman.

Benjamin Young
their

Albert

Hammond and

of Mrs.

_

spending

The last service in

daughter
Minnie, of West Gouldsboro, are guests
Mrs.

Mrs. R.

stitute.

having the inside of

the ell of his house remodeled.

York and coast
He took into Freeport,

between New

Harding.

have returned

Kay w ill follow* in a few weeks.
Norman Shaw* and Harvard Colwell
have returned to Higgins classical institute. John W. Stinson, jr., has gone to
Waterville to attend Coburn classical in-

ASHVIKLE.

day

the

for the gener-

Miss Mertie Kelly, who has been the
of Miss Alma Stewart, has gone to
Bangor, where she has employment.

Irving S. Kay has concluded his vacaleft for Jooesport Sunday. Mrs.

F. F. Hodgkins has moved his family
Robertson homestead.

Capt. Maynard A. Young, son of Rufus
Young, of this place, is now fleet
the
Seaboard
A
Gulf
captain of
Steamship Co., operating a line of
H.

the

S—L

| guest

tion and

for

Somerville, Mass.

c.O.

work

winter.

j

Norridgewock

Smith and wife and
Kimball, all of New* Jersey,
guests at E. W. Cleaves’.

K. Baker and wife, of Bangor, have
week
returned home, after spending a
Baker’s sister, Mrs. C. A.
with Mr.

departures: Mrs. T. J. HodgChicago; F. M. Watson and Penney.
grandson Watson Me Rea for Brooklyn, ! Sept. 15.
N. Y.; C. R. Bunker and family for West

A

W. OKINDAI.

the residence of

enjoyed

All

8.

Mrs.

to

season.

Uus

E.

Recent

kins

H. Cole has gone to

The

has clo».*d her

Coombs, who has been employed at R. C. llagerthy s, has returned
to Frank Lin.

was severely
collision, ia out

with

classical institute.
j gins
Capt. A. C. Lufkin and

Capt. Deaay
Urge
picnic pvty of neighbors Wednesday at

Minnie Ball left to-day for Castine to
normal school.

niece.

C.

Miss Alma Stewart has returned to Hig-

j

dinner.

attend

Miss I^eilia

TOHITCOMIt, HAYNES

rcExr

tion

and wif© entertained

HANCOCK POINT.

his home

tfNWWamM
\ flour |

COREA.

Cole.

15._

Wednesday evening

Wooster left

for Tacoma, Wash.,

having repairs made

quite lively,
Biddle property and the attraction
Uncle Tom's Cabin for honeymoons

osity.
Sept.

Ivan are
Mitchell at West

and

corn-packing
George Cole and w ife, of Auburn, are
spending a week with their father, J. W.

guest of Mrs. George Smith last week.
Mrs. Lamoul Spurting, of Islesford,
spent the w eek-end at Mrs. Alma Coggins’Y.
Sept.

visited his

A. S.

°N

who

automobile

and express many thanks

H. Cole, of Portland, left

for the

the

week.

1*. Higgins,
an

Rev. Mr. Walker.

for her home Friday.

Young will go to Waterville this
week to enter the freshman class at Colby.
Mias Alice Mitchell, of Bar Harbor, was

McCrillis, of North Berwick,
niece, Mrs, C. S. Colwell, last

in

treated to refreshments at

Cole is teaching in Birch Har-

Mrs. Nathan

here.

Lester

SOUTH HANCOCK.

ia

and

bor.

Harold Walker, of Ports month, N. U., is

Miss Blanche Smith is ill.
Haven

Mias Alta

NORTH LAMOINE.

visiting

Dunham

hit bouse.

toe

of

PROSPECT HARBQK.

and two

married sons,

on

H.

Indian Point is
on

V.

15.

Alfred

again.

session

Henry Pettee and his sister, Mrs. Gerable to come home soon from Portland.
Miss (*race Woodworth has returned to
Colson, came from Belfast to attend
Mrs. Charles Allen and daughter Ruth
Sullivan, after two weeks at home.
the.funeral of Mrs. Hanna.
were recent
guests of Miss Wilson in
School
begins to-day; Miss Verna
Mrs. Froma Cuuioaiug, « ho came down
Miss Allen left Saturday for
Boston.
from Massachusetts to spend her vacation Law rie, teacher. The Georges pond pupils
Waterville to teach.
with her brother, Fletcher Martin, is very are being conveyed to the Kyefield district
The annual meeting of the Sorosis was
by Mrs. Kldridge. Miss Josie Abbott beill.
her school at Egypt this morning, and held at Mrs. C. A. Stimson’s Wednesday.
Augustus E. Sawyer returned to his gius
Officers were re-elected for the ensuing
Miss Carrie Hooper at Kyefleld.
duties as assistant-postmaster in JacksonMrs. Downing, presiT.
year as follows:
Sept. 8.
ville this morning. Mrs. Sawyer and
dent; Mrs. Allen, vice-president; Mrs.
Miss Mary will remain sometime longer
Urann, secretary; Mrs. B. Joy, treasurer;
EDEN.
at “Hiilcroft”.
William Lathsm and wife, of Provi- Miss Bartlett, chairman of entertainment
are
in
session. Teachers: Mrs.
Schools
committee.
A committee consisting of
K. L, are visiting here.
Marietta Dority, Bridgham Hill; Miss dence,
the president, Mrs. Stan Wilson and Mrs.
Mrs.
of
was
Augusta
Tibbetts,
Bangor,
Elizabeth Jeliison, Ash district; Miss
Charles Allen was appointed to see about
the guest of Mrs. A. B. Grant recently.
Villa Orcutt, Tunk; Mrs. Effie Baker,
having the church painted. The first
Sullivan Centre.
Perley Frost and wife, of Otis, were supper for the season will be held at the
In the passing out of Mrs. Maria Sar- guests of Mrs. Lena Hodgkins last week.
district ball Friday evening; Mrs. Stinson
Mrs. Nellie Jordan and son Winfield and Mrs. Downing matrons.
There will
gent Hanna so suddenly from her home,
there is left a great vacancy, which seems and,Edward Ash and wife, of Eastbrook, be a miscellaneous program.
to be the measure of usefulness in all the visited Mrs. Butler Grant last week.
H.
Sept. 15.
The husband, two

days.

few

Mrs. Amanda Seller* ba* returned home

12.

Frank
hurt

HARBOR.

w»ll

trude

ways of life.
little girls, the married

—

J. H. Wale* ha* gone to Port Clyde for
a

A daughter came to the home
All are glad to hear of Marion Goodale's
and Mrs. Ralph Stewart Sept. 7.
improvement. It is expected she will be i

visiting in Presque

Isle.

common

—

bouse is up and

new

boarded.

INDIAN POINT.

estate, will be closed this week.

Mrs. Frances

C.
NORTH FRANK UN.

Mrs.

Sisson, Cal.

Sept.

the

school.

trict.

hoped

might.

8CNSHINE.

George Dunham's

with Mis* Alice.

|

opened Sept. 8; Miss Alta Cole,
Elizabeth Martin, of Milbridge, is at
Prospect Harbor, teacher. Flossie Han- Charles H.
Preble’s, and w ill attend high
cock teaches in the Bunker harbor dis-

from

8.

13.

—

Harbor and

of

George G. Patten does not

few

first of October.

School

Doyle.

he

the

Camden,

Dr. Helen Taft Cleaves is spending her
vacation with her sister, Mrs. Fred Noyes.

a

pleasure parties.
Recently, through the generosity of Mrs.
of
Frank Aides and family, of Watcrville, Kennedy, of Bar Harbor, thirty-eight
the people in this neighborhood were
have returned home.
given a backboard ride to Hotel Freeman,
James Meynell and family recently visPretty Marsh, where in the spacious dinited relatives in Somes villa.
ing hall dinner was served. On returning
“The Manor,” Dwight Braman's sumthrough Soroesviile, the company was
Sunday

Frank Handley, w ife and two sons, of
are visiting their uncle, Obed

Brewer has returned to

Eleanor

spend

Mrs. Benjamin F.*gg, of Brooklin, is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Ralph Saunders.
Rockland, is visiting
Mary Bye, of
friends here.

of the high and graded ;

8ULUVA N

bought the Orlando Ash

cottage at Bunker harbor.
EAST SULLIVAN.

from Seal

teaching staff this year.
Miss Josephine Bunker has resigned her
position in the grammar school, and is
succeeded by Mr. Cookson, a recent graduate of Casline normal school.
F. L.
Sept. IS.
in

Sept.

who will

Miss Flossie Seek ins left Saturday for
Jonesboro, where she is to be employed as
the assistant teacher in the high school.

held

began Monday.

change

one

_

which

are

here.

The last of the summer people left
Mr*. J. E. Robbins, of CamSunday
Alice and
taking advantage of this' bridge, Maas., with daughter
Miss Plummer, who has spent the summer

The fall term
schools

Tuesday.

8.

Miss

j

at

in the j
meeting
house, it was voted to raise

privilege.

daugh-

Linda

BIRCH
was a

town

Several

Otter ('reek

Smith, who have
few weeks at their home here, left

of

Genevieve Butler is a graduate.
Miss Butler has many friends here, w ho
wish her success in her chosen vocation.
M.
Sept. 15.

recent

school.

Saturday.

for Pittsfield

ex-

now

of

weeks

of Mr*. Vernon Small Saturday.

of money to convey out-of-the-vil- j
lage students to and from Gilman high

Hill, of Worcester, Mass., a'nd Miss
Clark, of Boston, who have been at Camp
Taylor through the season, left for their

a

a

Neighborhood

Miss

•pent

is

Lowell,

Ayer,

is

tennis club will dose next Sat-

that be

Mias Doris Bunker, urbo has been visitShe
in Boston and vicinity, ia borne.
wa# accompanied by her aunt. Mrs. Lydia

Mrs. Thomas Robinson,
McKinley, j
spending a few days with Mrs. Guy from Brooklin.
Cleveland.
Mr*. Richardson, of Rockland, ia HaltMias Skelton, assistant teacher in the ing at H. 8. Conary't.
Picki.r
high school at Btonington, was the guest j Sept. S.

Saturday,

make the
dainty
cake or luscious
pie
or the good, wholesome bread on which
the family thrives.
Order William Teil
Flour and baking day
will lie a pleasure and
a triumph. Richest m
nutritive value too,
and goes farthest, because it Is milled
by
our special process
from the finest Ohio
Red Winter Wheat.
Your grocer will
have it
just say
send me
'()j)

ing

of

a sum

Monday.

Mrs.

school.
closed

j

Mrs. Rnowlton, of Palmyra, will teach
at North 8tonington.

as

prosperous season. Miss Lucille A.
manager, returned to Boston Satur-

be interested to know

Snow, of Seal Harbor, and Mrs.
Utton,
Providence, R. I., who have been
visiting here, returned to Seal Harbor

homes

duties

Sag Harbor, N. Y., superintending th«?
construction of several buildings for the
J. W. Bishop Co., of Boston.

of

to

her

resume

When you start

to

Mrs. D. B. Flint, who has been occupying her costage, "The Bocks,” this summer, has returned to Boston.

SOUTH DEEK ISLE.

The many friends of Rae D. Graves will

Mrs.

ter,
is

a

to

day. The
urday.

returned to Boston.

her husband here this moulh.

Mtse

after

M. J. Atherton and family, who have
spent August at “Castle Atherton”, have

Mrs. Thomas Gordon and daughter.
Miss Edith Gordon, who is employed as
private secretary for the head officials at
the agricultural department at Washington, i). C., called on friends here last
week.

Friday
principal of the primary
The swimming pool
turned

C.

Ebba

Bean, who has spent the
her home in Kidlonville, re-

summer at

Northeast Harbor.

visiting friends in Massachusetts,

join

week,

Portland, spent
F. L. Colby’s.

of

at

15.

Miss

heavy,

parents, Oliver
Mrs. Newman,

G. Newman and wife.

wife,

Miss Jennie

Wood,

Sept.

arrived
his

phia.

PRETTY MARSH.

three monthe ago.

Wiley O. Newman
spend the winter with

days

both

purchased

horse which he

Jacobs. Disston and family, who have
occupying the Indian Head cottage
this summer, have returned to Philadelbeen

re-

Jeilison is teaching at Bast
Sullivan, and Harvard Carter at Hancock.

horse last week from

a

Mr. Havey’s

colic.

teacher.

Just'Flour”

15._Lilac.

Piralll. who managed Hotel Hanover
tbi* season, cloeed the hotel Thursday.

Departures the past week: William
Annia, wife and daughters, Sarah and
Kuth, for Dorchesterj
Mass.; George
Mao Kaye,
Framingham, Mass.; Prof.
John Crane, wife and daughters. Flora
and Grace, Hartford, Conn.;
Freeman
Collins and sister. Miss Anuie Collins
Boston.
L.
8ept. 12.

Henrietta Otipalrick has gone to
Springfield, Masa., to take a course of
study at the MacDufLe school for girls.

*on

visit.

WINTER HARBOR.

Isle, last week.

Mrs. Jerome Gray, of Boston, who has
guest of Mrs. 8. 8. Johnson, left
for her home Monday.

Verna

a

8.

been the

Miss

Elizabeth

is visiting his sister, Mrs. H. M. Blaisdell.
Mr. Blaisdell is convalescing from an

operation for appendicitis.
Oscar Havey and John Campbell

last

high

her

Sept.

them tor

in

home

Mre. Herman Smith and

accompanied

vacation

Deer

Frost left last week for
Antigonish,
S., to spend the winter
w ith her
sister, Mrs. John Fait.

Addington and daughters, of Bancottage here.

Blake True and
few

a

has returned to her
resume

Walter

You Want
More than

daughter

Friday for their

left

New York.

mid

wife

Smith,

Henry

Dorothy

Mr*. Mary Eaton visited her granddaughter, Mrs. Flossie Powers, at Little

N.

gor, have closed their

interested.

are

as

P. Cunningham, of Bucksport,
cently spent a few days here.
O.

!

Rosie Bowden

Miss

thage,

Miss Sadie Mullan

home here.

Miss

week, with

a

Prof. Charles E. Lord and family are
occupying C. A. Stanley’s cottage as last

borne in Ml. Lteaert to
school studies.

Mary Dyer, of Hast brook, is visitLouis Jordan’s.

Miss Celia Clark, of Franklin, is working for Mrs. Eugene Moon.

Mrs.

his

Sylvia Gray

work.

Foster arrived Tuesday to spend
with his wife at their old

8. 8.

ben.

Miss

Merle Moon have gone to Pittsfield to attend school.

home.

se

year.

Ray and

after

Lula F. Spurling, who has been in
veral weeks, has returned to Steu-

Mrs.
town

Sunday.

in the union church

;

from Pittsfield, where he ia employed.
Mia* Margaret Dolliver and Mi** Haeel
Matonson are borne from their summer'#

Oapt. F. D. Eaton is home from New
Haven, Conn., w here be has been yachting.
Mias Grace Lowe, of North Deer Isle, is
teaching here and boarding with Mrs. 8.
T. Lowe.

seminary at Northfieid, Masa.
Rev. U. R. Hewitt, of Med field, Mass.,

preached

are

Mrs. Levi Knight D visiting her daughter, Mrs, Sydney Davis, at Port Clyde.

the

at Sullivan.

at

Hampden,

recently.

Manchester will leave
Evelyn
next week to enter Bates college.
Mias Cora Mae Phillips recently entered

MT. DESERT FERRY.
Walter Jettison is attending high school
Mrs.

F. H. Annis and son Ring
spending a few weeks in Boston.

M.

Miss

party, including Irving
Young and Susie Waldridge, of Bangor;
Nellie
Hutchins, of Penobscot, and
Florence VVardwell, Louise Cash and son
(teorge, of Castine, made a surprise visit
on Sunday at W. K. Salisbury’s.
R. H.
Sept. 15.

one

Winifred Sargent, of

Miss

Mr*. Lina Butcher i* Hailing her aisler,
Mr*. Amo* IV,Hirer.
Franklin Smith i* borne tor taro week*

resume

Mrs.

visited relatives here

_

in town

boston,
Fader,
night last week at the home of his wife’s
and w ife.
Talbut
Butler
parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Russ have arrived with
the merry-go-round, to the delight of the
Mrs.

Massachusetts

to

An automobile

Miller and

Alex.

return

Mis* Pauline King i» teaching at Center.

Miac Bit a Torre y has gone to Unity to
teaching.

Miss Thelma Braaseomb is visiting her
aunt in Steuben.

him.

friends.

Guy H.

will

MANSET.

Mrs. 8. T. Lowe is ill.

The Rock-End closed Monday.

and Miss Grace

Miss Gladys Tracy, of Franklin, is visiting relatives and friends here.

Monday.

So&n't6tnuni^~

N KW\

COUNTY

been guests of Mr. Allen’s
Mrs. A. F. Holden, returned

have

mother,
home

Mrs.

NORTH SULLIVAN.

who

■-Lip-2
The Little

2 RIFLES

-

Rifles—Big in Quality

going to buy a .22 calibre rifle, single shot
or repeater—you’ll find that
many well known crack
shots started with a Remington-UMC .22. Their advice now would be “By all means, get a Remington-U.NH
because they know that there is a tendency in some
quarters to look upon these models as only "a small
boy s rifle” and to cheapen them so that they can be
sold at a price.
«n

YOU

are

You have just

IA
CASTOR
Tor Infants and Children.

as much right to expect full shooting vslue
.22 calibre arm as in your $75 big game rifle.
You want the Remington-UMC single shot at from $3 to $6.25-10 or .32 calibre, made by the same people who make the famou»
Remington-UMC Autoloading Rifle*.
Or. if you prefer the repeating rifle, the Remington-l/MC elide ******
r«^P«»fer with ne e«y take-down and special eafety feature*, shooting
.22 ion* or .22 Long rifle cartridges, at $ 10 and up, is your arm- Sold by u
dealers of tins community—the most popular small calibre rifles in AmericaRemington A runt* U nion Metallic Cartridge Co.
Broedwey
|

your

...

..

The Kind You Have
Signature of

Always Bought

_W

NEWS.

COUNTY

urday morning, after a long illness. Rev.
J. A. Weed officiated at the fnneral at the

COUNTY NEWS.

Mn. Helen Barnes is
visiting her
mother, Mrs. Nellie Thomas.
Mrs. Frances L. Young and Master
Ivan,
of New York, who are
guests at the home
Orlndlo for a few days.
of
|
Capt. J. K. Mitchell, will return home
Moore, little daughter o( lfichard
in their automobile.
of Ellsworth Falls, has Thursday
Moon’ and wife,
Miss Florence Hysom has gone to Cariher anele, W. D. Moore.
been visiting
where she has a position with the
of Bangor, little grsiul- bou,
Clarence lllscW,
Dreamland theatre.
Her mother, Mrs.
Tge W. Block, sr, la visiting at
O J. Hysom,
accompanied her as far as
home of hla aunt, Mrs. Arden
HI;y
,be

primary.
'Hjucrtiermcma
Kvefleld, Miss Adah Savage,
grammar; Miss Carolyn Hooper, primary.
East Franklin, Miss Evelyn Brown, o 1
URIC ACID SOLVENT.
FRANKLIN.
Woolwich, grammar; Miss Marcia BragCharles Bates, of Oakland, is the guest don, primary.
Miss
Verna
Beechland,
of Miss Hazel Bragdon.
Lawrie. Egypt, Miss Josie Abbott. The 50 Cent Bottle
Free.
Just because you start the chy worried
Mrs. E. A. McNeil, who had a 9orious ill Georges pond, Tracey and South bay
turn Saturday, was more comfortable Sun- schools are discontinued.
The pupils of and tired, stiff legs and arms and muscles,
the first two districts attend the Rye field an aching head, burning and bearingday.
Miss Springbam, deaconess, of Boston, school, Mrs. Belle E'.dridge and Daniel down pains in the back—worn out before
spoke at the Methodist church Tuesday Robbins conveying them. The pupils of the day begins, do not think you have to
the South
nay district go to Sullivan, stay in that condition.
evening.
Be strong, well and vigorous, with no
Bridgham Gordon conveying them.
Mrs. E. E. Fickett and sons, of Ellsschool opened Sept. 16, with more pains from stiff joints, sore muscles
High
worth, were week-end guests at the Fickett Maurice C. Foss as
rheumatic suffering, aching back or kidprincipal. This is Mr.
homestead.
Foss’ fifth year here, and his school ney disease.
For any form of
bladder trouble or
Percy Hansconi and wife, of Glen, N. H., methods and management evidence his
efficiency. Miss Clara Haskell, of Steu- weakness, its action is
are at Mrs. Hanscom’s former home htre
really wonderful.
ben. returns as nsistant for a second

OTIS.

|

of F. Roberts and wife,
peri*, (laughter
has been at the home of Mrs.
(f Bangor,

(32 Doses)

Buford

This is

a ¥ourig.
jjr* rtiarlea Bunker and little grandof Bangor, are visiting
wn, i),maid O'Koo,
>id
homestead, guests of her
tl tb(
and wile.
btoU) r, J. L. Salisbury

house
Monday afternoon.
Beautiful
flowers and the many sympathetic friends
present showed the high esteem in which
Mrs. Sprincer was held.

Sept.

Warren, of the “Warren farm",
with ner rifle from wild animals
b*>«a’ i
of her famous black
„„d ,,4»ks a pair
on which she expects
j,va, June chicks,
blue ribbon at the fair next
w ,;;i s

15.

beaten truck

v, p.

They are the
lack plumage

burn..a

par,
and so

A. J.

pure type, with
and yellow legs,

land,

Conary

and

Rockland,

is

daughter Mae, of Port-

visiting here.
Mrs. Yertz and two daughters, of California, are at the Wills cottage.

given her pets [he common
“Ed. Pinaud'' and "Violet".

bus
of

„,n:

BLt’EHILL FALLS.
of

are

W. J. Rich and

aguiabed guest who came to visit
over Saturday right
was Mrs.
El,,, ,ib J. Jordan, of Bar Harbor. She
abi H i Warren, of Eddington Head, arc
of a large and illustb,- Is '. I wn survivor*
trious family of children, whose parents,
coaling from Portland a oentury ago, settled in what was then a wilderness. Mry.
A

family

have closed tbeir

cottage and returned to Cleveland, O.
Mrs. Clarence Meservey and Mrs. K. L.
Colson have returned from a visit in
Camden.

Sept. ij._Crumbs.
Mrs. Cordie

Ward returned to Rockland

Sunday.

is one of the modern young w omen
who- ag is eighty-nine years. She vis! scenes and l he cemetery fenced
ited
pint res, in w hich her parents and

Jordan

Grace

Candage

has gone

to

Boston for i

|

the winter.

I

J. Conary and daughter Mac have

A.

|
buried, and enjoyed, like a turned to Portland.
j
Mrs.
Cora
of gelling back
Eaton
has returned from
the
pleasure
girl,
young
I
; > the dear old place of cherished
Massachusetts, much improved m health.
ig,
She came out from Eddington
Sept. 15.
Crumbs.
merr,
Bend w ith W. T. Warren, wife and little
WEST BROOK LIN.
daughter-D. Klim belli, who were guests
Rev. A. B. Carter and family, of Limeof Abram W. Warren and wife until Sunby

day evening.
Sep’.. 8.

stone, are visiting bere.
Miss Luetta Bridges, who has been vis-

Davis.

|

iting

Rockland, is home.
Miss Bertha Carter, who has been
ing bere, bus returned to Boston.

FAST SURRY.
Howard Lord baa employ merit at Bluebill.

Lord

Winifred

Miss

is

teaching in

Miss Emma Treworgy is at home for

Raymond Bridges
Cherry Meld to resume
pal of the academy.

a

few weeks.
'".nevi Stinson is attending C«aM
tine normal school.

David Keyea spent

of

Trvworgy will leave for
Tuesday toeuUr Colby.
Caster Frost and wife, of Bar Harbor,
are spending a week at their home here.
Mrs. Mirgaret
Wasgatt baa fetQfned
from a visit with relatives In Sedgwick.
Miss

Capl. Mann and wife have returned to
Bu ksport, after spending a few- weeks at
i»ere.

paitor of the Surry
church w ill hold services here

r«

7 3U and

at

evening*

tn.

to

seen

Mr.

Morgan

rhe*e birds

th'

miry, and
8* pi. 15.

which
birds,
curlews, were
his field last Sun-

*u

are rare

were

in

this

pa;t of

tame.

very

I

tn

l. Hih is

r

Spec.

K

visttug

Csn.iago

L.

<

as

wick

BLUEHILL.
Andrew M. Moor has

at

employment

McCauslen, of Cleveland, O.,
the guest of Curtis Walton.
Miss Edith Chase is home from Booth-

Thomas

hay

Hartx

r. w

here she has

Maynard Orindle
have gone to Golden
potato Melds.

spent the

sum-

and

James

Ridge

Billings
in the

to work

I

W.

I.

Partridge

is in Boston fora

stay with her daughter Abby, who
I
will enlet Simmons college.
H.
Sept. 15.
j

Mas*.,

Miss Vara Haslern has gone to Gouldsresume teaching.

boro#to

Cummings,

are

of

Philmore

Prospect,

is

pleted,

Willey has his

and has moved his

new

in.

Richardson and I>ewey Johnston, of Bar Harbor, are visiting friends

visiting her sister, Mrs. Elia Haskell.
Dither Franks, wife and grandson, of
Concord, Mata., spent last week at H. S.

Haynes place Friday.

Dunbar’s.
^ » < trace
Conary. with son Irving, of
East Boston, ia visiting her brother, M.
D. Palmer.

Milton, Mass.,
Hinckley,
•i* nt last week with bis parents, A. W.

Theodore

bere.
Tne

aud wife.

8.

D.

MAR1AVIULE.
Mrs. Mary Marsh has gone to Saco to
spend a few' weeks with her son, Fred

Moore.
Mrs. Henry Frost, who underwent a
•ucoessfui surgical operation at the Bar

Harbor hospital

two

pected home in

few

a

weeks

ago,

is

ex-

days.
F.

Sept. 8.

Alton Frost, who has been employed in
ia home ou a vacation.

Hancock,

Mrs. Matilda Frost and her niece, MUdred Frost, have been visiting in Water*
ville.
C. H. Goodwin and wife have their sons
aud Mrs. Carl GoodWin» and their children visiting them.
There will be a fair here Oct. 8. Horsepulling, foot race, baseball and other
games will furnish sport.
Meals will be
®*rv*d at the grange hall. A rousing good
time is looked for. If rainy Wednesday
the fair will be held the first fair day.
F.
Sept. 15.

*ive», Mrs. Harry

Armond Joy
1° attend

Myra,

will go to Boston

Sept.

{*

£nee

a

the
Mne

8._SUB.
BL'CKSPOKT.

The many friends of Mr. and Mrs. MelHutchings, of MUlvale, sympathize
ith them iu the

loss of

their daughter

Eva, aged eight months, who died Wednesday.
Mrs. Elvira Erskins died Wednesday at
daughter, Mrs. Francis P.
Heath, aged seventy-six years. She was
the widow of Robert Erskins, of Prospect,
Since his
who died eighteen years ago.
death she had lived with her daughter I
here. She was a woman of high character,
j
always interested in the church and home.
She leaves three children-Mrs. Heath,
George, of Bucksport, and Frank, of New !
Mrs. Edward
York; also one sister
Severance, of Ellsworth.
the home of her

—

]

TRENTON.

:

Priscilla J. Young, who died Sept.
2 at the home of her son, after nearly a !
charter
was a
year of painfui illness,
member of the King’s Daughters and
her
president of the circle at the time of
death. She was a faithful, conscientious
Christian, always ready w hen in health to i
She
care for the sick and help the needy.
was ot a sweet, retiring, disposition, and

!

Mrs.

|

many friends

mourn

her death. She leaves

Frank T., of Bar Harbor, and
Ernest B., who, with his wife, tenderly
cared for their mother through her last
two sons

Sept.

—

The fuueral service was held at
Interment in Evergreen ceme-

15.

of John Springer, died Sat-

Spec.
__

A Tense Matter.

Mrs. Ellen
son

Henry,

Grover Bohndellennd young
of

Newport News, Va.,

Sept.

are

guests at L. C. Bragdon's.
Mrs. F. A. Noyes, of East Sullivan, and
sister. Dr. Helen Taft Cleaves, of Boston,

for

broke

his

wrist

last

School began this morning; Miss Harriet

sorrow

Curtis,

of

Dennysville,

teacher.

Gertrude Blake, who has been with

Miss

Mrs. Charles Bordeaux for the summer, is
home.

he received treatment
and is doing weTT.

Vivian Havey, who

Miss

operated upon
is improving.

E. Cs. to the number of thirteen
outing Friday, going by
automobiles to Castine and dining at the
Castine house.
•The X.

look its annual

Pearl
set

at the Bar Harbor

Bordeaux

which

was

won

recently
hospital,

the beautiful lunch

given by the Somesville
sewing circle as a prize for guessing the
correct number of beans in a bottle.
BUD.
Sept. 15.

among the houses illuminated last week in honor of the election of
John A. Peters congressman from the

Noticeable

—Satire.
Hives, eczema, itch or silt rheum sets you
Can’t bear the touch of your clothing.
crazy
Doan’s Ointment cures the most obstinate
cases.
Why suffer? All druggists sell it
I

Those sufferers who
half

dozen times

a

In

his notions about

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City
Ellaworth
HAVING
those who
support and
need assistance
the
of

care for

Banking.
L

the

are

employed

promptly relieved

by the medical nourishmect

Scott & Bowne,

in

common schools:
Franklin center, I
Mise Florence Cole, of Frankfort, grammar; Miss Meta Springer, primary. West

in

Bloomfield, N. J.

is what your money will
invested in shares of the

Miss

Eggleston, of Old
Miss
Mary Mayo,

Cllie

grammar;

1

|

atitatiscmrata.

The World’s
Confidence in

I

BEECHAM’S
PILLS
because they have proved to
be the best corrective and
preventive of disordered conditions of stomach, liver, kidThe first
neys and bowels.
dose gives quick relief and permanent improvement follows
their systematic use. A trial
will show why, in all homes,
the use of Beecham’s Pills

Continues
To Increase
Sold everywhere. In boxes 10c., 25c.
The largest sale of any medicine. No one should
neglect to read the directions with every box.

if

NEW SERIES

A

13-25
Is

now

Shares, SI each: monthly pay

open.

merits, SI per share,

WHY

Ayer’s Pills
Headaches

Biliousness

Constipation

Indigestion

Sold for 60 years.
Ask Your Doctor.

S; nyeM^’

PAY

<

OWN

YOUR OWN HOME.

°/\y B'cET

A.

Steamship
Corporation.
Summer Schedule.
and Boston, $4.7.5,

$8.50 Round Trip.

one

Hluehili

Boston. $4.50 one way;
$8.00 Round Trip.
Sedgwick and Boston, $4.00
one way; $7.00 Round

Trip.
T. Morse leaves Bar Harbor
at 2
Harbor. North,
p m for Seal
Harbor, Southwest Harbor, Stonlngton,
North Haven and Rockland.
Lli
Steamer Booth bay leaves Bluchlll dally at 1 p
for South Bluehtll, Brooklln,
Deer Isle,
m
Sargentvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland.
Steamer Mlneola leaves Sedgwick 3 p m
dally for Herrick’s Landing, South Brooksvllle. ^ ggemoggln. Dlrig-> and Rockland
Connection is made at Rockland with steamer
for Boston.
returning
•Steamer .1.

dally

east

Turbine

Steel

Steamships Belfast

Sec’y

President.

3Ugal notices.

Eastern

Harbor

w. Tapley

Tapley Blau

W. Kino.

Uatlroabs anb Steamboats.

way;
and

particulars Inquire of
o

\ivi£R.c.\r: acs

Bar

RENT”

when you can Borrow un your
shares, give a first mortgage ant*
reduce it every month? Monthly
payments ana Interest togethei
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, aud In about ten years you
will

For

any article intended to relieve

the sufferings of humanity is
not lightly won. There must
be continued proof of value.
But for three generations, and
throughout the world, enduring and growing fame and
favor have been accorded

earn

Starth Loan and Boilfling Ass’n

—

Franklin,
Town,

but is

i>n

if

Emulsion which
a nerve-qnieter, hut nature’s
greatest nerve-builder, without
alcohol or opiate.

He has proven himself
exemplary young man, and is held in
high esteem by all.
teachers

.J

|f is notScott’s

of his vacation.

following

appreciate

D. A. William0, Company, Dept. No. 489,
Postoffice Bldg, Fast
Hampton, Conn.
S< nd at once and you will receive by parcel post a regular 50c bottle,
without
charge and without incurring any obligations. One bottle only to an address.

to

an

The

will

next five
may
during
years and are legal residents of Ellsworth,
forbid all persons trusting them on my account. as there is plenty of room and accommodations to care for them at the City Farm
house.
M. J. Dkvmmky.

&?3crt*eeiUMUfe.

Bunker.

Miss Woodruff and made an easy con- i
of her he was much pleased with !
her—that is. he was much plensed
with himself for having struck Into a 1
new
path—and considered the girl
above the ordinary in that she had
appreciated his ideas.
There is an Infinite variety of mental
structure among human beings. Blakeman, who married Miss Woodruff, was
He kept on deof a different brain.
veloping in his anti-marriage theories,
while she, with the coming of children,
ceased to take an interest in them and
at last turned against them.
Perhaiw it was the discovery that
he had been mistaken in his wife’s
mental caliber that started him In his
idea that they were not fitted for each
other. Their union had lost its romance ;
and was becoming humdrum. It seemed to him that the connubial kiss morning and night had lost its zest. He had
asserted when a bachelor that the honeymoou should last always and that
when it had completely wanes] it was
time for the couple to separate and
each find a new mate.
Time came when Blakeman concluded to “l>e tme to himself,” as he put
it. and claim the privilege he had reserved for himself when he married.
He made several attempts to get Ids
courage up to a point where he could
tell his wife that she was not his afflnity and that he proposed to free himself from her and make another trial
to find a real and lasting mate. At last
he succeeded.
Between a passing Influence in youth
and a woman who had been made over,
so to speak, by the possession of two
little children a boy and a girl—there
She was
was an enormous difference.
not only surprised by her husband’s
announcement; she was thunderstruck.
But if she had not developed she
had Insensibly come into a lot of
horse sense. To attempt to argue her
husband out of his nonsense she knew
would be futile. To oppose him would
be equally so. Moreover, she remembered that at the time of her marriage
It
she had coincided with his views.

night

was

third district were the West-Blaisdells,
Mrs. J. H. West, H. P. Blaisdell and L. T.

mar

in and out of bed

are

rest, comfort and strength this treatment gives.
To prove The Williams Treatment conquers kidney and bladder diseases, rheumatism end all uric acid troubles, no matter bow chronic or stubborn, if you have
never used The Williams Treatment, we
will give one 50c bottle.(32 doses) free if
you w'ill cut out this notice and send it
with your name and address, w ith 10c to
help pay distribution expenses, to The I)r.

..

him

a

the

week.

Everett Morse is at home from Bar Har-

hospital, where
his injured arm,

B.

SOUND.

News of Mrs. Myra Springer’s death at

bor

15.

Lloyd Norwood

visited relatives here last week.
her home at West Sullivan caused
to her relatives nno friends here.

year.

regard of pupils and' paglad to greet her again.

She has the high
rents and all are

ami

Camden.
Leaves Boston 5pm dally for Rock
land, connecting with steamer leaving Rockland 5.15 a m. dally lor Bar Harbor, Bluehlll,
Sedgwick and Intermediate landings.
E. L. Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. M. ID-kkick, Agent, Blueblil.
E. J. Eaton, Agent, Sedgwick.

Schedule iu Effect June 23, 1913.

NOTICE

OF FORECLOSURE.
T1THEKEAS, Fannie C. Dunham and Frank
B. Dunham, both of Castine. Hancock
TV
county, Maine, by tbeir deed of (mortgage,
dated December 5, a. d. 1883, and recorded in
Hancock county registry of deeds in book 192,
229, conveyed to Sarah M. Woods, of said
astine. a certain lot or parcel of land situated in said Ca.-tine, bounded and described
to wit:
as follows,
Northwesterly by land
now or formerly occupied
by Margaret Colson. southeasterly by Water street,
northeasterly by land occupied by Chanes T.
Colson and southwesterly by land now or
once occupied by William Colson, being the
same premises heretofore conveyed
by the
First Congregational Society of said Castine
to said Fannie C. Dunham.
And whereas George H. Witherle. executor
of the will of said Sarah M. Woods, by deed of
assignment, dated April 18, a. d. 1900, and recorded in Hancock connty registry ol deeds
book 350, page 100, conveyed to George F.
Colson, of Cas'ine. Maine, the said mortgage
deed, the notes, debt and claim thereby secured. together with all right, title and interest, by virtue of said mortgage, iu and to
the real estate therein described; aud whereas
thefondit-ion of said mortgage has been and
now is broken, now therefore by reason of
said breach 1 claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage and give this notice for that purGeorge F. C'olson.
pose.
By W. F. Jude, his attorney.
Dated at Castine. Maine, this 32th day of
September, a. d. 1913.

?age

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
of Orland, Hancock county. Sate of Maine,
by his mortgage deed dated August 2, 1912,
and recorded in Hancock county registry of
deeds in book 493. age 8, conveyed to George
W. Bassett, of Verona, county of Hancock,
State of Maine, certain real estate thus described in said mortgage:
A certain lot or parcel of land situate iu
said Orland. and hounded and described as
follows, to wit: All that part of lot numbered
fifty one (M) according to the plan and survey
of Jacob Snerburn, and know as the Bowdin
or Bowden Hill lot, which lies on this other
south or southerly side of the county road
leading from Bucksport to Ellsworth. Being
the same premises conveyed by Daniel G.
Rich to Anson M. Cunningham by deed dated
July 3. 19ol, and recorded in Hancock registry of deeds vol. 363 page 542.
And whereas the conditions of said mortbeen and now are broken, now
gage have
therefore, by reason of such breach of conditions, I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Bucksport, Maine, August 27, 1913.
Geokqe W. Bassett.
by Wiley C. Conary. his attorney.

TTTHEREAB, Willie E. Pickering,

\V
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expected
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PM
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subscriber, Alpheus H. Kingsley, of
West Hartford, state of Connecticut,
train was starting kissed them all and New York.lv. *8 00 *8 00
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said to himself:
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Green Lake.
It 29-.
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a ticket for th,e next train to follow
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y as
to make payment immediately.
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May 6, 1913.
mother was ruefully hearing the chil- Sullivan.!
* 12 56 fl2 55
*7 5o
dren say their prayers, the father Hancock Point. T* 10 j. rl 20 tl 20.§10 00
buIscriber hereny gives notice that
rpHE
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Sorrento. ‘8 26
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and took them all in one embrace.
§g 45 WILLIAM L. HAYFORD, late of BUCKS*9 25 !.1 *1 35- tfi 40
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Has Blakeman given up theory? Southwest Harbor. *9 40
*1 65
PORT,
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His theory now Is that the Manset. *9 45
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
Never!
*
bonds
us
or
to
the
law directs.
on
on
notice
f Stops
conductor.
All persignal
Daily, Sundays inclu led. t Daily, except given
faintly Is all there is In the world Sunday.
sons
having demands against the estate
§ Sundays only.
of said deceused are desired to present the
worth living for. nnd hereafter he pro
H. D. WALDRON,
same
for
settlement, and all indebted theieto
General ^ai§?nger Agett.
poses to live for his family only. Since
are requested to mabf- payment immediately.
GEORGE S. HOBBS.
his theory is sound all are happy.
Oscar P. Cunningham.
General Manager.
Portland Maine.
Bucksport, Aug. 30, 1918.
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Millie—Was that your intended -with
whom I saw you yesterday? GraceYes, my present “future.” so to apeak.

—Adat.

for the winter.

was

ville

Tuesday j tery.

You Fear Consumption?
No matter how chronic your cough or how
ff.vara your throat or lung ailment is. Dr.
King’s New Discovery will surely help you;
*1 may save your life. Stillman Green, of
«aitchite, Col., writes: “Two doctors said 1
oaa
.consumption and could not live two
>tar»- I used Dr, King s New Discovery and
am alive aud well.'1
Your money refunded if
tails to benefit you. The best home remedy
mr coughs,
colds, throat aud lung troubles.
80c. aud tl.uo. Guaranteed by all drugllu

nt

report

the home.

Boston university.

wife

picnic

Esther Orcutt, who has been in
Marlboro during the summer, is visiting
friends here.

illness.

WEST SULLIVAN.

a

All

school bad

Miss

w

Mrs. A. M. Franks, of Bath, accomby her son Eugene, of New York,
*#
visiting her mother, Mrs. Abbie Cushing.

Sunday

time.

of

panied

Sept.

1

house com-

family

siting Mrs D. I*. Dunbar.
Mr- M. A. Macomber, of Watcrville, is
visiting her niece, Mrs. A. T. Uillia.
Mrs. Cora Hill, of Westboro, Mass., is
v

Charles

|

Marion Crosby has gone to Brewer
j
to attend high school.
Miss

Mrs. Clarence Nash an ! son Roger
at Northeast Harbor.
D.

J

AMHERST.

visiting

Hinckley

|

Mrs. Ehza A. Chase has gone to Bethel
to spent the winter with her daughter,
Mrs. A. E. Herrick.

teach.

R,

family

_

i*itmg friends here.

Mrs

his

Mrs. Forrest B. Snow and daughter Ida
are visiting in Portland.

Mrs.

Mrs. B. F. Stover, of Hopedale,
i

moved

here from Ellsworth.

Dunbar ha* gone to North Sedg-

to

children,

short

in Urooklin.

R KkUnd.
Er,

parents, have returned home.

_

NORTH BLUE HILL.
L

visiting

J!

mer.

strange- ooking
be
Hu .soman

prow.1
day

Friday

on

been

to

are

j

Lynn, Mass., who have been visiting
relatives here, nave returned home.
B.

Methodist

Sundays at 4 p.

have

least

vert

of

is

The

who

at

Recent departures:
Miss Muriel DeBeck, lor Orono, to teach; Arthur Fernald, for Philadelphia; Edward Bragdon
and Neil Bunker, for Fort Fairfield, to
in
uitr wiuir
uiniMjiiinc in iij» sin
leal reform.
She heard persons .talk- work; Misses May and Edith Graham, for
ing about the frequency of divorce, Washington, D. C.
Harold Clifford, who goes to Lewiston
marting** being a failure and kindred
subjects, and her mind was very sus- this week to resume his studies at BaUs
ceptible to absorb new theories. Blake- college after a year’s absence, has been emman found few women to sympathize
ployed teaching in our town schools much
with

to

children,

two

or

riage—most reforms begin with a
paucity of numbers—and when he met

princi-

as

Mr*. Gertie Atherton and two

Annie

their borne

Lincolnville,

her

bis borne here.

Mrs I. ig ne Moore leaves this week to
j>sn ber husband in Speingvale.
Water Mile

visit-

returned

has

bis duties

Mrs. Lillian Lufkin and

few days last week

a

m

Fred Fletcher and family, of Winn, are
guests of Mrs. Fletcher’s mother, Mrs.
Mary A. Closson.

Elis worth.

at

re-

are

brettcr

age of reform

strike out into new
liable to bewilderment,
and so when they find or believe they
have found that they have l>een influenced by false ideas in seizing new
ones they are prone to jump from the
frying pan into the fire. More than
this, they are liable to jump from
terra firmu into water altogether too
deep for them.
One of the new departures of the
present day Is a dissatisfaction with
marriage as we in America have
known it.
Kent Blnkemnn’s father
and mother had lived together com
fortably, bringing up half a dozen
children. Kent at twenty-five discov
••red that they had taken a great risk
in binding themselves so closely together that there was no easy way for
them to break the chain.
In their
ease fortunately they had not wished
to break it.
Hut ns for him. he did
not intend thus to tie himself up.
He
ladieved in experimental marriage. If
tie married he would reserve the right
to leave his wife as soon ns he ceased
to love her. and she should have the
same privilege with regard to him.
Miss Estelle Woodruff, being about
the same age as Blakemnn, also grew

paths they

jj,..

Mrs. Cordelia Ward,
here for two weeks.

nil

formations, and such an age is
always attended by a certain amount
of hysteria.
When people leave a
new

Bangor.

■nd. If I was within hearing, wonld alThese meeting*
ways stop to chat.
were at once noticed by my dear parents, and 1 remember with poln their
troubled looks whenever I had been
talking with Du Bola. Then mother
spoke to me about the matter, tolling
me that when a gentleman became devoted to a girl beneath him In station
only trouble would come of It But I
turned a deaf ear to what she said, so
Infatuated was 1 with the mnn who
was charming me us a snake will
charm

1 MARIA’S j
!

I

MONEY

•

•

_

•

•

J

She Drew Too Much

Her

«

bird.
I can only refer without particularising to the courtship. 1 have wondered
since that at so tender an age 1 should
have resisted one so persuasive, l’erhaps this was due to the Influence of
my mother, who. If she could not Induce me to break with my lover, at
least convinced me that If he was sincere he would ask me to be bis wife.
So at last he did. bnt said that hi*
mother, who was living, would not
She was very
consent to the alliance.
feeble and could last but a short time.
So Harry persuaded me to marry him
a

on

Imagination

•

l

By

CLARISSA

MACKIE

J
»

j

|

j

j

j

j

j
|

May Stanley wa» the belle of the
village. The moment Jim Dunlap saw

"•oriel top."
While Jim wa* plowing by day and
a student by night, a gangling, awk
ward man of twenty. Walter Swift,
the son of a nelehlsiring well to do
farmer, wa* getting ready to leave
college with a degree. He came borne
with a good lien 1 of eclat, with a fra
ternlty badge on his chest and a reputation for scholarship. The girls look-

oacn.

j Amy.

piazza.

"What In time has happened?" she
asked tartly as she ushered them Into
her sitting room.
“We've come to pay the note." said
:
Amy proudly, “Will you please bring
it at once. Cousin Maria?
We must
! get it off onr minds."
"With compound Interest." add^d
| Howard.
Maria looked at them blankly. Sbe
I had never expected the note to be paid.
and she had not looked at It for years.
Slowly she walked to the china closet
j and took down a large blue china teapot. She thrust her hand in the top
and drew out a bundle of yellowed
papers.
Her spectacled eyes Selected one and
brought it to the table and laid It on
tbe red cover. “Tbere it Is.’’ she said
skeptically. “Do you want to pay the
whole of it?"
"1 bO|« it Isn't over $2,000," whlsj>ered Amy prayerfully as she turned over
the note
! She stared uncutuprehendlngly at It
j and gave it to her husband. “What
does it say?" she whispered tensely.
Howard read and his fate flushed.
“Cousin Marin, do you mean to say
that this note la only for $25— that that
is all Father Bevls borrowed from
you?" he demanded hotly.
Marla
nodded dazedly. “I trues*
that s
she said sheepishly.
right.
•‘Somehow I got to thinking how many
I
could do with that money. It
things
got to seem like a whole lot.
I—I”—
She paused helplessly, while Howard
| counted out WO and pushed It
across the table.
Then be caught up
the note and set a lighted match to ItWhen It crumbled to ashes he looked
across the blacked fragments on the
red cloth Into Marla's scared eyes.
"Marla
Berta,” he said gravely.
| "you've spoiled tbe three years of our
married life, all for that paltry little
sum.
It Is paid In full. How are you
I going to pay us hack for the agony
1
you have caused us? You have made
! us the laughingstock of the village
and”—

I

"Don't Howard.” said Amy softly.
; "Please don't. She Is sorry."
"What would Klppledale say if It
: knew how much we really owed you?"
Howard added remorselessly.
Maria's bead dropped Into her hands.
"Tell ’em." she sniffed miserably. "I
Don't blame you one mite:”
There was silence. Then Howard
spoke abruptly. “We won’t tell a word,
Marla.
People may think what they
please about the amount, but it ts your
place to inform every one chat tbe note
Is paid, the debt is canee'ed. Will you
Do itr
"Yes.” cried Marla fervently, “I'll
tell ’em tomorrow a*, the missionary
meeting, and I don't suppose you'll
ever hare much to do with me
again.”
“Nonsense.” said imy brightly. "I'm
coming oTer tnmcrrow morning with
bn by to buy sou .-thing for new little
dresses and we will have a cosy chat.”
But Marla B< vis punished beraelf in
her own way.
When her brother Toblaa came In and surprised her by his
sudden arrival she told him tbe whole
story, and any one who knew Marla
Bevtg and >ealised how she worshiped
this yonng brother might understand
that Marla Bevis was not too oid to
learn a lesson.

alwive mediocrity.

of the village-there were no newcomers—none of her friends could discover
it But a girl, lie she ever so communicative on other subject*, may keep
that one secret deep hidden In her
As has been said, there wa*
breast.
one young man with whom she was
never associated in the mind* of her
In
That was Jltn Dunlap.
friends.
deed, she had been heard to very unfeelingly apply to him the name of

j

"We must go tonight.'' whispered
and Howard nodded assent.
Tobias promised to care for the
baby until their return, and tbe happy
pair hastened to Maria's bouse, where
they found that spinster In a state at
I perturbation over the discovery of a
; man's leather suit case on her front

He worked hard and studied night*,
for there was ambition In Jliu. though
no one would have suspected It- ^evrrthelesa he seemed content with hard
work and not Inclined to take a stand

her lie fell In love with her.
Now. while Jim Dunlap was n plod
der. with nothing brilliant whatever
about him. May wa* a little wltrh. she
was witty, droll and much Inclined to
Her face was a mirror for
mischief.
her thoughts. Nevertheless If she bud
a preference for any of the young men

bias Revls Into the house and listened to his story.
"1 came here first.
Maria wasn't
home, and 1 went to the minister. Mr.
Rusby. and he gave me the particulars
of Couslfl Sammy's death.
I'm sorry.
Amy, that your father lost hi* borne
on account of me. but I’ll make It up.
if I can, to this little gtrl of yours.
Hid you say her name wa* Joyce?”
He played with the baby while
Amy and Howard counted the money
; with trembling finger* and unlielleTlng eyes.
Twenty-two hundred dollars!
What wealth!
Perhaps there
j would lie enough left after Cousin
! Maria's awful debt was paid to give
| them a fair star? in the world. I’aylng the Interest had always kept them

1

southwest harbor.
Oeorge Hannon baa bought an

automo-

Tb. U. of M. students,
Raymond Soma,
John Ward, laft for Orono
this
Oapt. Fred Hodgkins and wife, of La
rooine, have been vfaiiing Mrm Robia
wood.

and

abruptly.
“Yes," said Howard.

Without questioning why this long
delayed loan was only now being repaid. Howard nnd Amy ushered To-

:

^

Jim Dunlap was a hardworking
HI* father die.! when
firmer boy.
Jim was very young, ami the boy wa*
obliged to scratch early for a living

"I'm Tobias Revls—Maria's brother.
Guess you've heard of me from your
father.
Amy. ain't It? You was a
little girl when I went away.
Your
father, my Cousin Sammy, mortgaged
his bouse tot $1,000 to send ine to
California to get back my health.
Well, I got It hack and went to Australis, and J’ve !>een making money.
I’ve brought back Cousin Sammy's
It's
money with compound Interest.
here In this packet
I'm sorry I
couldn't give It to him direct He was
one of the best men In Uie world."
The man's voice trembled as be finished speaking.

NEWS!

COUNTY

"Cheats." finished Am^. with a little
"Never mind. Howard. I've
been to lots of fairs, am] I've got you
and baby, and that’s enough for any
girl. Only I do wish we could pay
Cousin Maria's note.”
They started to go Into the house
when a man entered the front gate
and came briskly toward them. "Mr.
and Mrs. Howard I .a ue?" he asked ;

laugh.

•
•

•
•
Carrie, my niece, has asked me to
•••••••••••••••••••••••••a
put the story of my life In writing.
Maria Bevl* dusted the glass showShe says that it may save many a
case iu tier little store, piled the bolts
girl who is disposed to turn aside
of percale and gingham neatly on the
warnings of those who are older than
she from yielding to a love which
shelves, hung some Imitation lace colthey can see is not for her good and
lars in the window and unlocked the
may t>e for her ruin.
dix>r for the day’s business.
It is an old fashioned story, for It
Behind the store, which was the
occurred in an old fashioned time and
front parlor of her house, were the
In an old fashioned country. The state
rooms where Marla lived.
where 1 was born—deorgia—was then
As she sat at the window waiting for
a
slave state, and conditions were clandestinely.
customers she saw a girlish form hurry
that
There
were
Institution.
adapted to
When 1 remember that I wa* to be
past and enter the grocery store. Mathree distinct classes—the plauters. the made the victim of a mock marriage 1
rla Bevls smiled sourly.
whites
and
the negroes. My parpoor
realise how far 1 am now removed
"Shiftless," she muttered, snatching
ents sprang from the poor white class,
from that age. Such weddings were
at the red yarn of her ball.
Irritably
but my father was a very industrious then a common method of victimizing
“If that ain't Just like Amy Lane.
for
one
in
an
man
enervating Innocent girls Now they are unheard
living
Just got out of bed and gone
climate and accumulated enough means of. The little church where 1 met Probably
to the store for something for breakto buy a small plantation and a few
Du Bols Is still standing, though the fast:
I never could believe C*ousln
negroes. Consequently I grew up beperson* who worship In Jt are much Sam's daughter could be so different
tween two classes.
We were above changed. The
ceremony Was to take from me: Bevlses have always been
the poor whites, but were not received
place at night, for 1 was pledged to thrifty and hardworking.
Somehow
by the plauters.
keep It a secret from my iwrents. I Amy Bevls was different; then she
It was said that at seventeen 1 was j remember that 1
passed through a se- went and married Howard Lane, and
a beauty.
Alas, no one would think It vere mental struggle before I could
everybody knows It's starvation busito see me now, a shriveled old woman
bring myself to deceive them, but I
ness
running a country newspaper.
with thin snow white hair. They did
tried to think of how proud they wonld
But"not tell me so. and I was unconscious
be when I was acknowledged as the
The door swung inward with Janof my good looks. Social life in those I wife of a
wealthy and aristocratic
Ih-U' nnd a little, black eyed,
days was very different from what it | planter. Yet In my heart 1 knew that gling
white hatred woman hopped In like a
1 suppose human nature is
is now.
I did not confide In them, for they
nnd perched on a chair.
always the same, but it seems to me j would surely prevent the marrlnge If sparrow
“Well. Maria, how goes it:" twittered
now that good persons—I refer to the
was
to take place.
they knew it
Ida Itamsell girlishly.
higher classes—were better than now
It was near midnight when 1 gnt out
"I'm all right. Ida." returned Maria
ana the baa were worse.
This was
of my window on to the veranda ami
dryly. “Going out to sew today?”
especially so with our young men. j descended
by the limb of a magnolia
I'll
“l"e*—op to Mrs. Bremers.
Many of them—most of them. 1 should j tree mat
can soo now
overnung it
1
want two yards of slate colored sllesia
say—were imbued with noble sentlIn the moonlight the manor bouse. the and
two spools of black thread No.
ments.
With them to be a gentleman
negroes' white cabins flanking It the
KO, I guess. Just saw Amy.” remark.il
was to be honorable.
But there were
double row of moss covered tree* lead
Ida.
bad ones, who were especially uning to the pate. I had scarcely reached
"So did I.”
scrupulous In their dealings with wo- it when
Harry clasped me In his arm*.
"Amy look* sick. Marla."
men—men who regarded it the part of
My legs seemed about to give way bea gentleman to make a conquest even
“Probably she eate too mtoch pastry.
neath me, and be carried me to a two
I hear she live* out of the bakery.”
to the ruin of the object of his attenwheeled cnft, placed me In It and drove
sniffed Marta, squinting nearsightedly
tions. The atmosphere of that period ;
me to the chnrch.
It waa dark, the
into a box of thread.
haS completely passed away, the good ;
reflected light of the moon only shinand the bad having been fused be- ;
“They are hat ing a hard time to get
from a pane of glass.
ing
tween the two. There are now few, If
along.” murmured Ida kindly.
Some one opened a side door and 1
Howard better go to
"Humph!
any, young men with the noble im- j
waa led in. the moonlight streaming
work and do something that will bring
pulses of the typical gentleman of that
windows,
to the chancel.
through
gothic
in real money. 1 never dreamed when
day, nor are there any such evil charThere stood a clergyman in his vestaeters as were portrayed by the novel1 lent that money to Amy’s father that
ment*
A lamp such as is used to
ists of that period.
he would die without a penny. When
throw
a tight on a sermon alone was
It fell to my lot to be caught between
I spoke to her about It she and Howlow.
He
turned
It
It*
burning
light
up.
two men who were representatives of
ard up and promised to pay every
on a prayer book.
Then
he
befalling
these two classes.
They were both
cent, with Interest.”
to rend the marriage service.
He
"1 heard they said they would pay
gentlemen, the one of a kindly nature, j gan
seemed
to
be
unfamiliar
with
it
and
who would consider that a mean or j
compound interest."
stumbled.
so far as I
But
constantly
dishonorable act would not only dis- i
Maria flushed. "You do hear a lot of
was able to take cognizance of tbla 1
grace him. bat his family even back !
trashy talk. Ida! Howard did say that,
It
to
attributed
haste
He
came
to
the
to generations long dead: the other
but it's all talk. They’ve never made
part where an opportunity Is given to
without any conscience whatever.
but the oue payment on the interest.
enter
a
the
against
protest
marriage,
When I was fifteen years old my
I never exiiect to get the rest.”
when
a voice from behind said:
father one day sent me with a note ts j
"I exjiert It's a good deal for you to
"Don't
rnnke
a noise, gentlemen.
1
Colonel Carroll, one of the wealthiest
lose,” suggested Ida inquisitively.
of
won!
scheme
this
aftergot
your
and most respected planters of our re- !
"That's a personal matter.” returned
Cion. On the veranda sat a youth of noon- You talked too lood at the St Maria stiffly. *"it’s enough that I lent
or tavern.
On
the
acI-eg
young lady's
about twenty at a table with books
it to Cousin Sammy, and he gave me
affair must be kept quiet
before him.
He was Courtney Car- j count this
the note for it payable on demand.
Du
are a villain of the deepBuis,
you
roll, a recent graduate of the CulverAmy and Howard have promised to
for
est dye.
are
As
Markham,
you.
you
sity of Virginia. As 1 ascended the ;
pay it. But, land, I've given it upT”
beneath
contempt"
steps be looked up at me and 1 saw
"Folks say you don't sjieak to Amy
These words sounded In my earn as
admiration in his eyes.
He rose and
and Howard now." ventured Ida Barnif they came from a distance. Others
advanced to meet me. and 1 banded
sell as she arose to go.
were spoken, but 1 don't remember
him the note. He called a negro, told
"For on- e folks nre right. I told 'em
him to take It to his father, and select- them. Then the same voice spoke to I didn’t bold to
k«epi»g acquaintance
the light fell for a moment on the
ing a comfortable chair handed It to me.
with cheats.”
speaker’s features, and I saw Courtney
me. He refrained from his books while
“Marta!" For once Ida's sharp voice
Carroll.
1 waited, seeming to consider it Inwas
warmly sympathetic for young
''Will you |>ermlt me to get you
cumbent uixin him to entertain me
Howard Lane and ids wife. Amy.
while I waited for an answer to the home? I will try to do so without your
Swiftly sin- changed the topic. "Mr.
note. Colonel Carroll brought It out to I return being known."
Busby told me to tell you that you
anew now mat
uihi noon incaeo
me himself and a|>ologized for not j
was appointed oue of Uie delegates to
nr>d that I bad been saved. 1 put my
his
one
of
with
I
sending
It.
negroes
the
at
convention
Hippie Hirer.
hand on Carroll's arm and
courteously thanking me for consent- trembling
left tbe church with him. When I got Thi-reH be twenty-live churches repreing to be its bearer.
Mrs. Bremer's another.
I
sented.
home I was too weak to ascend to my
Naturally 1. a girl still in short dresssupiHwe j ou'll go7”
room as I had come down from It, and
es. was much impressed with so much'*'
"Go nowhere:” cried Maria bitterly.
Carroll climbed the magnolia, went
consideration from such high grade ;
"I can't afford to. Ida. If Amy would
into my room, stopped downstairs and
How
remarkable that one
persons.
pay me that money I could go.”
the door for me. I reached my
whose fattier had but recently emerg- opened
"Well. I'm sorry.
tJoodby." said
ed from the poor white class should : chamber without arousing any one.
Ida hurriedly, and the door Jangled
The neat morning 1 deferred going
be an ohject of attention from those I
after her. "My.” she breathed as she
downstairs till all had breakfasted.
who owned a thousand slaves.
skipped down the street. "Marla must
When I entered the dining room, pale
I
When
was seventeen years old I
hare leut them a lot ot-money! When
end trembling. Susaa. tbe servant, said
met another of the aristocrats of that
I think of all the thltigs she's wanted
ho me:
day. who turned out to be the reto do and couldn’t because of the mon"Laws a-massy. Missy Alice, bab yo'
verse of a Carroll.
I was leaning on
ey tied up in that family loan I feel's
hretrn
awful
news?"
de
the fence of my father's plantation
if she was a martyr."
For heaven's sake, what is
"No
one day when a gay party of hunters
Ida Ram sell repeated that remark
itr
came galloping by.
They disappeared
the next afternoon at the sewing so“Dis
mawoin' about sun up Marse
down the rood, and presently a young
ciety. and a buzz of laughter went
Carroll and Marse Harry Du
man, also In the scarlet coat of a j Courtney
around the group of busy women.
Bols lit a duel, and Marse Carroll done
huntsman, esme along and. reining
“It must lie thousands of dollars.” obkilieii."
nigh
pretty
got
up before me. asked me if I had seen
served Mrs. Bremer quietly, "although
this
I
1
bore
second
blow
canHow
1
the others.
1 told him they bad Just
1 never could understand bow Maria
It took Susan but a
passed and if he rode on be would not i-oueeive
Berls could get hold of vety much to
to
hurl
the
but
the
moment
shaft,
paiu
soon overtake them
But it was evi
I reinemlier. when I went Into
lend.
I suffered is with me today, an old
dent from the way hts eyes were fix •!
Mack for Mr. Bremer, I offered to sell
•roman
on me that he waa disposed to turn
her my new garnet silk, but Maria said
from the game be was pursuing to a
Courtney Carroll lingered for several she couldn't
afford It Just tlien: she'd
•different kind. 1 remember that my Jays, then died shortly before his
lent every peuny to Sammy's foiks and
death he sent for me to come to him
eyes dropiied before bis gaze and 1
they hadn't paid her back.”
I was carried there In a benumbed
felt a warmth in my cheeks.
"Too bad of her to talk "so much
state of feeling and received by his
This young man was Harry t>u Bols,
about It.” said the minister's wife.
father.
I can see to this day on ills
who had by the death of bis father
“Family affairs are best kept In tbe
Just come into possession of a large race the look of loving sympathy and
plantation. He asked me a number of distress at his approaching loss. He ; family.’’
"That's what I'm always telling
led. or rather supported, me to bis j
questions, evidently for excuses to talk
son’s chamber and left me there, all Maria.” chirruped Idn Rumsell. sewwith me Instead of riding on. and
ing Jerkily. “But she will gabble about
ithers having gone out at my arrival.
presently, on pretense of tightening his
It.
lines seem's If her rallk of human
“Pardon my interference in your afsaddle girth, he dismounted and stood
“Had I not known j kindness was turned to vinegar and
fair." he said
near me on the other side of the fence,
she Just rejoiced In gettings slap* at
chatting glibly and paying ifie compli- rou were to be made a victim I would Howard and
Amy."
I
have left you to do as you liked.
ments. This was the first time any one
"I wonder bow the baby la.” murhave sent for you not only to apolo- !
had told me that 1 was beautiful, and
mured
Mrs. Busby, the minister’s wife.
rise for my Interference, but to con- j
it gave me a thrill I shall never forget
less to you that ever since your com- j "Better, so Amy said when 1 ran in
It was the second time 1 had noticed
Ihg here two years ago *1 have been there yesterday. Seems they had
•dmlration in a young gentleman's
battling with a desire to become a trouble with tbe milk from Long's.
eyes, but young Carroll had not paid
mitor for your hand. Why I was de- : Howard wants to buy a cow. but I
me a single compliment
1
terred from doing so need not be guess he doesn't dare to until they pay
Since my visit to the Carroll plantaMaria."
when
I
was
about
to
mentioned.
dominated
had
yield
tion
my
Courtney
That same night Amy and Howard
I learned that Du Bols bad stepped in
thoughts, bat now he was superseded
before me
I preferred Lane sat in their garden and talked of
That is all.
by Harry Du Bols The former seem:h»t you should know that I had more Ihe future and played with Joyce, who
ed cold beside the latter Besides, Car
From a tent on
ban an ordinary reason for becoming teemed much better
roll did not seek me. while Du Bols
tbe gre** came sounds of laughter and
'our champion."
rode by our little plantation frequently

j

ialr was In
threads of mnsle, tvti
full swing.
Howard's arm trie around Amy’s ;
waist.
‘‘Hear. If you Ms? married
me you might bat e been w. e.- there
enjoying yourself,” he said. ,t little blttefly. "Now you are ashamed to go
because you haven't got decent shoes
to wear and because If you spent a
penny Cousin Maria would frown and
call us”—

ed for him to take an Interest in Mar
Stanley a* the only one of their number capable of attracting one who had
a university rut about him and more
d titled manners than any of the rest
But some of them declared that he
wouldn't look at May even. These latter he disappointed by not only looking at her. tint looking at her with
longing eye* There was that In her
that attracted l-oth sexes a reckless,
helter skelter, devil-may-care way she
had, which Is always fascinating In

young persona, especially

to

young per-

son*.

Swift's appearance fresh from college tended to put Jim Dunlap by com
pari son only further In the background
III* Joints seemed larger, his hair redder. while his freckles seemed like
brown aututpn leaves that some one
Not
bad tramped all over hls face
that he appeared to feel any Inferiority. for be plodded on in the same awkward way as before. It was rather s
feeling In those who saw the two
young men In contrast.
That winter after Swift's coming
home was a gay one among the youngIt Isn't every
er set of the village.
small town that can number a full
fledged college graduate among tt* social attractions, and Swift, who had
played his share of pranks while at the
a
good many
methods of amusemeDt
When the
winter was drawing to a close and Dent
was coming on’the boys and girls were
wondering what they would do by way
of a carnival.
One of their number
suggested that they have a fancy dres*
hall, hut they had had one the year
before and wanted something newer.
Swift rame to the rescne by proimslng

John McLean left

Rev.

elo|>ement
•in

wiuvut.

(ill

for

,

turned for the fait term here.
Hum'll, a student at the high
school, is ,]*,
here.

i.eoli

Clement, who has been employed
Bar Harbor, baa moved bi*
household
goods and family to ftouthwest
Chaste*

in

until

be

Harbor

Hnde

permanent

work

lor the

winter.
A large furnace for steam heat has
been
installed in the achoolhouse, and
pipe,
and radiator*
in
the
lower rooms.
Another year will find the high
school

similarly equipped. John Urter
as janitor.
George Cameron, of Petersburg, Va
who, with hia family, has occupied tb«
Meade*cottage at Connor’s point, has purchased of the heir* of the Emetine
Puke
estate four acres, including the house
and
reaching to the shore, and will hate a
rooms

wlU serve

bungalow built before another season. J.
H. Gilley and son will have charge of the
work.
J.T. R. Freetnao sustained

Wednesday

on

morning

a

of

heavy loss
last

week

the wharf recently
filled With coal collapsed, w ith a
portion
of the wharf, dumping the entire lot into
the water. James Crockett narrowly
raped going down with the avalam be, a#
he was trying to slay the damage by
propping with boards. He left just before the
crash came. Workmen are busy trying to
make a salvage, but it will be an upenalve Job to repair tba wharf and rebuild
the roalebed.
Be pi. IS.
Shut.
when the coal shed

on

__

CRANBERRY ISLES.
Emerson Ladd and wife were recent
guests of Lewi* Ladd and wife.
Mrs. Millard Spurting finished her »e*son with iumme. boarders Sept. 12, after
a

full

season.

John Cabot and his sitter, who have occupied the Btrlem cottage tbiaaeaaon, hat
returned to Cambridge, Mass.
Mrs. Wilbert A. Rice, who baa been visiting her daughters two weeks, expects to
leave for Portland and Boston thts seek.
began Tuesday for the fall term.
Georgia Jude, of Ellsworth, teaches
the primary grade*, and Mi** Harvey the
School*

Mint

grammar

grades.

Warren Spurting left Friday for Marblehead, Maas., in a yacht w hich he ha*
tailed ibis »ea*on. Ilia wife and her sister, Mrs. Charles Spurting, accompanied
him.

Malcolm Donald and family leave thia

MatMpan, Mass., after spending
at the Storey cottage. MasAlexander, who recently fell from hi*

week for
the
tor

summer

pony and broke hi* arm, la doing nicely.
3.
Sept. 15. *

university, originated

au

Monday

vacation trip Weat, accompanied by E L
Higgins.
Mr*. L. M. Lunf is visiting ber
son
Uspt. Roland Lunt, and her daughter'
Mrs. Benjamin Mayo,
Mias Ethel Bunker, of
Sutton, has re-

SOUTH ST KEY
K. M. Cunningham and E. M. t urn*,
who bate been ill, arc improving.
YIrss

bor,

EDie Young has gone lo Bar Harmother is seriously ill at

where her

hospital.

the

Cornelius Cooper and wile, who havt
bean visiting their daughter, Yin. Frank
i.
Cam*, returned to Patterson.

to-day.
ci' uiimni

Hi

''What do yon mean !>y that?"
“In colonial time :.” be said, “when a
couple were married It wa* the custom
for tbe bride ami groom to race with
the guests for a tavern, the party
reaching the goal last to pay for a#upper. I propose that we select a couple
to elope (for fun. of course) and run
for the Beaver Inn. the rest to follow,
the supper to lie paid for as In colonial
times."
The idea was accepted with enthusiasm. May Stanley was just the girl
to play the part of the brltte, and the
proposer of tbe scheme wa* the man
for the groom.
May was chosen, but
Swift was not While he was tbe admiration of the girls, the boys were Inclined to be jealous of him. But the
boys couldn't settle upon one of their
own number—each desiring to be the
eloper—till some one In Jest nominated
Dunlap. All laughingly assented, and
It was considered that there would be
more fun with him for groom than
any
of the others. He would make the affair more, ridiculous.
Tuesday night is-fore the opening of
Unit Jim saddled two horses, one with
a woman's saddle,
and at 10 o'clock
I silted up under May Stanley's window. She Jumped down Into his
arms,
he put her on one of tbe horses, and
away they galloped.
At the aatue hour and minute tbe
rest of tbe-thirty started from an
equldistant point, both making for the
Heaver Inn. Jim and May
atopjied for
iwelve minutes by tbe way: but, Imv
lug been given tbe advantage of tbe
best road and Jim making a cut across
lieiils, tile elopers arrived first.
M.v friends.” said Jim. -I'll pay for
the supper, for this is the
happiest
night of my life. May and I stopped !
by the way at a parson's just long
enough to tie married."
So one considered tils wordc In
ear
nest, and all set up a
.bout, but May
a
produced
certificate that was passed
around among the girls, and at iast It
lieg-an to be understood that tbe
pair
were married.
‘lor heaven's
sake, where and
when did they do their
courting?" was
the ijjiiversal question.
Jim Dunlap is now a
Judge on the
bench

I'

Janvrin, who

James H.

once.

trouble

with

an

abeeas

ha* had seri

on

much better at the lime

bis

ot bi*

band,

os

was

re lorn

10

bia home in

Hampton Falls. X. H.
Ylr*. Herbert Clifford, who ha*
with her brother, Leslie Speed, lor * »o -,
has returned to Stockton Springs.
Htl
son Balpb will remain a white longer.
The summer people have nearly all left.
The families ot Dr. Charles Briggs and Dr.
Edward iYriggs lell last week; also Ylrs.
Templeton Briggs w itb her little daugnter
and nune.

Sept. 15.

Tbami'

3tmmtflrh.nue

THE FRESH AIR CERE
Is Sound ami Logical,
lloth by day and by night it is necessary to have enough oxygen from
fresh air to keep the blood pure and in
beat condition to repair waste and so
maintain life. If coniined by day,
sleep in open air at night, well pro.
tected of course by suitable clothing.
If the liver or bowels become shigish take a

proper

dose of "I..

IV

At-

wood’s Medicine occassional I y to prevent congestion. It is a safe old fami-

ly remedy.

Atwood's Mediexcellent results and

“I have used L. F.

cine with

most

do most heartily recommend them.
I feel sure that the “L. F.” Atwood’s
Medicine is very beneth-ia! in cases of
Dyspepsia, Headache, and vomiting."

Mrs. Minnie H. Packard,
Monmouth, Me.
;v5 cents at all dealers.
“L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland
Me.
A

mistake of local advertisers
estimate the value of advertising

common

is to

space of one newspaper by the amount
0
asked by some other
publication. It **
mistake of judgment for a business man
to estimate the value
of space in a repunewepaper with a 'good circulation
of come other publication which
be
will accept business at
any price and
pleased to get It.—Leavenworth tKansas)
nmaa.
table

by

that

The newspaper which has no uniform
for advertising space, and is satisled to take what it can get for il. is a
ihcap advertising medium, and the adwrtiser need expert nothing but cheap
(suits.—Law reneeburg (Ind.) Press.
'ate

